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Introduction
I’ve been writing transparency reports for a while, about how plugin development has been going, in case its
useful for anyone else. Enjoy!
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Print My Blog Transparency Reports –
November 2018 to March 2019

I used to make my transparency on plugin development reports right in Open Collective, but I really prefer to keep
them on my blog, like I outlined last time. So here’s all my old reports compounded into one blog post.

Reports From Open Collective
 1.6.3, updated WordPress.org description, and comments feedback

published on March 29, 2019

This week was fairly quiet.

I noticed https://deadeasyfamilyhistory.org/print-my-blog wasn’t working for wordpress.com sites yesterday. It was
because of an error I introduced in version 1.6.0. I managed to fix it fairly promptly though, so we’re back-in-
business. (All self-hosted users wouldn’t have been affected).

In the process, I made a few changes to the plugin description on WordPress.org. I made the first two paragraphs
much more succinct and easier on the eyes. (I realized this change was necessary because when I showed it to
my brother, he basically got halfway through reading the first paragraph, then skimmed the rest… I suspect many
other people do the same!) Unfortunately that broke the German translation .

Lastly, I got some valuable feedback from Leac on https://wordpress.org/support/topic/option-to-print-comments-
too/ about how comments are displayed in the plugin. But I’m going to wait further feedback before making a
move on those items.

Also, I blogged about plugin development methodology: “The 5 Promises of Lazy Software Development”
https://cmljnelson.blog/2019/03/28/the-5-promises-of-lazy-software-development/

Stats this week:

• 200+ active installs
• 2,228 downloads (+250 or so)
• 7 five-star reviews
• $17 annual donations
• 2 languages

1.6 adds filtering by category, readme update, and translated into German

published on March 22, 2019

This week I released the work from previous weeks (which added filtering by categories and terms; foogallery
support; handling polluted JSON) in 1.6.

I also updated the plugin’s description on wordpress.org (the “readme.txt file”). It first points out the uses of the
plugin, then lets users know it’s supported by donations, then lists features, gives a few use-cases, and even
mentions alternative tools. I made the change because I don’t want it to be a surprise that I’m looking for
sponsors, and thought it could be better structured.

Also, I noticed just today that Harald Wenzel (https://twitter.com/Epiphanius1) entirely translated the plugin into
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German. Woot! That’s the first translation of the plugin.

Lastly, there was some bad news: a report this week that it caused so many requests on a site that it caused it to
totally go down: https://wordpress.org/support/topic/author-filter-5/. I’ve followed up trying to find out more,
because right now I’m in the dark about how it happened, and what can be done to avoid it in the future. If anyone
else experiences this please work with me to identify the cause and find a fix so we can prevent this in the future.

There was also a request for the ability to filter by authors (first time that’s been requested; so it’s been logged but
not sure if I’ll make that change right away).

Stats this week:

• 200+ active installs
• 2,017 downloads (+300 or so)
• 7 five-star reviews (+1)
• $17 annual donations
• 2 languages (+German)

More foogallery support, filtering, and handling polluted JSON

published on March 15, 2019

This week I:

• opened an issue asking FooGallery team about how to make sure dynamic images load without needing
to scroll all the way down the page. They responded very quickly and investigated the issue, but didn’t
come up with a solution

• am getting the filtering posts by categories ready. The taxonomies available for filtering now also takes
into account what post type you’re printing (posts or pages; and should work once custom post type
support is added too)

• figured out how to get Print My Blog to work even when other plugins accidentally add warnings or junk
text to the REST API responses. See this commit if you’re interested.

The version to test is https://github.com/mnelson4/printmyblog/archive/BUG/foogallery-support.zip

Stats this week:

• 200+ active installs (last week it was 100+)
• 1,751 downloads
• 6 five-star reviews
• $17 annually in sponsorships (I have some ideas on how to improve this, but trying to first resolve those

code issues mentioned above)

Filtering by categories. & debugging h foogallery and WPTouch

published on March 15, 2019 (intended for March 8, 2019)

Oups, this should have been published last week. (Wish I could retrodate it like with WordPress…)

This week, I’ve been working on:

• Filtering by categories
• Helping debug an issue when Print My Blog was used on http://siliconvalley.sla1.org/, possibly caused

by the plugin WPTouch
• Debug why foo gallery doesn’t appear in printouts

If anyone is able to test the upcoming version (which supports filtering posts by category) it can be downloaded
here: https://github.com/mnelson4/printmyblog/archive/FET/filter-by-category.zip

Print My Blog Transparency Reports – November 2018 to March 2019
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 First donation; 1.5.0; all post content is now optional; post IDs and dividers
added

published on March 1, 2019

Print My Blog received its first donation this week! I blogged about that here on my personal blog. So thanks Dan
and Furniture Bank (who also found an unexpected use for the plugin).

And I forgot to mention last week, J. Di Goia probably set a new record for the biggest printout using Print My
Blog: 3145 posts!

What’s New

As of 1.5.0, all parts of the post can be removed, so you have more control over what gets into the printout.

Just want post titles, post URLs, and the excerpt? You can do that. Or do you want the full post content, with ID,
URL, featured image, comments, and a divider at the end? You can get that instead.

Here’s a screenshot:

New, More Compact, Layout for Print Content Options

Oh, and you can now also include the post’s ID, URL, and an extra divider (to further help delineate between
posts, which can be hard for posts with lots of big images).

Filtering posts by date or category is the next big ticket feature. See GitHub issue 6.

Also, other plugins’ shortcodes often go un-rendered (see GitHub issues 12 and 9), usually because they require
Javascript that can’t be retrieved over the REST API (which is how we’re fetching all the posts). I created a
WordPress core issue to begin to explore how this can be addressed.

Comments support, Show Post URLS and Enfold theme compatibility

published on February 22, 2019

This past week I spent 2 hours in forums/email answering some questions, and 3 hours developing and releasing
some new features:

• optionally showing post comments in printout (see https://wordpress.org/support/topic/option-to-print-
comments-too/) which became version 1.4.0

• Enfold theme compatibility (got contacted directly from my blog about it not working with this theme. I
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couldn’t quite reproduce the issue, but took a guess and got lucky on how to fix it!)
• optionally show post/page URLs in printout (again, simple feature request directly from my blog)

Next main feature planned: filtering so you can only print posts in specific categories or date ranges (see
https://wordpress.org/support/topic/feature-request-print-posts-in-specific-category-or-tag/)

 Filled in Description

published on February 14, 2019

I finally just filled in the description of this collective. It took about an hour and a half, but it was probably good to
work through it.

Older Personal Notes
Here’s a few older notes I jotted down about the plugin’s earlier progress, which may be interesting…

March 15, 2019

200 users, 1700 downloads, 6 5-star

 Jan 11, 2019

50 users, 417 downloads, 3 5-star reviews.

Dec 2018

20 users (7 my own sites), 100 downloads, 2 5-star reviews. Probably 12 hours this month

Nov 2018

1 user, 30ish downloads. 1 5-star review (mine)
It took about 8 hours to get it here, so that it’s usable and published on WordPress.org.

October 2018

Added retroactively. According to the Git log, this when the initial version was developed and put on GitHub.

Print My Blog Transparency Reports – November 2018 to March 2019
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Print My Blog Transparency Report, April 5,
2019 – Private Posts, Family Search

Tutorial, and Hustling
Where Did This Come From?

I was previously putting my weekly updates for Print My Blog, the WordPress plugin, on the Open Collective
page. But

• I don’t think anyone saw them (although I wasn’t sure, I didn’t have access to any analytics),
• it didn’t seem as usable from my phone (which is important when I have little on-computer time),
• I feel more in control on WordPress, even when it’s hosted on WordPress.com (because I can easily

export it to a local self-hosted site)
• and I don’t like how the posts clutter up the open collective page (especially how they appear before the

collective’s description).

Anyways, so I’m going to cram them into my blog too.

What Happened This Week
This last week I added support for private and password-protected posts (although I haven’t yet released the
change to WordPress.org.) That is, if you have password-protected posts, they previously wouldn’t appear right in
the print page (they were missing the whole post content.) Now it looks good when using the plugin on your own
site.
On that note, I also discovered a new bug that prevented https://deadeasyfamilyhistory.org from working correctly
for others– I didn’t notice it at first because it still worked for me. This was the reason for 1.6.4.
This last week I also published a post on my blog outlining how to use Print My Blog to upload your blog’s stories
to familysearch.org. I was hoping Family Search would take notice on Twitter or something, and share it; but no
so, and they don’t make other contact details obvious. I may have better luck with the roots tech blog, or other
family historian bloggers.
Also, I read this week how another plugin, TranslatePress, initially made most of its progress through contacting
individual sites and asking them to share their success with it. So I thought I should do something similar: I
googled the top results for “how to print your blog” and “how to make a PDF from an entire website” etc, and
where possible, I left a comment suggesting Print My Blog. I left 3-4 of them, so we’ll see if anyone takes notice
and numbers are affected at all.
Stats this week:

• 200+ installs (no change)
• 2,582 downloads (+250 since last week)
• 7 five-star reviews (no change)
• $17 donated (no change)
• 2 languages (no change)

Some Reflections
Noticeably, there haven’t been any new donations. About a month ago, I added a more obvious call-to-donate on
the Plugin’s WordPress.org description, but I’m now confident that hadn’t had any effect. So far: I’ve figured out a
new way to make a lightbulb that doesn’t work (to paraphrase Thomas Edison).
So, right now it seems about 0.5% of users voluntarily donate (and each of those were because of personal
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support that probably should have been valued at ten times their donation.) So, I’m pretty sure having a good
product and making users aware you want donations isn’t enough to actually get hardly any. I still believe
supporting plugin development through donations can work, but I haven’t yet figured out the formula.
Also, I think I’ll switch to monthly reports. Weekly updates is a bit too time consuming for me, and I doubt anyone
wants to read it every week.
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Print my Blog Plugin Transparency Report
– April 2019

This is the first of monthly transparency reports about development of the plugin Print My Blog. I want to:

• Share my experience developing a WordPress plugin so others can learn from it
• Remember what actually happened for my own records
• Inform users and potential sponsors of the open collective how donations are being used and where

things are headed
• Create more awareness about the plugin itself (as I understand it that’s one potential benefit of

transparency reports: you give away a bunch of interesting information, normally kept secret, and in
exchange you get noticed more)

• Get feedback on my sometimes outlandish ideas!

(Previously I did a weekly post on my blog, and on open collective.)

What Happened in April 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 13 (+2.5) support
◦ 15.5 (+4.5) copy writing
◦ 44.5 (+10) development
◦ 6.5 (+1) management

• Expenses: $2839.21 (+$661.50 )
• Donations: $20 (+$0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 3,549 (+1,200)
• Active Installs: 300 (+100)
• Languages: 2 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 10 (+3)
• Releases: 22 (+5)

Overview of What’s New
• Plugin Translated into French, (but needs a French Translation Editor’s approval)
• Security issue discovered and patched
• Plugin compatibility improvements
• Content Marketing:

◦ Last Weekly Report
◦ Imported Old Open Collective Reports
◦ Why We Don’t Donate to WordPress Plugins, Even When we Know we Should
◦ Immortalize Your Blog by Turning It Into a Family Search Memory

The Details
 French Translation

I tried my hand at translating the plugin into French, but it still needs a WordPress French Translations Editor to
approve the translations… If you are, or know, an editor please help out with the French translation of Print My
Blog.
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The plugin doesn’t have a ton of text, but still it took about 3 hours to translate it all. It was probably a good
exercise because:

• It may open up the plugin to discovery and use by a whole new segment of users
• It gave me a better appreciation for how much effort it takes to translate a plugin
• I noticed several typos along the way!

 The Plugin’s First Security Issue: SSRF

I got contacted late last week by a penetration tester named
Magnus K. Stubman, via my blog’s contact form, saying:

Hi, I’ve found a security issue in one of your plugins. Reach back to me at xxxxx if you’re
interested in the details. If I don’t hear back from you within 5 days, I’ll assume it’s OK
with you that I publicly disclose the issue.

I was a little worried it was a phishing attempt, but the sender seemed legitimate.

So I replied and he pointed to an “unauthenticated SSRF that can be turned into XSS.” …I had to ask
DuckDuckGo what that meant…

SSRF stands for “Server Side Request Forgery“, meaning a hacker can make the server send a request to
something the hacker normally can’t. The quintessential example of this is getting the server to send a request to
get something normally hidden on the server (like WordPress’ passwords in wp-config.php) and then return them
to the hacker.

In the case of Print My Blog, in order for it to print a different WordPress blog like on deadeasyfamilyhistory.org,
users could input a site to print. When they did that, we’d send a request to that site to check it was a real
WordPress site. And that’s where there was an SSRF vulnerability.

The fix was to just disable that feature, because most users of Print My Blog just want to print their own site, not
be a service for printing other sites like Dead Easy.

After giving me time to fix the issue, Magnus disclosed the issue on his blog, and reported it to the vulnerabilities
database cve.mitre.org.

In this specific case, I’m still not too sure how a hacker could exploit it. They can make older versions of Print My
Blog send an HTTP GET request to any URL as the site owner, but they can’t see the result of that request. I
think they would also need to find some site (behind the same firewall as the server running Print My Blog) where
just receiving a request would change something normally prohibited (like creating a new blog post or user.) So,
it’s clear the security bug had potential to be a definite concern, but it would take a bit more know-how than what I
have to exploit it.

Oh and in a side note, the discovery of this security issue led me to invest a little more time in looking for other
security problems. I signed up for coderisk.com. It automatically checks your plugin’s code for security issues. It
was quite a good experience so far, and it did find another security issue which got patched in 1.6.8.

WP Engine and Print My Blog

Also interestingly, Anthony from WP Engine also contacted me about the security issue (this was actually kinda
cool, it means they took notice of my hobby project!) He also used my blog’s contact form (glad I have it! It allows
anyone to reach me privately without giving out my email address publicly). He said WP Engine have site owners
using Print My Blog, but they’d be encouraging them to update .

I said thanks for that, and brazenly suggested they sponsor the plugin too.

Print my Blog Plugin Transparency Report – April 2019
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Magnus’s blog, he’s a penetration tester, gentleman, and ASCII artist

Thanks Anthony! No questions. Except “Would WPEngine like to sponsor the plugin?” It’ll get your
logo in front of about 300 site owners (many of whom are closing their site’s down, hence why they’re
printing their site, and possibly looking for new hosting) for $25/month. See https://opencollective.com/
print-my-blog#about

Either way, thanks for reaching out!

Anthony said he’d pass the info on to their Affiliate team. (It’s a long shot, but if I don’t ask the answer will
definitely be “no”.)

 Improved JSON Parsing

Also this month the plugin got its first non-5-star review . Print My Blog wasn’t working on the user’s server,
and they thought it was because the site was in Greek.

I investigated the issue and saw a Javascript error relating to Google Recaptcha originating in some Contact
Form 7 code, but it turned out to be a red herring (because even if there’s a fatal error in Javascript, code from
other Javascript other threads will continue to work fine… so in this case, a fatal Javascript error isn’t so fatal
afterall!)

Finally, I noticed the error was from the CataBlog plugin sometimes dumping some script tags into WP REST API
JSON responses, like so:

<!-- CataBlog 1.6.7 LightBox JavaScript | http://catablog.illproductions.com/ --
>  var js_i18n=new Object; js_i18n.prev_tip="You may also press "P" or the left
arrow on your keyboard"; js_i18n.next_tip="You may also press "N" or the right
arrow on your keyboard"; js_i18n.close_tip='Close LightBox Now';

Print my Blog Plugin Transparency Report – April 2019
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js_i18n.prev_label='PREV'; js_i18n.next_label='NEXT'; js_i18n.close_label='CLOSE';
jQuery(document).ready(function(){ jQuery('.catablog-image').catablogLightbox();
});  <!-- End CataBlog LightBox JavaScript -->   <!-- CataBlog 1.6.7 LightBox
JavaScript | http://catablog.illproductions.com/ -->  var js_i18n=new Object;
js_i18n.prev_tip="You may also press "P" or the left arrow on your keyboard";
js_i18n.next_tip="You may also press "N" or the right arrow on your keyboard";
js_i18n.close_tip='Close LightBox Now'; js_i18n.prev_label='PREV';
js_i18n.next_label='NEXT'; js_i18n.close_label='CLOSE';
jQuery(document).ready(function(){ jQuery('.catablog-image').catablogLightbox();
});  <!-- End CataBlog LightBox JavaScript -->   https://www.mnimes.org/wp-includes/js/
jquery/jquery.js?ver=1.12.4{}

which meant the Print My Blog Javascript wouldn’t know how to handle/parse it.

I was previously handling polluted JSON similar to this, but this was trickier because that initial “pollution”
contained a {character, which could mean the start of JSON.

So I modified the code to recursively search for valid JSON substrings. I updated my blog post on how to do that,
so you can look over there if you’re interested in the solution.

Most readers are probably just interested to know: even if other plugins are interfering with proper WP REST API
JSON responses, Print My Blog should now continue to work fine.

So problem solved (which problem turned out to actually be from another plugin). But alas, the reviewer has yet to
update their star rating. That’s a little upsetting, but life. I’m happy to have joined the “plugins where someone left
a (seemingly) unfair review” club.

Render Scripts in Footer

Also, while debugging the previously-mentioned issue, I realized the print page wasn’t rendering the WordPress
footer. That’s where many Javascript scripts are rendered, so adding it may fix some plugin compatibility issues.
One obvious change is that if your logged in, the logged-in navigation bar now appears.

So, another benefit from being attentive to users’ needs (even if it hasn’t gotten the 3-star review changes to a 5
yet!)

Thinking Out Loud
I got some feedback on my idea to sponsor development entirely via donations from a few people.

Mateo Duò commented

The sponsorship/donation models could be a neat way not only to generating some
steady revenue, but also a solid way to build relationships with other companies and
brands. That’s where sponsorships get more interesting in my mind.

From that, I understand he suspects donations from users will probably be less rewarding
financially than sponsorships from other companies and brands looking to get noticed and
build a positive reputation.

If I were able to attend more WordCamps it would probably help greatly in building connections that could lead to
sponsorships. But alas, with 3 kids under 6 at home, my priority and timers still quite focused at home. But I can
still do my best from home.

Also, I think companies and brands will be more interested in sponsoring as they see Print My Blog becoming a
bigger deal.
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Mario Peshev and I started a short discussion on Twitter (btw, the conversation started because I had a question
about his book, and somehow the conversation turned to this side hustle of mine.) He said

Profitability in the WordPress ecosystem is one of the hardest endeavors I’ve ever
encountered.

We all know about the “race to the bottom” but technically, it’s race to the freedom. The
mentality for giving back is missing.…

For the most part, it’s about “commercial value” and “audience”.

The default WordPress user isn’t going to generate recurring profits from their website. Consider all
applications of WordPress – link building satellite websites, blog spinoffs, students’ school projects,
yada yada. A small chunk of them are actually designed to make a real profit (or at least have the
potential to).

The way forward is focusing on paying audiences and a product business that can 1) scale, 2) has a
large enough potential market cap, and 3) notably reports a positive ROI

My 2 cents at least. In your case, the general user who wants to print their blog is likely looking to shut it
down or the like. Now, publishing firms may be a different target, which is where a SaaS licensed option
may work better than sponsorships, but you get the point I guess.

Nevertheless, I’d love to see the experiment evolving for a few more months.

So most WordPress users aren’t actually making money using it, so likely won’t be willing to spend much on it
either. Much less donate to it.

If I want to make an income, I need to focus on meeting the needs of companies and agencies, especially
publishing firms. Using a more typical licensing model would be more likely to be profitable than seeking for
sponsorships.

One trouble with that, for me, is that I don’t know what publishing agencies needs look like at all. So I’d like to
continue to try this experiment of financing it via just sponsorships, because it has a lot of theoretical upsides. But
I’m aware I might never find a way to make it sustainable.

Priorities
What’s up next?

 Loading Dynamic Javascript From the WP REST API

An ongoing issue with the plugin is integration with plugins that require dynamically-added Javascript in order to
be displayed properly. An example is Foo Gallery.

I have an experimental version that adds the currently enqueued scripts to the WP REST API JSON response,
and then dumps them into the page, and then they get executed. The trouble is it loads the Javascript in a
different order than normal web requests, which sometimes doesn’t work, depending on the code. Anyways, that’s
my main priority with the code currently. Please let me know in the comments if you’d like to suggest something
else!

Getting Sponsors

Right now I’m just working on this plugin in my “spare time”. But I can work anytime from anywhere, and when I’m
not working it’s actually probably best for me to spend some time with family. So it’s helpful if I could be
compensated for my time working on this side project.

Print my Blog Plugin Transparency Report – April 2019
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While the active installs have been growing steadily, donations have totally stopped. I don’t expect everyone to
become a sponsor, but some percentage like 5% would really help this become sustainable.

I’ve been tempted to want to blame others that hasn’t gone too well. E.g., “Users just don’t ever want to give
back!” But I’m realizing I need to take more ownership of it. Instead of blaming others, I need to focus on what I
can change to improve it.

So that will also be a focus in the coming month.

Thoughts?
I’ve basically resolved to not work on anything unless a user specifically requests it, so if you see anything that
can be improved, please speak up! And thanks to all those who have already spoken up in the support forums
and on my blog posts.
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Print My Blog WordPress Plugin
Transparency Report – May 2019

This is my second monthly transparency report regarding development of Print My Blog WordPress plugin. For
me, the most exciting developments this month has been hearing how folks are using Print My Blog. If you use it,
please let me know on Twitter, through my contact page, or through a review on WordPress.org.

What Happened in May 2019

Downloads per day. Again each spike corresponds to
a release.

Active installs kinda flatlined this last week. Probably
not unrelated to fewer hours I put into it this month.

Overview of What’s New
• Added CSS classes for hiding content from printouts or web views, and a few other tweaks
• Private posts are now included in printouts
• Got on the WP Plugins A to Z podcast to talk about the plugin
• I got useful feedback from someone who printed a 10,000 post blog, the conversion rate of premium

plugins (in case I decide to add that someday), and whole lot of NOT doing what I intended to last
month…

• Total donations doubled (that is, increased from 1 to 2 )

The Details
New CSS Classes for Hiding Content

One of the main purposes of Print My Blog is to only print the content that makes sense for a printout– usually
that’s the post’s body– while leaving out the superfluous stuff like sidebar widgets, menus, social media share
buttons, etc. But sometimes plugins and themes add content to posts (like related posts, social media share
buttons, advertisements, etc) that look like post content, but we’d really still prefer to leave out of printouts.
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Dealing with this content hasn’t been the greatest.

For content like that coming from other plugins or themes, it’s usually best to let me know in the support forums.
Just say what plugin is generating what content, and the next release of Print My Blog will exclude it by default
(for you and everyone else).

But if you have custom post content you’d rather be hidden, it helps to have a way to indicate “hide just this image
from the printout” or “this paragraph is for the printout only, not when viewing online”. That’s what the new CSS
classes are for.

If you’re using WordPress’ Gutenberg/Block editor, select a block, click “Advanced”, then “Additional CSS Class”,
and add pmb-print-only if you want the block to only appear in the printout, or pmb-screen-only if you want
the block to only appear on screen.

Here’s a video tutorial.

How to use Print My Blog 1.7's new CSS classes
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IMBxCp7AVPE

As usual, please let me know if you have any suggestions!

Private Posts Now Included in Printouts
User skrekkugle pointed out that private posts weren’t making it into their printouts. I was a little surprised
because I recently did work to include password-protected posts, but overlooked private posts.

So, I changes a few lines of code, and skrekkugle tested it out, and then it was added in version 1.7.1. Please
note: you need to be logged in and have access to read those private posts, otherwise they won’t appear in the
printout.

(By the way, skrekkugle was kind enough to leave a review afterwards, so thanks skrekkugle for the feedback
AND review.)

Print My Blog WordPress Plugin Transparency Report – May 2019
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My Interview on WP Plugins A to Z
I got a message from my neighbouring WordPress meetup that it’s organizer, John Overall, was looking for plugin
authors to interview for his podcast. It sounded like a good way to get the word out, and a growing experience for
me.

You can find the interview here.

I got pretty tongue-tied initially, but I felt like we got some especially useful discussion going after the first 5
minutes.

I haven’t yet noticed a significant jump in users (probably because despite my best efforts to prepare, I don’t think
I was a stellar interviewee). Still, it was a good experience for me being on my first podcast, got the plugin in front
of some more people, and only took 40 minutes out of my day anyway. So John, if you’re reading this, thanks
again for having me on your show!

Other Useful Feedback Gathered
I got a bit of useful feedback from various sources, which was both encouraging and interesting.

 “John”’s Feedback on Filtering and Javascript-Dependent Content

User “John” left an encouraging 5-star review and feedback. He wanted a way to filter posts by date, the post’s
meta information (date, categories, url, etc) to each appear on a separate line by default, and also had trouble
with a plugin’s shortcode appearing in his printouts.

I found time to apply his suggestion to lay out post meta info on separate lines, and the other two are at the top of

Interview 35 with Michael Nelson from Print
My Blog Plugin

Today’s interview is with Michael Nelson from Print My Blog. If you’re a
plugin developer and you’d like to appear on the show, you can
schedule an interview, donate your plugin for an upcoming contest, or
submit your plugin for review.

WordPress Plugins A to Z 1
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my priorities.

 Someone Actually Printed 2 Million Words using this Plugin

Charles Buckman-Ellis wrote a post that was a treasure for me to read. He has a blog with over 10,000 posts, 2
million words, that he has actually printed in full from his home printer. (For reference: that’s over 4 times the
length of the Lord of the Rings.)

Half of Charles Buckman-Ellis’ blog printout. HALF.

That’s a lot! To my knowledge that’s the largest blog to use Print My Blog and biggest physical printout (the
previous record had 3000 posts and they just created a PDF of it). You might think that’s a waste but most of us
have a hundred times more paper books on our shelves. He plans to put them all into binders for easy-access,
and use the physical copies for easier annotating (which is the other big application of Print My Blog).

He did report he had a problem though: his printer had a hiccup once it got halfway, and stopped printing. He
could re-attempt printing, but Print My Blog would start at the beginning again .

Most browsers let you specify a range of pages to print, and Charles worked around the issue by copying his
entire blog’s content into Microsoft Word and manipulating it from there, so there are workarounds. But this is the
third time filtering by post dates has been requested, so it’s definitely a priority.

Doubled Donations

Unfortunately I know nothing more about them: who they are, or why they donated. It would be great to know
what motivated them, how they discovered Print My Blog and it’s open collective, and whether the receipts are of
any value.

Thomas Knack donated $20 to forward Print My Blog., effectively doubling the total donations made so far.

But one piece of useful info: given they didn’t provide any contact info (just a name– open collective has their
email), they probably didn’t do it for public recognition.

Thinking Out Loud
I didn’t make as much time to work on Print My Blog this month. My wife’s website got a redesign which used up
most of my free time (and actually paid the bills). And I think that’s the reality with starting a project like this: until
you’ve figured out that magic formula to make it popular and profitable, it’s very hard to keep putting time into it.

Anyways, here’s some reflections on the direction of Print My Blog.

Print My Blog WordPress Plugin Transparency Report – May 2019
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Comparing To Bulma’s Donations

For my wife’s website’s redesign project, we used a CSS framework called Bulma. It’s 1000 times more popular
than Print My Blog, and seems to be doing everything right in terms of seeking donations. So I tried to take some
notes from what they’re doing.

Bulma is used by 150,000 developers, but has 70 backers
and $1327 in monthly income on Patreon. That’s about 0.05%, or a twentieth of a percent Of users who donate;
so far Print My Blog has actually been fortunate to have 0.5%, or half a percent of users make a donation.

So that was a bit discouraging at the prospect of funding development entirely through donations.

What’s The Conversion Rate if Premium Plugins Anyway?

So I’ve been musing on having a premium version of the plugin, one that adds the features needed by publishers
(or those who are at least generating revenue by using the software, as opposed to most of us who are just
backing up memories.)

So, about 0.5% of Print My Blog users make a donation. So I wondered “How many more users pay of a free
plugin choose to upgrade to a premium version?”

I asked that question on the Advanced WordPress Facebook Group.

Let’s say you have a free plugin or theme on WordPress.org, then create a premium version. What
percentage of free users is likely to convert to using the premium version?

Somewhere between 99% – 10%? Or is 9% – 1% more reasonable? Or 0.9% – 0.01%?Looking for a
ballpark and some reading.

Me, on the AWP Facebook Group

The most popular response was

You’re not going to find a trend here. There’s no magic percentage of customers that appears by
launching a premium version. The transparency reports that do exist are from among the most
successful plugins in the space and not indicative of the industry as a whole.

Here are the questions that, in my experience, determine the success of a freemium model:Are you
delivering must-have value in the premium version? Did you give away too much in the free version so
that users don’t feel the need to upgrade? Did you give away too little that they downloaded and
abandoned the plugin right away? Is the upgrade path clear to users? Do they even know an upgrade
path exists? Does your website convert once they get there? Are you supplementing traffic from the
plugin with content marketing or paid advertising? Do you have a support team who has a clear track
record of success on the support forums? Each of these questions can drastically affect conversion
rates, and a misstep in one ore two of those areas such as overdelivering in the free version can make
or break a premium product.

Kevin Hoffman from WordImpress

The next most popular response was

The market avg. is 0.5%-4.5%. The actual number depends on your pricing, target audience, your
checkout funnel, etc. Typically it is around 1%. If you are about to get into the plugins business world, I
highly recommend you to take a look at our blog where we focus exactly on those topics:
https://freemius.com/blog/

Vova Feldman from Freemius.com
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A few other comments agreed 1% of free users upgrading to a plugin’s free version is typical.

So, so far my 0.5% of users donating is on the same order of magnitude as the freemium conversion rate. Either
way, so long as there are “only” 400 users of the plugin, it seems I’m unlikely to fully recouperate my opportunity
cost.

WPEngine Not Sponsoring

Just a follow-up from last month’s report mentioning that I asked WPEngine if they wanted to sponsor. They
graciously declined, but suggested I instead use affiliate links (which I may do, but of course not directly from the
plugin). Either way, I think that’s reasonable: they’re really too big to be interested in sponsoring such a small
project. I think my efforts would be more fruitful trying to build relations with smaller organizations, ones to whom
being recognized as a sponsor of a small project will actually be helpful.

Désolé: Still No French

Last month I reported a few hours to translate the plugin into French, but that it requires someone to validate my
translations. It turns out nobody has in a month… so I may need to reach out to see if there is any way to expedite
this. (I suppose if I had done the translation myself using PoEdit I wouldn’t have had this problem, because I
would just add my translation files to the repository, and they’d be in the next release .)

 Last months transparency report

Last month’s report took a few hours to write, but got about 100 views, which is quite a bit for my little blog.

I know those numbers are small beans compared to bigger blogs (I’m given to believe most companies who are
pushing content marketing hard are getting thousands of views), but there you have them.

I saw about half the visitors being referred by wpmail.me, and another half from a tweet by Mario Peshev.

So, I think it was probably good for both getting the word out about my plugin, and sharing my experience trying to
develop a plugin before it becomes famous (also, if it becomes famous.)

What’s Next
Unfortunately, what’s up next is about the same as last month! (Because I didn’t get around to it this month .)
Namely,

• filtering posts by date
• better rendering content that requires dynamic Javascript
• trying to get more sponsors and donors

Thoughts or tips? I’d welcome them in the comments or on my contact form. Thanks!
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Blog stats for 2019, showing how the last transparency report compared.
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Print My Blog Transparency Report – June
2019

This is my 3rd monthly transparency report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin.

What Happened in June 2019

Downloads-per-day is looking ok.

Active Install Growth has also been positive, although
I wouldn’t describe it as “exponential”…

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 18.5 (+3.5) support
◦ 26 (+3.5) copy writing
◦ 53.5 (+7) development
◦ 6.5 (+0) management

• Expenses: $3588.91 (+470.40)
• Donations: $40 (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 5, 771 (+1177)
• Active Installs: ~500 (+100)
• Languages: 3 (+1)
• Five Star Reviews: 15 (+3)
• Releases: 27 (+3)

Overview of What’s New
• Added More Donation Options (PayPal and mail-in Check)
• Added Filtering by Dates
• Added more print metadata (like what categories and dates were included in the printout)
• Added Print My Blog updates to the “WordPress Events and News” dashboard widget
• Translated into Spanish
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The Details
More donation options

I updated the Open Collective page to give folks more options on how to donate. You can now send me a
donation using paypal.me, or even mail a check to my post office box.

I added these options in response to magoo1958 noting that they would have liked to donate, but “only use
PayPal online.” And I think that’s reasonable, I really dislike signing up for yet another service (in this case, Open
Collective).

So far, this hasn’t resulted in additional donations though. I think I’ll be best creating a self-hosted website where
users can directly enter their credit card information (or pay with PayPal or Stripe) and not need to sign up for a
different service. I suspect I’ll bother with that once/if active installs grows to 1000.

 Filtering by Dates

Since version 1.9.0 of Print My Blog, instead of always needing to print the entire blog, you can instead filter posts
by date. For example, only posts before January 1st, 2018, or all posts between February 1st, 2019 and March
1st, 2019.

This has long been a commonly-requested feature, and I think it forwards the purpose of helping people preserve
their blogs. (Eg, last year someone printed their entire 2 million-word blog, but their printer had an error halfway
through, and so they found themselves dearly wanting this.)

It’s also helpful for creating PDFs of reasonable sizes (eg, you could create a PDF for each year of your blog,
which may mean they’re a couple hundred megabytes each, instead of just one massive multi-gigabyte PDF). I
hope to make a tutorial showing how that can be used in the future.

More print metadata

Because of date filtering, I thought it was basically necessary to help users differentiate between printouts for
different dates. So now each printout also mentions the categories and dates included in the printout.

Print My Blog Transparency Report – June 2019
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Adding News to dashboard

I’ve been writing these updates, and sending them to wpmail.me and tweeting them, but I realized the most
important audience are the plugin users. So I figured out how to add Print My Blog updates to users’ “WordPress
Events and News” dashboard widget, like I’ve seen other plugins do. (My implementation actually reuses a ton of
code from Updraft Plus). In order to be less intrusive though, I’m only included one post in the news area, and it’s
permanently dismissable.

The WordPress Events and News dashboard widget now features one item
from “Print My Blog”.

So far, it doesn’t seem to be terribly effective though. I think I’ve only seen one new view of last month’s
transparency report, even though almost 30% of 500 users have installed this latest version. Maybe it’s a little too
unintrusive?

 Translated into Spanish

Users NobNob and Fernando Tellado put in the hours to translate the plugin into Spanish this month. I hope that
will open up the plugin to a wider audience.
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Thinking Out Loud
I’d like to get translating it into French moving along. I requested to become a Project Translation Editor for my
plugin in French and Spanish (Mexico), but further followup is needed and I haven’t gotten to that yet. I did learn
each language has a glossary of terms (which I was thinking would be helpful while I was going through it in
French). I recorded my findings about this on my post about preparing a plugin for translation.

Other than that, I we’re going on a family trip tomorrow so things will be quiet for a bit. Thanks for reading!
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Downloads per day are generally up. These have all
been minor releases so folks might feel less worried

about upgrading to them.

Growth continues to be basically linear. That’s good.

Print My Blog Transparency Report – July
2019

This is the 4th monthly transparency report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. Mostly I’ve been responding to
support requests and making corresponding small tweaks. There were no major releases this month, but 5 minor
ones.

What Happened in July 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 22.25 (+3.75) support
◦ 28.25 (+2.25) copy writing
◦ 62 (+8.5) development
◦ 6.5 (+0) management

• Expenses: $4108.66 (+519.75)
• Donations: $40 (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 7618 (+1847)
• Active Installs: ~600 (+100)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 16 (+1)
• Releases: 32 (+5)

Overview of What’s New
• User Interface Touchups1

• Fixed Small Inline Images2

• Using More Site Styles3

• ePub Printing Difficulties4

1. See page 28.
2. See page 28.
3. See page 28.
4. See page 28.
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The Details
User Interface Touchups

While I have a really long list of features I’d like to add (including making my “ask” for donations more prominent)
there were also a number of good support issues brought up that I tried to address. In addition to trying to fix the
user’s immediate issue, I tried to improve the plugin in order to avoid the problem for future users.

In 1.9.3 I added a link to explain how to print to PDF (as user todindiana wondered how to do it, and of a truth it
wasn’t really explained anywhere) and added link to cancel printout (as suggested by Martha Lindeman, who had
an error but wasn’t sure how to abort preparing the print page).

In 1.9.5 I added a suggestion to the print page to use the browser’s print preview (in response to this support
issue where I thought the user thought the print page, which holds all the printout’s content, was a true print
preview…)

Hopefully these changes will lead to a smoother experience for future users.

 Fixed Small Inline Images

If you are printing a web page with large images, often browsers will “chop the image in half” across page breaks
in order to save paper. Print My Blog avoids that by wrapping images in div tags that instruct the browsers to
avoid that. But one side-effect of this is that the images must take up the entire width of the page.

That seemed ok to me, and I had made a few exceptions for image galleries and emojis, etc. But user Philip
Rueker also noted that even small and medium-sized images were taking up the entire page width, and browsers
usually do a fine job of not chopping them in half. So I made an exception so small and medium images can be
shown inline in printouts fine.

Use More Site Styles

If your theme used custom CSS that relied on the “site” CSS class, it wasn’t applying to Print My Blog printouts.
That’s because I just wasn’t adding it onto the top-level div.

In 1.9.6 I added it. Hopefully printouts will apply more of your site’s style.

Along with that, it’s possible that now you’ll have more background colors from your regular site appearing in
printouts, so you may want to use your browser’s built-in ability to remove background colors. So I also added a
FAQ explaining how to do that with Google Chrome, Firefox, and the Firefox Extension Print to PDF.

 ePub Printing Difficulties

User alemarcanob was wondering how to create an ePub file from their blog for reading from their e-reader. I had
incorrectly thought this would be an easy task with Print My Blog.

There is a free browser extension called dotepub that is meant to convert web pages to ePub and mobi files.
Unfortunately, it doesn’t work very well with Print My Blog: it just grabs the first post from the printout, and its
missing most headings.

I contacted its author to try to resolve the problem. The software analyzes your website and makes a best guess
at what content is relevant for a the e-book, and which should be removed (eg site headings, sidebars, footers,
etc). Sometimes it gets it wrong, so he suggested I start with a very simple page and add more content to it
gradually, trying dotepub each time, to identify what was causing the problem.

I hope to get around to doing that soon, but admittedly it is getting harder to investigate these trickier issues for
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free. Like dotepub’s author, this is ran just by donations, and sometimes you want premium support to get issues
resolved in a more timely manner.

Update: I fixed the dotepub integration, wrote about what pushed to me to finally spend the time to figure it out,
and how to use it.

Thinking Out Loud
 Possible Paid Add-ons

The fund-by-donations model doesn’t seem to be producing great results, as most people could have predicted.
There’s still more I could do to improve it, I think, but my interest in doing so in waning. I’m leaning towards
offering the main plugin for free, which will continue to serve the mission of preserving our blogs, and offering paid
add-ons for those with more resource-intensive needs. Some ideas so far:

• Advanced Custom Fields Integration
• Custom Post Type Integration
• ePub Printing (even if I do resolve the issues with dotepub, their branding is still being added, and it

doesn’t separate posts into chapters or anything)
• WPML support

 The Happiest Users Giving Poor Reviews

It’s funny that I’ve had a number of rather happy users giving bad reviews. Most recently, Print My Blog received a
2 star review because its missing a feature to show posts for multiple languages. I was quite happy to have the
plugin available in another language last month, but that progress might also resulted in an overall lower star
rating for the plugin (because those new users want more features)!

The other users who gave a 3 or 4 star review were rather happy, but seemed to be giving a poor-ish review in
order to get the features they’d like added.

I try to take these suggestions to heart, despite not being excited about the poor review. Still (gets up on soap
box) if folks want a plugin to improve, it’s actually more helpful to leave a good review, support the project, and
leave a helpful support issue detailing how you’d like it to improve. That’s my opinion anyway. (Gets down from
soap box.)

Anyways, hopefully I’ll get around to adding some more features, and building a more sustainable model future
support and development in the coming months. Please leave a comment if you have any suggestions.
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Growth is slightly positive, still continuing about 20
new active installs per week.

Print My Blog Transparency Report –
August 2019

This is the 5th monthly transparency report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month donations were
doubled, dotEPUB integration was majorly improved, you can now optionally exclude private/password-protected
posts, and some SEO tweaks I made to the plugin’s WordPress.org description.

What Happened in August 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 23.25 (+1) support
◦ 35.25 (+7) copy writing
◦ 66.5 (+4.5) development
◦ 8 (+2.6) management

• Expenses: $4558.06 (+449.40)
• Donations: $80 (+40)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 9039 (+1421)
• Active Installs: ~700 (+100)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 16 (+0)
• Releases: 35 (+3)

Overview of What’s New
• Donations Doubled Again1

• dotEpub integration fixed2

• Optionally exclude private and password-protected posts3

• Added missing key words and phrases from WordPress.org description

1. See page 31.
2. See page 31.
3. See page 32.
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The Details
Donations Doubled (Again!)

The first check for Print My Blog that arrived in the mail

I got a donation via check-in-the-mail today for $40 which effectively doubled the total donations I’ve received so
far. Big thank you to David Oesper for his support! (FYI David also was the first user to give feedback and leave a
review of the plugin.)

I added the option to send donations by mail last month after hearing at least two people say they’d rather not
send via PayPal or Open Collective. (Usually the reason was they’d rather not create another yet another account
on a website which might get hacked someday, which I totally understand.)

I admit there’s still probably a lot more I could do to make donating easier. I’ve heard (on an episode of
mastermind.fm) that you lose about half your customers with each additional click users need to make. So
certainly more to come, but it’s great having some encouragement like this.

 dotEPUB Integration Fixed

Last month I wrote how dotEPUB, a browser extension for converting a web page into an eBook, unexpectedly
didn’t work with Print My Blog. Well, after a couple hours I figured out the problems and the two play together
quite nicely. I wrote a post showing how to use Print My Blog and dotEPUB to make an eBook from your blog,
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and while it’s not hardly gone viral, it’s one of the most popular posts on my new blog (59 views so far).

I also used the two to create an eBook of all my WordPress-related posts from my own blog (both a Kindle and
ePub versions), and made it available for download. I’m pretty sure it’s only been downloaded a handful of times,
probably because I’m such a small-time blogger, and my content is quite eclectic. But I’ve found myself wanting
an eBook version of other blogs (like freemius and Boone Gorges’ teleologistic) so I didn’t want to be a hypocrite.

The eBooks created could be better, certainly:

• images are usually removed (because they would make the file unreasonably big)
• dotEPUB adds a page explaining it was made with dotEPUB
• the eBook just has one giant chapter with all the posts in it. It would obviously be better if it were a

chapter-per-post.

So they’re useful for reading, but hardly look professional. (More on this in a moment…1)

Optionally Exclude Private and Password-Protected Posts
While making the eBook I was just talking about, I realized I wanted to exclude a few private posts, so I added an
option to do that.

Before, if you were logged in, private and password-protected posts were automatically always included. That
made sense if you were printing your blog for your own records (which was my original use-case), but no sense if
it was for distribution to others (like my eBook.)

Added Missing Keywords and Phrases To WordPress.org
Description
I was reading a post on Freemius.com about search engine optimisation, and made two attempts at improving my
plugin’s description:

• Because search engines consider the h1 tag so important, it’s helpful to add the words “WordPress
Plugin” to the plugin’s main title (even though it’s redundant)

• WordPress.org’s search algorithm also likes to see the searcher’s exact phrases somewhere in the
description, so I made sure it has all the relevant phrases I could think of.

These are the phrases:

1. See page 13.
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The new, longer, SEO-optimized plugin title

• eBook Converter
• PDF Converter
• eBook creator
• self-publish a book
• eBook maker
• export to PDF
• export to eBook

The freemius blog post suggested adding them to the plugin’s change log (so as to not break translations), but I
decided to add them to my section on “Alternatives to Print My Blog”, especially when I recently discovered some
good alternatives visitors deserved to know about (specifically, MPL Publisher and PressBooks).

Before adding those key phrases to the plugin’s description, Print My Blog didn’t appear for those search terms on
WordPress.org. But now it’s usually the first! So that should help it get noticed. (I made the change just this week,
but so far there’s no significant improvement in the number of downloads, as you can see from the downloads
graph at the top of the post.)
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Thinking Out Loud
It’s encouraging that there are again 100 more active installs this month, although strange there were no more 5
star reviews. Maybe the new users are no longer the highly-supportive early adopters (folks who got really excited
about it and wanted to encourage its growth.) I’ve read that early adopters are usually more inclined to convert
from free to premium users, so I may be seeing that same effect.

And while it’s great to receive a relatively large donation, I’m pretty ready to pivot to instead start offering a pro
version of Print My Blog: one that will make more professional books (eg adding cover pages, an index, replacing
URLs with footnotes and page references, etc), while continuing to keep the free version for those who just want
an inexcusably-easy way to backup their blog to a low-tech format.

In your mind, what are the features of a “professional” book (as opposed to an amateur one)? Please let me know
in the comments or contact me.
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Print My Blog Transparency Report –
September 2019

This is the 6th monthly transparency report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month the display of
YouTube videos in printouts was significantly improved, the printout header content was made more
customizable, I added fatal-error protection for PHP 5.2 sites, and I added some policies about free support.

What Happened in September 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 29.25 (+6) support
◦ 28.75 (+3.5) copy writing
◦ 71 (+4.5) development
◦ 8 (+0) management

• Expenses: $4957.59 (+$399.53)
• Donations: $80 (+$0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 11,190 (+2151)
• Active Installs: ~800 (+100)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 16 (+0)
• Releases: 40 (+5)

Overview of What’s New
• Improvements to YouTube Videos in Printouts1

• Printout Header Content Made More Customizable2

• Fatal Error Protection for PHP 5.23

• New Support Policies4

1. See page 36.
2. See page 37.
3. See page 38.
4. See page 38.
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The Details
 Improvements to YouTube Videos in Printouts

From early on, I knew having videos in printouts from blogs was a bit of a problem. I have a few videos in my own
blog. And when user alemarcanob suggested the same thing, this feature got bumped up on my priority list.

YouTube videos in a Print My Blog printout (using the option to split the content into three columns)

Like I outlined in the post dedicated to this topic, the problems were:

1. There is no way to actually watch the video
2. You can’t read the video’s title
3. It looks buggy (like the site owner never thought someone would try to print the page, which is probably

right!)
4. That black area uses up a ton of ink, especially if you’re going to print an entire blog (which is the entire

point of Print My Blog)

Since Print My Blog 1.12.0, YouTube videos look like this instead:

I solved the issues I mentioned because:

1. It prints the URL of the video, so you know where to find it and watch it
2. The full title is shown
3. The video’s default screenshot is shown
4. Because it’s an image in the printout, Print My Blog lets you resize it or remove it entirely (like all images)

I’m sure someone with more of an eye for design could make further improvements, so I’m eager to get feedback.
But for now, I’m happy with the improvement.

And for the record: no, this improvement does not apply to non-YouTube videos. That’s because YouTube has a
special, easy-to-use API for getting screenshots of videos. So similar improvements could be made for other ways
videos are embedded, but I’ll wait for user feedback before investing time in that.
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Again, you can read more about how Print My Blog shows YouTube videos in the post dedicated to it.

 Printout Header Content Made More Customizable

I got an email from Maureen O’Shea asking how to remove her site’s title and tagline from printouts. She’s
printing her blog a-page-at-a-time, and it didn’t make sense to repeat that header information.

I hadn’t thought of this use-case before, and it wasn’t possible. But I took an hour and a bit to make the printout
header information more customizable. Now you have options to remove the following elements from the header:

Options for what header content to include

So if you uncheck all of them, nothing will appear at the top of a printout.

I realized that this also paves the way for adding more features for printing individual pages (eg I could add a
“print this page” button to pages, or a filter from the print setup page to specify which pages to print.)
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 Fatal Error Protection for PHP 5.2

A while ago, user judith reported a fatal error that could have only happened if they were using PHP 5.2. I was
confused by that because the plugin header says it requires PHP 5.4 or higher, and, to my knowledge,
WordPress enforces that.

But then I realized: what if they’re also using an older version of WordPress, before it started to enforce the
plugin’s minimum PHP version?

So I added a bit of error protection code, modeled after Event Espresso‘s, so that if someone using PHP 5.2 did
manage to activate Print My Blog, they would instead just get a friendly message saying

We’re sorry, but Print My Blog requires PHP version 5.4 or greater in order to operate.

That will certainly make for a more pleasant user-experience for users of PHP 5.2.

New Support Policies

I added my first sticky topic to the plugin’s WordPress.org support forum.

Sometimes folks will report a bug, I’ll reply asking for some details in order to isolate it, and then they don’t reply,
so the issue appears “unresolved.” That not only looks bad, but apparently it hurts the plugin’s rating on
WordPress.org search results.

Print My Blog issues resolved on the WordPress.org
page.

So, among other small suggestions, I added a policy there saying that if users don’t reply within a week, I will
mark topics as resolved.

I think that’s fair to me and others; besides, if someone replies after a week, I’ll reopen the issue.

It also paves the way for the idea of premium support: email support for users wanting integrations with paid
themes or plugins, especially tricky issues, or generally wanting special attention.

Thinking Out Loud
 Images Could be Improved

I’d like to improve how images appear in printouts soon. None of the options are great.

When reading from your computer, your content takes up at most half of the screen width, so images are usually
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kept a reasonable size. On phones it’s the full width, but who cares it’s a tiny. In printouts, the content takes up
the full page width, and so do the images! Which makes for really big images, eating up a lot of ink.

You can already resize images, but that’s a bit buggy, and looks a bit awkward because they’re left-aligned.

Some ideas to improve it are:

• default to images that are only half the page width
• center smaller images
• or, maybe alternate between floating images to the left and right of the page content
• if folks use the multi-column option (which naturally handles image much better), have images that are

meant to be really big take up more than one column

If you have suggestions on how images could be made to look better in printouts, I’m all ears!

 Lack of Reviews

While progress is still steady, getting 2%-5% new active installs per week, it’s been two months since the last
5-star review. I saw the YARPP plugin added a callout asking for reviews that’s been remarkably successful (it
went from about 50 5-star reviews to over 200 in a month or two). But it was also a little controversial because the
call-outs options are basically “sure, I’ll give you a review”, “I already did”, or “Maybe later” (in which case, the
pop-up will appear again in a few months.) There was no “no thanks” option. Also, if all plugins added these call-
outs (which they’re starting to do) the WordPress admin dashboard would become really cluttered (which it is!)

I had planned on doing something like that (probably just a call-out on the Print My Blog setup page or print page)
to help the plugin’s star ratings this month, but ended up doing things that helped the plugin users instead .

And let’s not talk about donations .

How are you using Print My Blog?

Two users used my contact page this last month to report an issue, which is nice, but they also told me how
they’re using Print My Blog:

1. to print they blog as they go (not all at a time)
2. to print posts for review by editors (rather than having them review it from within WordPress)

Neither one of those was how I originally intended the plugin would be used. There are other tools for printing
individual posts, so it’s interesting they chose Print My Blog to do that (I’m guessing because it does a better job
at remove unnecessary content; or maybe they just don’t know about those other plugins ), and this is the third
time I’ve heard of someone printing their blog for manual review.

I appreciate hearing how folks use the plugin because it not only helps me have ideas on how to improve it, but
it’s also really neat seeing it be useful to folks.

Anyways, if you have suggestions on how to improve the design of printouts, or just want to tell me how you’re
using Print My Blog, feel free to comment here, or on GitHub, or use my contact page.
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Print My Blog Transparency Report –
October 2019

This is the 7th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month the default display of images was
improved, a bug for tiny printouts was fixed, and Print My Blog achieved 1,000 active installs.

What Happened in October 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 30.75 (+1.5) support
◦ 44.75 (+6) copy writing
◦ 73.5 (+2.5) development
◦ 13 (+5) management

• Expenses: $5, 466.32 (+$508.73)
• Donations: $80 (+$20)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 12, 760 (+1,570)
• Active Installs: ~1, 000 (+200)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 18 (+2)
• Releases: 41 (+1)

Overview of What’s New
• Better Default Layout of Images
• Fixed Occasional Errors in Small Printouts
• 1,000 Active Installs Milestone

The Details
Better Default Layout of Images

Print My Blog 1.13.1 improved on the default layout of images.
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Admittedly, before you didn’t really have any good options for images: either you selected that they be Full Size,
in which case they defaulted to taking up the entire page width (which was huge), or you selected one of the
smaller sizes, in which case it defaulted to left-aligned and looked ugly.

For example, these were your options before 1.13.1:

Neither one was a great option.

It turned out centering the images makes them look much better, in my opinion. So much better, that I thought it
appropriate to make half-width images the new default. This is what the same page will look like in 1.13.1:

Since Print My Blog 1.13.1, images default to being centered and half-width.

I think it looks much better. Further enhancements I think could be made though:

Old Default was full-width images. Which sometimes led to

images taking up an entire page …

Or you could use smaller images, but they were left-aligned and

looked quite ugly .
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• “Half Width” images are still quite big if they’re portrait orientation images, making them at most half the
page height too would be great.

• They could be more intelligent with white space— it’s too close to the text above it.
• It would be nice to sometimes automatically left-align or right-align images AND fill the whitespace with

text. I think that will be difficult to make it look good all the time though.

Update November 5th 2019: the two first two bullet points got implemented in Print My Blog 1.13.2.

If you have any suggestions on how to layout images better, I’m all ears!

 Fixed Occasional Errors in Small Printouts

If you make a printout from only a few posts, but your site has lots of categories, you could sometimes get an
error when Print My Blog finished loading the posts before it finished loading the categories. This issue was also
fixed in 1.13.1: Print My Blog first loads the categories, then the posts. This can make the printout take a second
or two longer, but it’s better than having errors.

 1,000 Active Installs Milestone

Like I blogged last week, Print My Blog just reached the 1,000 active installs milestone!

The number of active installs in October jumped up 200 (previously it was steadily moving up by about 100 a
month). That’s pretty cool! Ironically, it happened the month I probably did the least actual work on the plugin… (I
think that’s a testament to sometimes the effects of improvements aren’t always immediate.)

Thinking Out Loud
 So, What Have I Been Doing This Month?

Besides doing more billable work to help pay for the house we recently moved to, I’ve been doing a lot of reading.
Let me explain why.

I think Print My Blob has been quite successful at enabling most people to very easily get a low-tech copy of their
blog’s contents, which should make it more likely to be readable in the future.

In other words, it works well for personal use. But it doesn’t produce anything professional: the PDFs and
printouts aren’t terribly well laid-out or customizable, and the eBooks all need to be done with dotEpub which adds
their logo in a few places. You can’t put either on Amazon and sell them.

So I’ve been reading up on the principles of good book design, especially from theworldsgreatestbook.com.

I’m also reading through this post from freemius.com: How to Have a 100k WordPress Product Launch. It’s a
really long one, so I used dotEpub to convert it into a Kindle eBook, then I can track my progress through it
(because I haven’t been able to read it all at once), and add highlights and notes.

What’s Next for Print My Blog?

As I’ve been saying for a while, I’d like to make a pro version. But what exactly will it do that the current version
doesn’t? Here’s the ideas floating in my head:

• Save settings because, if you use it regularly, I can understand that it gets tiring entering them each time
you use the plugin.

• Add a PrinceXML integration, which would allow for creating PDFs that do cool things browsers don’t
support, like: automatic table of contents with page numbers, automatic replacing hyperlinks with
footnotes, and customizing each page’s header and footer. Basically it would be ready to publish as a
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printed book on Amazon.
• Do my own eBook creation, with: no dotEpub branding, replace hyperlinks to the blog with hyperlinks to

the correct page in the eBook, custom cover image and metadata, and keep all the images (dotEpub
isn’t really meant to handle an entire book, so it stops including images once there are over a dozen or
so).

• Have book-only content before the main body of the book, like a cover page, a forward, introduction, etc;
and other content afterwards.

• Allow for reordering posts in the book, and selecting specific ones.

But again, I don’t want to build just the features I think would be useful , but what other real customers are willing
to pay for.

So before embarking on that, I’m hoping to do a survey and get more input. Stay tuned!

That’s It for Now
My day-job boss Seth shared a relevant article: How to Create a Book Out of Your Blog’s Content. That describes
a lot of the process I’d like to simplify with Print My Blog Pro.

Got thoughts on progress this last month? Or suggestions for the future of Print My Blog?
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Active installs continue to show about 20 new
installs a week. (The major dip at the end is the new

installs THIS week, which just started; it usually
goes up to about 2 percent each week by Saturday.)

Print My Blog Transparency Report –
November 2019

This is the 8th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month author-related features were
added, image sizing was tweaked, and I began adding front end print buttons for version 2.0.

What Happened in November 2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 33.25 (+2.5) support
◦ 47.75 (+3) copy writing
◦ 83 (+9.5) development
◦ 17 (+4) management

• Expenses: $6,214.45 (+$748.13)
• Donations: $110 (+$30)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 14,764 (+2004)
• Active Installs: 1, 156 (+156)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 21 (+3)
• Releases: 43 (+2)

Overview of What’s New
• Author Details and Filtering
• Resized Image Tweaks
• Print Buttons in 2.0
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The Details
Author Details and Filtering

The major new feature this month are related to post authors. Since version 1.14.0, you can filter posts by author,
so you can have a printout of only posts by a single author. You can also include each post’s author in the
metadata under each post (alongside other metadata like its categories and URL, etc).

I’ve thought about this feature for a while, but hesitated to spend much time on it until I received user feedback
validating its need. I had earlier received a complaint the feature didn’t yet exist, but never got around to
prioritizing it. When, USER X inquired this month, and I decided the time for waiting was over.

It took a few hours to develop, and USER X helped test it. Please let me know if you have any feedback on it.

Resized Image Tweaks

This is a continuation of the changes from October, where Print My Blog now defaults to using smaller images
instead of full-width ones. When I blogged about it back then I realized a better way of resizing the images:
instead of making “half size” images take up half the page width, they should take up half the page height.

I made this tweak to solve a problem with tall images: even though you requested the images be “half width”, they
could still take up the majority of the page. Compare these before-and-after screenshots:

A page from a printout of my blog. Even though I requested the images be “half size”, this tall image still takes up
nearly the entire page. Yuck.

I’m quite pleased with the changes, but have yet to hear from any users about this. So if you have suggestions,
please comment or open an issue in the plugin’s support forum.
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After 1.13.2, “half size” tall images will take up at most half the page’s height, resulting in more more reasonably-
sized images.

 Print Buttons in 2.0

I’m currently working on version 2.0 of the plugin, which will expand Print My Blog into a new niche: providing print
buttons for site visitors. If site owners choose to enable the new feature, buttons to print, make a PDF, or an
eBook of posts will automatically appear.
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Print My Blog 2.0’s upcoming frontend print buttons will look something like this (depending on your theme; this
screenshot is using Twenty Nineteen.)

Currently, Print My Blog is designed for a site owner to print their entire blog (or at least a portion of it). Although
you can add the Print My Blog Gutenberg block to a post or page, that was still geared to printing the entire
blog— and I’ve never received any feedback on that feature, so I’m not sure how popular it had been.

These new print buttons open up Print My Blog’s features to site visitors, so they can easily export the post
they’re currently reading.

This is a new, and much larger, niche. Of the comparable plugins for printing an entire blog, the most popular
ones have at most 1000 active installs (Anthologize and Kailin’s PDF Creation Station). Whereas plugins that add
print buttons onto posts have 50,000+ active installs. So there’s a much larger existing demand for this related
type of plugin.

What’s more, the existing plugins all have some obvious issues:

• Print, PDF, Email by PrintFriendly works well, but adds advertisements seen by visitors and has privacy
issues (unless you pay)

• WP-Print’s instructions say to edit your theme’s template files, which I think most users aren’t very
comfortable doing

• Print-O-Matic requires your to add a shortcode, which is pretty old-school, and inconvenient when you
want the button to appear on all posts.

So I’m optimistic this new feature will help improve Print My Blog’s growth once it’s released.

Oh, and thanks to Efegenit who suggested this feature and helped BETA test it.

Thinking Out Loud
What About Print My Blog Pro?

I admit the print buttons I just mentioned are a departure from what I planned last month, which was building a pro
(paid) version of Print My Blog. Although that’s nothing too new: I try to be responsive to users’ requests, and so
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far I think that’s been beneficial in terms of active users.

In addition to the print buttons, I may also take some time to actually write a book about Print My Blog… using
Print My Blog. More details to follow…

But suffice it to say I certainly do plan to move towards a pro version. There’s just a bit of a road to getting there.

Oh and on the topic of money, I got $30 in donations this month!

 Fulfilling Its Mission

The stated mission of Print My Blog, that I put on the it’s WordPress.org description, is

…to preserve your blog for decades to come in a low-tech format.

And I’m pretty pleased that it’s been doing that. One potential user reached out on my blog saying:

Michael, I read your developer comments. I’m trying to print my blogs before I die. I have ALS and my
days are definitely limited. Specifically I want to print pages and posts in an order, so they have
relevance. Is there a way to do that?

Donald Maclean

This is one of the situations I had hoped Print My Blog could help.

Having said that, the feature Donald was asking for is not yet available, and his blog isn’t huge. So I suggested he
may have success using Anthologize. (I also hope to compare all the available plugins and services for printing
your blog, and make a post detailing their strengths and weaknesses. This will probably be a very good exercise
regardless of how much traffic it gets.)

So Print My Blog has a way to go before, but it is serving a real need people have.

How will Print Buttons Fill That Mission?

So, given that mission, how do the new front end print buttons, coming up in 2.0, fill the purpose of helping
preserve blogs? The idea is to help build awareness. Many people will probably use the plugin just for adding the
print buttons, then become aware they should export the rest of their blog for safekeeping. So the print buttons
are a means to spread the message further.

What Do You Say When You Know Your Days Are Limited?

As mentioned above, Donald Maclean has a blog and an illness, and isn’t sure how many days he has left. What
would you write about if you were in his shoes? (And actually, because nobody knows how much longer we have,
we really all are, to a degree.)

Donald states his blog’s purpose is this:

I write this for several reasons, primarily to provide for my descendants something I would have valued
if it had existed for me, that being a record of the significant events and decisions of my ancestors. I
can’t think I’m so peculiar that a descendant (or two) would not be like me and yearn for the life
experience and thoughts of those who gave us our DNA.

I look at the known history of this Maclean family and find it consists of centuries of names and dates
with little description of who they were. Think about the life lessons unrecorded, the wisdom lost; I don’t
accept that each of us must learn anew what our ancestors learned. I’m convinced some of my
perceived mistakes were from not having the experiential knowledge of my generational past.
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Donald Maclean

I have very similar feelings. I too hope to leave more of a record for my descendants than what I’ve found from my
ancestors. I’ve used Print My Blog already for that purpose, and hope others will too.

Rediscovered Reddit

I’ve given Reddit a second chance this last month, and although it’s not the primary Donna of social networks, it
seems like a good venue for discussing topics. Other social networks, especially twitter, are focused more on
building a following, which makes it hard to have your voice heard before you’ve built a following. To get noticed
on Reddit, you just need to have something insightful to say.

I posted a link to my blog on Reddit, and according to JetPack it led to about 40 more page views (and that was
with it only getting upvoted once!) For comparison, Twitter usually gets me at most 10. Getting listed in wpmail.me
usually gets around 60 also. So I think Reddit is a worthwhile place to discuss a topic or promote something.

That’s It for Now
Comments welcome.
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Print My Blog Transparency Report –
December 2019

This is the 9th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. Active Installs took a hit upon release of
version 2.0 and front end print buttons, but there were lots of new features and donations nearly doubled.

What Happened in December 2019

Downloads of Print My Blog as of December 2019 Active Install Growth of Print My Blog as of December
2019

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 34.25 (+1) support
◦ 55.75 (+8) copy writing
◦ 92 (+9) development
◦ 17 (+0) management

• Expenses: $6,826.60 (+$612.15)
• Donations: $230 (+$87.77)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 17,109 (+2345)
• Active Installs: 1,227 (+71)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 22 (+1)
• Releases: 46 (+3)

Overview of What’s New
• Print Buttons Introduced in Version 2.01

• New Top-Level Menu Item2

• Redirect to Welcome Page on Activation3

• Order Posts Newest-to-Oldest4

• Optionally Remove All Printout Meta Data5

1. See page 51.
2. See page 51.
3. See page 52.
4. See page 52.
5. See page 53.
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• Donations Nearly Doubled Again1

• Add a Table of Contents with Calibre2

The Details
 Print Buttons Introduced in Version 2.0

Like I planned in November 2019, the big feature released in December was front end print buttons which allows
site visitors to print individual pages.

Print My Blog Frontend Print Buttons
https://youtube.com/watch?v=rvSo9NCOIX0

The feature is disabled by default so existing users aren’t surprised to suddenly see the buttons on all their posts.
But making the buttons appear on all posts is really easy:

1. From the WordPress dashboard, under “Print My Blog”, click “Settings”
2. Check “Show visitors buttons to print your posts?”
3. Save

You can read more about the print buttons in my post outlining how to use them.

Because with that new feature I significantly changed the plugin’s description on WordPress.org to match the new
use for Print My Blog.

New Top-Level Menu Item

Version 2.0 added a new top-level Print Mu Blog menu item to the WordPress dashboard, with sub-items “Print
Now” and “Settings.” (The old link under “Tools” is still there for now, but it warns uses it sill be removed soon.)

1. See page 53.
2. See page 53.
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Print My Blog 2.0 Introduced this top-level menu item.

I added the new menu item because I needed a page for enabling and configuring the front end print buttons, and
expect to add another sub-menu item when the Pro version is introduced.

Redirect to Welcome Page on Activation

Because 2.0 added the print buttons, it’s possible some users just want to activate them and not print their entire
blog. To accommodate this new use-case, instead of redirecting new users directly to the print setup page,
they’ve sent to a welcome page.

Upon plugin activation, users are now sent to this welcome page (but not on reactivation, or when bulk activating
multiple plugins.)

Hopefully this makes it really easy for users to do what they want.

Also, in 2.1,1, users aren’t sent to the welcome page on reactivation, or when bulk activating plugins, as
BrianHenryIE suggested on Reddit.

Order Posts Newest to Oldest

Print My Blog version 2.1 lets you choose to instead order posts newest-to-oldest (like how they appear on your
archive pages), and pages in descending “menu order”, instead of the old defaults.
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This feature was suggested by doesper of Cosmic Reflections.

Optionally Remove All Printout Meta Data

2.0 also addresses in a subtle bug noticed by dreamkatcha from Everything Amiga: if you setup a printout to
remove all printout meta info (eg removed the site’s title, print date, filters used, and credit) it still said the word
“posts” at the top.

The fix was to just remove that word if you asked to not show filters.

This fix could be useful if you’re printing out your blog as-you-go, and don’t want each posy to repeat that meta
info (or awkward just have the lonely word “posts” floating around at the top.)

Donations Nearly Doubled Again

In December there were two $50 donations from Robert Hamill (via Open Collective) and Don Maclean from
Lantern on the Stern (via PayPal.) I’ve been corresponding with Don via email (he’s wanting to included both
posts and pages in his printout in a custom order).

These donations nearby doubled the total donations for the year. I’m not sure if it was a coincidence or not, but I
suspect folks often feel especially generous at that time of year (which is probably why Wikipedia makes their
annual request for donations at around the same time.)

Add a Table of Contents with Calibre

I’ve long considered facilitating adding a table of contents to printouts, but Robert Hamill discovered you can
already do it to an eBook using Calibre.

I still think this is a feature I’d like to add to the pro version as it was suggested a while ago by Sheila Pollard from
her blog, and I don’t think everyone wants to use Calibre.

Thinking Out Loud
Pro: Arbitrary ordering posts and table of contents

Slowdown in Active Install Growth

Unfortunately, the growth of the number of new active users slowed down significantly this month, despite all the
new features. Actually, maybe because of them, considering the dramatic drop happened right after the release of
2.0.

I haven’t had any reports of new bugs being introduced, and everything continues to work as well as before. So
that’s not the reason…

I think a significant number of users deactivated the plugin when they saw it was version 2.0. I can understand
their rationale: usually when software’s “major version” increases (eg when it goes from version “1.4” to “2.0”),
things often break, or at very least take extra effort to deal with the significant changes. And Print My Blog is the
type of plugin users probably use once then don’t really need… so when upgrading it looked like work, they took
the easier option to just deactivate it.

Also, so far I haven’t received any feedback on the new print buttons, so I doubt very many users are making use
of them. My post outlining how to use them has only been viewed about 18 times (for reference, these
transparency reports usually get about 50, and my most popular post of 2019 had about 330 views.) So, so far the
new feature hasn’t been noticed much.
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Unfortunately Active Install Growth slowed down significantly upon relase of version 2.0 in early December 2019.

First Features for the Pro Version

I want to get started on the pro version next, and am considering it’s first features. Here’s my short list:

1. Define a custom order for posts in printouts
2. Save printout settings (so you don’t have to keep entering them each time)
3. Automatically add table of contents
4. Custom templates

I think I’ve mentioned it before, but the distinction between the free and Pro version is basically this: if you use
Print My Blog for your own records or for friends, the free version is all you should need; if you use it for
customers (or others you want to impress) you’ll probably want the Pro version.

I don’t think of the above proposed Pro features is essential for amateurs. But someone using Print My Blog for
their work will likely find their worth paying for.

Please Share and Tell Me What You Think
I really appreciate hearing from users (and potential users) even when there’s something you’d like improved. So
please comment, contact me, or reach out on the support forums.

If you’re already happily using Print My Blog, sharing it or this post with your blogging and WordPress-using
friends is also a big help.

Oh and happy new year!
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Print My Blog Transparency Report –
January 2020

This is the 10th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month post titles in printouts were
improved, there are more options for hyperlinks in printouts, there was a lot of code cleanup, and I have more
accurate active install growth to report.

What Happened in This Month

Lots of releases this month meant lots of folks
downloading the updates.

A bit of a rebound in active install growth since last
month

Open Collective Stats
• Hours:

◦ 44.75 (+10.5) support
◦ 58.75 (+3) copy writing
◦ 104.5 (+12.5) development
◦ 19 (+2) management

• Expenses: $7773.18 (+$946.58)
• Donations: $267.77 (+50)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 21,663 (+4554)
• Active Installs: 1402 (+175)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 21 (+3)
• Releases: 53 (+8)

Overview of What’s New
• Removed “Private” and “Protected” from Post Titles1

• Improved Hyperlinks in Printouts 2

• Autoloading and Code Cleanup with Viktor Szépe3

• Fixed Filtering by Date4

1. See page 56.
2. See page 56.
3. See page 57.
4. See page 58.
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• Easy Footnotes Integration1

• Increased Accuracy of Active Install Growth2

The Details
Removed “Private:” and “Protected:” from Post Titles

User dreamkatcha used Print My Blog to create not one, but two epically long PDFs from their blog,
everythingamiga.com, and used private posts for the book’s epilogue and prologue, but noticed their titles
unnecessarily added “Private:” onto the front.

The same thing happens for protected posts, too. This wasn’t something added by Print My Blog, but is just a
default part of WordPress. Nevertheless, I added some to dynamically remove “Private:” and “Protected:” from the
titles of posts in printouts.

Print My Blog now removes “Private:” and “Protected:” from post titles in printouts.

Here’s a link to dreamkatcha’s two PDFs from their blog Just Throw It to the Ducks and Tell Me About the Rabbits
Again George, if you’re interested to see what they produced.

 Improved Hyperlinks in Printouts

On a similar note, I noticed some themes trying to get fancy by automatically replacing hyperlinks with the URLs
in parentheses in printouts.

1. See page 58.
2. See page 59.
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Choosing “Replace URL in Parenthesis” looks like this in printouts

When you’re actually printing to paper, that’s probably a good feature (buttons don’t work on paper! ). But those
URLs can also look really bad when their long, or appear in headers, or an image is a hyperlink. And you probably
want to keep hyperlinks in PDFs, where they’re still useful.

Print My Blog 2.2.0 fixes this situation by giving you control of your printouts. You can either:

• leave the hyperlinks exactly as-is (themes can’t replace them with the URLs in brackets like they did
before)

• remove hyperlinks entirely
• or, replace them with URLs in parentheses

Print My Blog 2.2 adds the option to “Replace URL in Parenthesis”

You’ll also see in the help text below the option to “Include Hyperlinks” that it mentions PDFs created with Firefox
or Safari can’t include hyperlinks (that’s a decision of the browser, not Print My Blog.) So if you want your PDFs to
include hyperlinks, you’d better use Google Chrome, Opera, Brave, or another browser that includes them.

Autoloading and Code Cleanup with Viktor Szépe

This month I received my first pull request on GitHub! (A “pull request” is when someone suggests improvements
to the software, or requests you pull in their proposed changes.) GitHub user szepeviktor made a series of
suggestions:

• Code initialization cleanups
• Composer Integration (for making use of other pre-built software)
• Auto-loading (instead of loading all the plugin code on every request, or manually picking-and-choosing,

it only loads whatever is needed at the time)
• Travis integration (for automated testing)
• PSR-12 Code Sniffer (to enforce consistent, readable code style)
• PHPstan integration (for automatically detecting syntax errors in PHP)

I figured I would eventually add these important behind-the-scenes features, but kept prioritizing feature requests.
Hopefully this will make the code a bit faster, easier to understand, and help prevent future bugs.

Still on my to-do list:

• JavaScript linting
• Using Babel.js so Print My Blog can work with older browsers but still use modern Javascript
• PHPUnit tests, JavaScript tests, and integration tests
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 Fixed Filtering By Date

Dreamkatcha also nitpicked that Print My Blog’s filtering by dates wasn’t quite right: it said “Posted After” but
actually included posts from that date. For example, if you set “Posted After” to December 1st, it also included
posts from December 1st, not just after.

So I updated the text to “Posted After (and Including)”, and “Posted Before (and Including)”. This way both clearly
include posts from the selected date.

Screenshot of Print My Blog’s new Date Filtering Text

This also makes it simpler to select all posts from a particular date. Eg, if you want all posts from February 1st,
2020, just set both “Posted After (and Including)” as well as “Posted Before (and Including)” to February 1st,
2020.

 Easy Footnotes Integration

Someone reached out to me via email mentioning that post footnotes added by the Easy Footnotes Plugin weren’t
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appearing in their printouts. Arguably the code error was in their plugin, nevertheless Print My Blog 2.1.4 fixes it.

I suggested it in their support forum but am still awaiting a response. I’ve interacted with that plugin’s author and
they seemed friendly enough, they must just be busy (and I can’t demand immediate responses for a free
product!)

A post using Easy Footnotes as seen online.
Print My Blog Printout with those same footnotes.

FYI I accidentally first tried the similarly-named plugin Footnotes Made Easy and it also worked fine with Print My
Blog. So both are good choices if you’d like to add footnotes to your posts.

 Increased Accuracy of Active Install Growth

My transparency reports’ “active installs” number is more accurate.

For background, since Print My Blog hit 1000 active installs last November, the WordPress.org repo hasn’t shown
anything different. That’s because it just rounds down to the most significant digit.

But I applied the strategy suggested by Benjamin Intal on How to Get the Actual Number of Active Installs of Your
WordPress Plugin, and have something more interesting to report each month.

It turns out December was slower (50 new active installs) but January basically made up for it (150 new active
installs.) That would explain why I’ve been extra busy with support this month!

Thinking Out Loud
 Similarities to LeanPub

I’ve been thinking about blog-to-book, and learned that there’s already a term for it: lean publishing. And a
website that specializes in it: LeanPub.

LeanPub’s helps authors sell in-progress books. Not only can authors start receiving income before the book is
finished, they can also immediately start getting feedback on it.
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LeanPub is also quite simple. It rejects the idea you need to learn and pay for Adobe InDesign in order to publish
books (bound or digital.)

Print My Blog has the potential to do something similar: allow folks to use WordPress (and it’s wise array of
plugins, themes, and editors) to publish books and blogs… Although to be absolutely transparent I don’t think I’ve
really got the details sorted out yet.

Good Donations Again

Donations this month were again relatively high ($50), which was great. I think I’ll spend it on getting a website for
Print My Blog, as it’s probably confusing people and search engines mixing these posts with my personal blog.

All Done My Event Espresso

I have a post in-progress about this, but for now I’ll just mention I’ve quit my day job, primarily because I couldn’t
provide the hours they needed amid my other commitments (most notably, the online school my wife manages
has increased technical needs.) This will also free up a bit of time for my independent ventures like Print My Blog
Pro.

 Joined Freemius

I finally signed up as a developer on Freemius. I’ve just been reading over their documentation, asking questions
of their support, and joined their Slack channel. Beyond their list of features, it just feels good. The Freemius
developers in Slack are really supportive (like my old Event Espresso family.) You really do feel like a partner
rather than just a customer. I look forward to reporting on how it goes.

That’s It for Now
Please share your thoughts on any of the above. Thanks!
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Transparency Report – February 2020
This is the 11th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month I created printmy.blog, introduced
the HTML format for easy copy-and-pasting an entire blog, discontinued usage of Open Collective, and fixed
some Javascript errors.

What Happened in This Month

Two big spike this month corresponding to the new
releases.

Active install growth bouncing between 2 and 4% this
month, this for ~1500 active installs means about

30-60 new installs per week (it’s been about that for a
year now.)

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 48.75 (+4) support
◦ 61.75 (+3) copy writing
◦ 118 (+13.5) development
◦ 21.5 (+2.5) management

• Expenses: $8,667.78 (+$894.60)
• Donations: $267.77 (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 24,782 (+3,119)
• Active Installs: 1,574 (+172)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 26 (+3)
• Releases: 55 (+2)

Overview of What’s New
• Created printmy.blog1

• Added Easy “Copy and Paste” Option2

• Discontinuing usage of Open Collective3

• Unnecessarily loading Block Javascript4

1. See page 62.
2. See page 62.
3. See page 62.
4. See page 63.
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The Details
Created printmy.blog Website

I finally made this new website, printmy.blog this month.

If you’d like to follow future updates on Print My Blog, sign up here:

Let’s be friends! Subscribe to updates about Print My Blog

First Name

Email address:

Sign up

My blog, cmljnelson.blog, will continue to be where I’ll post about my personal life, opinions on WordPress, and
the occasional tutorial. But anything Print My Blog-related will go here.

Read more about the new site in the blog post.

Added Easy “Copy and Paste” Option
I asked my local WordPress expert and friend Jason Liversidge of Chilli Designs for a biased review of the plugin,
which he obliged me with, and also pointed out another use-case for Print My Blog: copy-and-pasting your entire
website into Microsoft Word or another word processor.

To be honest, I wasn’t crazy excited about it. I’m personally wanting Print My Blog to allow folks to totally forego
using Microsoft Word (and Google Docs, Open Office, etc) and just do all their writing in WordPress. So I wasn’t
too interested in supporting folks in migrating their content into proprietary software like Microsoft Word.

But alas, despite my ideals and aspirations, I think he’s right: folks will want to copy their content from WordPress
into something else. And it wasn’t a ton of work to make it work: I just added a new “format” for printouts, which
shows a “Copy to Clipboard” button, which will copy all the selected posts’ content.

I also wrote a blog post explaining how to copy and paste your entire blog. At the end, however, I took the
opportunity to also explain that I think it’s often best to keep your content in WordPress, and use a plugin like Print
My Blog to export documents (and forget about using Microsoft Word.)

Discontinuing Usage of Open Collective

I’ve been recording my expenses to Open Collective since January 2019, and have received a few donations via
it in that time, but discontinued using it this month.

I’ve been recording the number of hours spent working on the plugin, and categorizing my work time as either:

• support (answering questions on the support forum or direct emails)
• copy writing (writing blog posts and tweaking the plugin’s readme, etc)
• development (writing PHP, Javascript, or CSS)
• management (mostly time planning and researching on the direction of the plugin and related business,

and basically anything that doesn’t neatly fit into the previous categories)

I then “billed” for them at the market average rates, and uploaded the invoice to Open Collective each month. The
total “billed” has been $8,667.78 for 13 months.
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New HTML option for easy copy-and-pasting an entire WordPress blog

Also, folks were able to make donations through Open Collective, of which I received about $135.91 (the rest
came in through Paypal and even a check in the mail.)

But last month, I decided to finally withdraw the money from Open Collective, but encountered a problem. The
“fiscal host” is US-based, and I live in Canada, and they were saying they required my Canadian Social Insurance
Number, and needed me to fill out some tax form otherwise they were going to pay US taxes on the income. So I
asked our accountant how to fill out the form, and to my surprise they said we’d need to find a new accountant if
we used that service, because they couldn’t figure it out .

Given the amount is relatively small (certainly not worth switching accountants) I’m just going to forego using
Open Collective.

I may yet find a way to withdraw the donations from Open Collective, or may just offer to pay other contributors
through it.

So I’ve removed all the links to it from the plugin and the WordPress.org description. Donations can still be made
through PayPal.

Unnecessarily Loading Block Javascript
In the course of debugging integration with the Avada theme, I noticed a bug in Print My Blog: my custom
Gutenberg block’s Javascript was not only getting registered on every page (which won’t usually break anything,
it’s just wasteful), but it’s also initiating an unnecessary AJAX request (used by the block, also harmless but
wasteful.)

I made a quickfix in 2.3.1 which avoids the extra AJAX request, and am working on a fix based on the feedback I
received on Stack Overflow.

For those interested in the technical details: I was using WordPress’ recommended register_block_type
function, which enqueues the registered Javascript and CSS on every single page. The solution will be to instead
use a bit of manual script enqueuing like described on this Stack Overflow answer.
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Thinking Out Loud
 Feature Requests

I’ve gotten to the stage where I’m wanting to make a major addition to the plugin (add a pro version, which I think
will be Prince/DocRaptor integration for creating more consistent and professional PDFs) and so it’s hard to be as
responsive to all the smaller feature requests that come up. Eg folks want to save settings, set different settings
for each print button, and show different print buttons on different posts. Each is “medium” difficulty (like 4-8 hours
I’d guess) and would certainly benefit free users, but I’m needing to serve the few users willing to pay right now.

 Prince XML Features

I’ve been taking some time to read the Prince XML documentation. There are quite a lot of cool things you can do
with it when making PDFs, not possible with any other HTML-to-PDF technology I’ve seen:

• Replace hyperlinks with references to page numbers
• Add a table of contents that includes actual page numbers
• Place footnotes actually at the bottom of the page
• Properly controlling page breaks (eg avoid page breaks right after headers, which is supposed to work in

browsers but I have yet to see it)
• Style the left and right pages differently (eg have the page number in the bottom left on the left page, and

the bottom right on the right page)
• Dynamically rearranging the placement of images and other big blocks in order to reduce white space
• Settings paragraph widow and orphan limits
• Page header, footer, and margin control (eg putting chapter title in headings, and numbering after the

introduction)
• Setting page bleed and trim
• And plenty more.

I think it will surprise people how professional of a document you can make from HTML, and how easy it will be
with WordPress and Print My Blog.

That’s It for Now
Please share your thoughts on any of the above. Thanks!
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Transparency Report – March 2020
This is the 12th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

A few releases and a few spikes, but only marginally
higher than previous release spikes.

Obvious lull in growth in March

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 51.75 (+3) support
◦ 66.75 (+5) copy writing
◦ 125 (+7) development
◦ 21.5 (+0) management

• Expenses: $9,160.23 (+$492.45)
• Donations: $303.14 (+35.37 USD)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 29,272 (+4,490)
• Active Installs: 1,701.37 (+127)
• Languages: 3 (unchanged)
• Five Star Reviews: 30 (+4)
• Releases: 60 (+5)

Overview of What’s New
• Put Post’s Title in Single-Post PDF Filenames1

• Avada Lazy-Loading Compatibility2

• Fixed Overly-Eager Javascript Loading3

• Fixed PHP 5.2 and 5.3 Fatal Errors4

• Conveying Vision for Print My Blog Pro

1. See page 67.
2. See page 66.
3. See page 66.
4. See page 67.
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The Details
 Put Post’s Title in Single-Post PDF Filenames

User JSin remarked that PDFs created using the Print Buttons all had the same filename (the site’s title), which
was annoying for folks who created PDFs from individual posts, and sometimes meant they would accidentally
overwrite them.

Version 2.3.5 addressed that by adding the current post’s name onto the filename (by adding it to the HTML
page’s title attribute, if you want to know).

Instead of only using the site’s name for PDF filenames, we’re now also adding the post’s title (for single-post
PDFs).

Avada Lazy-Loading Compatibility

GitHub user uwefunk reported a few issues using Avada and Print My Blog. We worked through a few small
issues (like the print button not looking clickable in his theme, and being left-aligned instead of centered), but the
biggest issue I managed to fix (in 2.3.3) was lazy-loading.

Avada, like many other themes and plugins, avoids actually loading images until you scroll down the page and
they come into view. That can be annoying with Print My Blog because that’s sometimes a lot of scrolling. Or, the
images might not appear at all because they need some Javascript to trigger loading them and that doesn’t get
executed on the Print Page.

The fix ended up simply being I forced loading the images myself: I just looked for the HTML that says where the
image will be fetched from, and get force the images to fetch it as soon as the print-page is ready (for the
technically inclined, I just looked for all the img tags with an attribute called data-orig-src and stuffed into into
the src attribute, then the browser takes care of loading the image.)

 Fixed Overly-Eager Javascript Loading

Last month I remarked how Print My Blog’s Gutenberg block Javascript was unnecessarily getting loaded
everywhere. I had a quickfix that prevented it from doing anything, but this month, in version 2.3.6, I managed to
actually prevent it from being loaded at all. It might only save y’all a few kilobytes, but it feels good to be thrifty.
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 Fixed PHP 5.2 and 5.3 Fatal Errors

My friend Jason Liversidge also pointed out to me that he had an error using Print My Blog on an older site he
owned using PHP 5.2. It turned out Print My Blog gave a fatal error (and so wouldn’t activate) on sites running
PHP 5.2 and 5.3.

I didn’t realize that earlier because I’ve had difficulty setting up a local site that uses those older versions of PHP
(which is part of why I made Print My Blog in the first place: because it gets hard to read old data using new
software, and sometimes getting just the right blend of old software is also difficult.)

Anyways, I managed to fix the problem, so now users of PHP 5.2 and 5.3 are nicely told Print my Blog’s minimum
PHP version is 5.4, instead of getting a rude fatal error.

The fix was this: in order for your code to work with older versions of PHP, your new-style code needs to not not
execute, but it needs to not even be parsed. E.g., this code snippet only executes the new-style code if you’re on
PHP 5.4 or higher…

if(version_compare(PHP_VERSION, '5.4.0, '>')){
$new_style_class = \My\Great\PHP54Style\Class();

}

…BUT, it will still have a fatal error when being interpreted by PHP 5.3 or lower. Why? Because even though PHP
doesn’t execute that new-style code, it still parses it. And that’s where PHP 5.3 parses that, it says “woah! I don’t
understand that! It must be wrong.” and has a fatal error.

So, I just made sure my plugin’s main file was completely 5.2-compatible. And if it detected PHP 5.4+, it would
then include the other files that needed PHP 5.4; otherwise, it wouldn’t load them.

 Vision for Print My Blog Pro

I made two posts this month that describe a bit of my vision for Print My Blog Pro: Why Print My Blog? and Why
Am I Making a Pro Version of Print My Blog?. The gist is this: let you write documents (print books, eBooks,
research papers, essays, menus, etc) and blog posts at the same time, in WordPress, and stop messing around
with copy-and-pasting between other programs and WordPress.

So far I haven’t really gotten any feedback on that vision. I’m not sure if it’s obvious, or obtuse. So feedback either
way would be helpful.

Thinking Out Loud
 Lull in Growth

It appears from the active install growth for March that progress nearly stopped. That coincided with a bout of
Hand, Foot, and Mouth Disease running through our house (thankfully I had it the worst, but I didn’t have much
energy for improving Print My Blog), followed by the sudden societal breakdown from Coronavirus (and I’ve been
really busy trying to get my wife’s online school adapted to 100% distance learning.)

So really, I think I can see the cause: I wasn’t as focused on marketing and improving Print My Blog in March and
much of February, too. There have been quite a few features requested lately which I haven’t been able to add
because I’m trying to get the Pro version off the ground.

Although, progress was actually still pretty steady: according to my calculations, there were about 120 new active
installs in March, putting it about on track with the average growth for about the last year (it looks like less
because it’s smaller compared to current user base.)
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A graph from Why Am I Making a Pro Version of Print My Blog?. This disparity between expenses and donations,
despite increased active installs, is a motivation for making a Pro version.

Obvious lull in growth in March

Discovered HTTrack

While trying to help out my e-friend Don McLean get a usable copy of his blog (he hasn’t been super satisfied with
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Print My Blog’s layout, and isn’t in much of position to be testing out the Pro version which is only in the
experimental stages) he asked if there were a simple way to just download his website onto a CD. So, I did some
research.

I found an open-source, free program called HTTrack that will crawl a website, download all its pages, download
its images and videos and basically everything, and update all the links to point to the locally downloaded files,
thus making a local, static website that’s 100% self-contained (meaning if the real website goes down, or you’re
offline, your local copy will totally still work.)

HTTrack’s website

I think HTTrack won’t work too well if your website has dynamic content (like content that loads later using
JavaScript, or lazy-loading images like I mentioned earlier.) It also might not work too well with future browsers,
as they’re continually changing. But the simpler the website the more likely it is to work well.

For people planning on shutting down their website, I think running HTTrack, in addition to Print My Blog or
something similar, is a good idea.

Cashing Out from Open Collective

Last month I mentioned how Open Collective wouldn’t let me cash out any of the donations unless I filled out a tax
form, and my accountant couldn’t figure it out. Well, I figured out a workaround: just don’t bill for as much. Open
Collective requires more tax information if I recorded more than $600 in expenses, and as you can see in my
Business Stats1, I’ve recorded thousands in expenses… but donations through Open Collective only summed to a
bit over $100. So I cancelled most of the expenses I had recorded, so the amount equaled the donations (much
less than the $600 threshold), which removed Open Collective’s requirement for additional tax information, and

1. See page 61.
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was then able to cash it out from Open Collective.

So that was good. But I’m still discontinuing use of Open Collective. A $600 limit for the year is a bit low
considering the opportunity cost. For now, donations are still accepted via PayPal (thanks Don for the $50
Canadian this month), until I get Print My Blog Pro setup with Freemius.

Cry for Comments
I’m not sure how many folks read all the way to the end. If you did, please add a comment with your favourite
emoji (or a useful comment would be accepted too). Thanks!
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Transparency Report – April 2020
This is the 13th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. This month I announced the Pro plugin
release plan and invited readers to become Founding Members of Print My Blog Pro. There was good growth this
month, despite no new releases of the plugin .

What Happened in This Month

No spikes in downloads in April due to absolutely no
releases

Active installs rebound, possibly due to extra “hustling”
while trying to get the pro version started

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 53.75 (+1,5) support
◦ 74.75 (+8) copy writing
◦ 132 (+9) development
◦ 29.5 (+8) management

• Expenses: $10,159 (+999.6)
• Donations: $323.15 (+20)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 31,193 (+1,921)
• Active Installs: 1,890 (+188)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 32 (+2)
• Releases: 60 (+0)

Overview of What’s New
• Official Invitation to Become a Founding Member of Print My Blog Pro1

• Published Plugin Release and Development Plan2

• Automated Emails3

1. See page 72.
2. See page 72.
3. See page 73.
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The Details
Official Invitation to Become a Founding Member of Print My Blog Pro

I made a post that officially invites folks to signup to be Founding Members of Print My Blog Pro, and details what
that entails. The gist is:

• Founding Members provide feedback during the plugin’s development to help make it suite their needs
• In exchange, the first 50 will get a free lifetime license; the rest will get a major discount when it’s ready

to release

I kinda thought that was a pretty sweet deal, but so far I’ve had to hustle to get a bit of a response. Here’s this
site’s stats for the month:

Koko Analytics‘ report of traffic during the month; plus some annotations pointing out the time of important events.

So visits to this site are certainly up (from an average of about 20 per day to about 50 per day), especially since
the post got included in wpmail.me, and a few tweeps retweeted it. But at that point, I had only had about 15
subscribers and 10 survey respondents. So, more work is needed to get the word out! But thank you to everyone
who’s subscribed and responded to the survey so far.

 Published Plugin Release and Development Plan

I published a post outlining my plan for developing and progressively releasing Print My Blog Pro. There are two
main audiences for this post:

• potential users of Print My Blog Pro, so they can know what to expect if they sign up as a Founding
Member

• other plugin developers, so they can either use my plan as inspiration or give feedback on it

The summary is that I plan to:
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1. recruit Founding Members to give feedback on what they need (the first 50 who meet the mentioned
criteria will get a free lifetime license)

2. release to the rest of the founding members at a temporary major discount (they will have the option of
getting a lifetime license or shorter timeframes)

3. officially release to anyone who wants it

I’m using

• MailChimp (despite Vito’s suggestion to use Active Campaign) with the MC4WP plugin,
• HTML Forms plugin for follow-up surveys
• Freemius when I have something sell-able

Another important point: once I have the first 50 survey respondents, I plan to take a month to make a beta
version for them to try, then take another month to refine it, and then take a month to prep for an “early release” to
the rest of the “Founding Members”, and then take one more month before making a general announcement of its
release.

Automated Emails

You may be wondering why this month had so much development time recorded, yet no releases. It turned out
my development time was focused on this website, especially setting up the automated emails and surveys
system.

I wanted to:

• automatically email subscribers links to a survey
• autofill their email in the survey
• tag their MailChimp contact according to their answers, so I can follow-up with segments who answered

one way or the other (eg, I’m thinking of following up with everyone who said they hope to write a book to
ask them about what deficiencies they found in similar tools like PressBooks; whereas I don’t want to
bother other subscribers)

• record who were the first 50 survey respondents, who can qualify for the free lifetime license

I blogged about how exactly I built it, but it took a fair bit of custom PHP, so it’s certainly oriented towards folks
comfortable writing a bit of code. I had hoped it would get shared on the MC4WP blog, seeing how its author
seemed amenable to it and I think it could be useful to their users, but alas, so far it hasn’t. That was a bit of a
disappointment, but oh well. I suppose the article did end up being more technical than maybe would have been
appropriate on their blog, and I don’t want to let one somewhat sour experience deter me from further
contributions.

Thinking Out Loud
No Releases

This was the first time there were no new versions of the plugin released during a month. As you can see, it’s not
that I wasn’t working on it, it’s just that the related work of promoting and setting up the website takes time too.

This was part of why I had originally, naively, hoped to just fund development through donations. Wouldn’t that
have been utopic: I just focus on making the plugin great, users just compensate me according to my time, and
that’s it. But it seems reality is more complicated than that. Some time is needed on the peripheral work rather
than just always working on the plugin.

Having said that, during the last few days of April, I realized I hadn’t made any releases during the month…
actually, when I started writing this post! (Which is another benefit of consistent transparency reports… you
realize when you don’t have very much to report!) So I got started on a long-overdue feature: saving settings for
frontend print buttons, so you can control how the printouts appear when folks use the print buttons. It got
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released towards the beginning of May, so I’ll give more details on it next time.

Some of the new settings that can be saved for the print buttons. These can be different for each print button
format.

Talking is Hard
One thing that took me surprisingly long and was hard for me was making a video. Vito suggested thanking
survey respondents with a recorded video, so that’s what I did… except I haven’t actually left the house in about a
month, so I’m mostly a shut-in and I don’t talk so good.

I made a transcript of what I wanted to say, but I didn’t want to just record myself reading it. So I tried to memorize
all 3-4 minutes of it and deliver it in one go, but that went really badly. I’d forgot what to say, tripped over my
words, and simply choked up and have difficulty saying it. It was weird.

So I did a second take, and this time I purposefully only recorded it in 10 second bursts. Somehow we’ve gotten
accustomed to that choppy look, and it’s so much easier to record.

I was feeling a bit silly at the time too, so started the video off 90s-style (I pretended to be talking to someone
else, notice the “cameraman”, and start talking to the camera.) And I’m especially proud of our pigs at the end of
it. It’s meant to just be viewed after someone has signed up as a Founding Member and filled out the survey, but
here it is for your enjoyment anyway.
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Thanks for becoming a founding member of Print My Blog Pro
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1jRCee2h-lU

My “thank you” video to folks who signup as Founding Members and complete the 1st survey. (So normally you
would only see this after signing up and filling out the survey.) Watch out for pigs!!

Tweet ShareShare

(If that somehow inspires you to want to signup, here’s the signup form so you don’t need to go looking…)

Let’s be friends! Subscribe to updates about Print My Blog

First Name

Email address:

Sign up

Almost at 2,000 Active Installs?

According to my calculations, Print My Blog is almost at 2,000 active installs, and will hopefully reach it in May. So
that’s pretty exciting for me.

And, Done
Well, that was April! Thanks for reading. Please do share your thoughts, especially on my earlier posts about my
plugin release plan and the invitation for Founding Members. Thanks!
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Transparency Report of May 2020
This is the 14th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

Lots more installs because of lots more releases this
month. Ironically I feel a bit bad about this too, as I

really want to start making progress on Print My Blog
Pro.

Active install growth seems to be wanning a bit, but it
was actually almost the same absolute growth as last

month (about 180 more active installs).

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 61.25 (+8) support
◦ 83.75 (+9) copy writing
◦ 151 (+17) development
◦ 31 (+1.5) management

• Expenses: $11,374 (+1214.33)
• Donations: $363.14 (+40)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 37,015 (+5,822)
• Active Installs: 2,071 (+181)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 36 (+4)
• Releases: 66 (+6)

Overview of What’s New
• Almost Reached Founding Members Goal1
• Survey Results Posted2

• Added Saving Print Button Settings3

• Added Filtering By Status4

• Copying is Hard!5

• Saving Emojis to the Database Is Risky6

1. See page 77.
2. See page 77.
3. See page 78.
4. See page 79.
5. See page 80.
6. See page 81.
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• Wordfence Compatibility Issues1

The Details
Almost Reached Founding Members Goal

Towards the end of May, I published the official invitation to become a Founding Member of Print My Blog Pro.
The goal was to get 50 people to signup and answer the survey, then get started developing with their feedback.

Well, there wasn’t the immediate flood like Vito described in his situation, instead, it’s been more of a fairly steady
trickle. Every day there’s been about two new subscribers on the email list, and one new survey respondent.

During the first week I was just reaching out on social media, wpmail.me, and the Freemius “upvoters mafia”,
which got the word out a bit; accounting for about a dozen signups. I found it a bit hard to promote it in many
online groups when self-promotion is prohibited. (I think you need to smooth-talk your way to make it appear
you’re not self-promoting, which is tricky and arguably deceptive.)

In my case, I’ve found adding a simple dashboard notification to the free plugin has brought in the most
subscribers. It’s basically a MailChimp signup form, populated with the WordPress user’s info, so all they need to
do is click “Sign Me Up!” to get on the list.

The dashboard notification added to Print My Blog Pro.

I was a little hesitant to add a full dashboard notification like that, knowing it irritates some users (especially
developers making sites for their clients.) Nevertheless, I’ve found it helped a ton in getting signups.

Right now, I’ve had a total of 67 signups, and 42 survey respondents. So we’re getting close to the goal of 50
survey respondents…

 Survey Results Posted

I’ve been checking out the survey results as they’ve been coming in, and, in the spirit of transparency, decided to
share the anonymous aggregate data in the post Print My Blog Pro Survey 1 Results.

What format(s) do you want to export your content to?
Survey results indicate the top priorities for Print My Blog Pro are:

• help users convert existing posts to documents
• generate digital and print-ready PDFs
• support table of contents, improved layout, customizing order of posts, converting hyperlinks to page

references
• Gutenberg and the Classic Editor will need to both be supported.

If you’re interested, feel free to read that post too.

1. See page 81.
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From April 29-May 29, 2020, 61% of signups came directly from the dashboard notification signup form
(embedded form); 39% signed up on the website (API -Generic). Many of the signups from the website were also
indirectly from the dashboard notification, they just clicked the link to learn more instead of registering right away.

Added Saving Print Button Settings

Alongside the update that added the dashboard notification about Print My Blog Pro, I added a fairly significant
feature: customizing and saving how the front end print buttons’ settings.

Now you can choose what content to include when site visitors use Print My Blog’s print buttons, rather than just
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Some of the settings introduced in 2.4.0 that let you customize the printouts made for site visitors using Print My
Blog’s frontend print buttons.

using the defaults I originally coded in. For example, you can choose to include comments, remove hyperlinks,
and use smaller images in paper printouts but larger ones in PDFs.

Added Filtering By Status

Later in May, I found myself wanting to print a draft post, something Print My Blog couldn’t do. It looked like it
would just be a couple lines of new code, so I figured to add it in 2.5.0. No sooner had I done so, that user tbev
made use of it on a massive blog… although rather than just include drafts in their printout, they wanted only
drafts in their printout.
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Print my Blog 2.6.0 allows you to pick exactly which statuses of posts/pages you want to include. “Draft”, “Pending
Review” and “Trash” posts were previously never included.

Again, it seemed easy enough to do the change (an hour or two) so I made them. I thought about just adding it to
the upcoming pro version but I think this will help in the free version’s mission to help preserve blogs (eg if
someone wants to print all their drafts for future reference.)

Copying is Hard!

Someone emailed me saying Print My Blog’s copying feature wasn’t working for them. It turned out my code used
for copying to the clipboard didn’t work on Mac computers and devices.

I found a pretty quick fix (released in 2.5.0), but it turned out it copied the text as plaintext (eg
<b>plaintext</b>)not as rich text( eg rich text.) So when you pasted it into Microsoft Word or the like it you’d
see all the raw HTML tags and the like. Ugh.

The fix I ended up going with was pretty involved:

• for Mac devices (regardless of browser), use navigator.clipboard.write()
• for Firefox, it used document.execCommand("copy");
• for Google Chrome and other Chromium-based browsers, try the former then fallback to the latter

(because they support one, but fail with a permission error)

Here’s the exact code I ended up using:

/**
* Tries to copy to the clilpboard
* From https://stackoverflow.com/a/30810322/1493883
* @param string str
*/

function copyToClip(text) {
// Check browser support. eg Firefox doesn't have a "ClipboardItem"

if (!navigator.clipboard || typeof ClipboardItem === 'undefined') {
copyToClipOld(text);
return;

}
// Copy it as HTML, not plaintext
var item = new ClipboardItem({ "text/html": new Blob([text],{type:"text/

html"}) });
navigator.clipboard.write([item]).then(function() {

console.log('Async: Copying to clipboard was successful!');
}, function(err) {

console.log('Async: Could not copy text: ' + err);
// Maybe there was a permission error? Try ye old fallback.
copyToClipOld(text);
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});
}

/**
* Uses a copy listener to copy to clipboard
* @param string str
*/

function copyToClipOld(str) {
function listener(e) {

e.clipboardData.setData("text/html", str);
e.clipboardData.setData("text/plain", str);
e.preventDefault();

}
document.addEventListener("copy", listener);
document.execCommand("copy");
document.removeEventListener("copy", listener);
console.log('Fallback: Copying to clipboard was attempted');

};

 Saving Emojis to the Database Is Risky

I also got a few reports this month of folks being unable to save their print button settings. They’d click save, and
they’d see a success message, but nothing would actually change.

After a bit of debugging, it turned out to be because their database didn’t support emojis, and the default button
labels use emojis for icons.

So all you WordPress plugin developers out there: be aware that if you’re saving something to the database,
check if the database supports emojis, and if not, remove them (best to use $wpdb-
>strip_invalid_text_for_column()), or the data don’t get saved.

Wordfence Compatibility Issues

There were a couple reports in May where users found Print My Blog just kept spinning while trying to load posts
on the print-page. It turned out the issue was compatibility with the popular plugin Wordfence, which defaults to
disabling parts of the WordPress REST API. I added a FAQ and video showing how to adjust Wordfence’s
settings to allow Print My Blog to still work with it.

This is also a reason why I’ve been thinking that for Print My Blog Pro I will probably avoid using the WordPress
REST API, and instead just use custom AJAX endpoints. While the WordPress REST API has been very helpful
in getting Print My Blog working with significantly less development, it’s often disabled, and Print My Blog Pro will
probably need more customized behaviour (eg returning different post types in a custom order.)

Thinking Out Loud
 2,000 Active Installs Milestone Reached!

It turns out my math was accurate, as Print My Blog reached 2,000 active installs in May 2020. It reached 1,000
back in October 2019 (7 months earlier), and was launched back in November 2018 (11 months earlier than that),
if I recall correctly.

Again this isn’t exponential growth by any means, but it is still pretty cool to see it plodding along.
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 The Effects of the Dashboard Notification

I’ll admit it, I find it a bit annoying when plugins add dashboard notifications. And I’ve seen it happen plenty of
times that folks complain about it. So I was hesitant to do it myself.

To clarify what I did: in version 2.4.0, I added a fairly large notification to the inviting folks to signup for Print My
Blog Pro. Here’s the details:

• it only appeared on the WordPress dashboard page (/wp-admin), not every admin page (I would only
show a notification on every admin page if there was a problem that needed fixing, not for promotion)

• it only appeared to users who could use Print My Blog (in my case, Print My Blog’s admin menu only
appears to users who can read_private_posts)

• it’s permanently dismissable with a button that simply said “No Thanks” (not something manipulative like
“I am a bad person for saying No” or “I don’t like you”)

• it had a tiny gif image in it (16 KB) that conveyed the purpose of Print My Blog Pro, but also wasn’t a
burdensome addition to users’ servers

• it pre-populated the form with the user’s name and email, but they could modify it and it only submitted
that data (to MailChimp) if they clicked “Sign me up!”

• it also had a link to printmy.blog where users could learn more, if they weren’t willing to signup right away

About half of Print My Blog’s 2,000 sites have updated to version 2.4.0, which added the notification. So about
1,000 people have seen it. I’ve had 67 signups, and so far I think about 50 of them have been because of the
dashboard notification (the others have been because of all my other efforts). Active install growth didn’t slow
down significantly (there were 188 new active installs in April, whereas there were 181 in May when the
notification was introduced).

So despite all the bad press regarding dashboard notifications, I’m afraid it seems to still be in the plugin author’s
best interest to add one. (More than one, or peppering the entire plugin with advertisements, may be a different
story.)

 Planning Pro

I haven’t yet reached the 50 Founding Members who have filled out the survey, so I haven’t officially started
developing Print My Blog Pro yet. But I’m realizing it will probably be really hard to make an interesting beta
version in a month, like I had planned. I really want to get started on it (I’m excited to use sortable.js for selecting
and organizing posts to put into the book/document) but my spare time has been pretty busy with support (quite a
bit through email) and development of overdo features in the free version.

And, Done
Well, there you have it. May has been the most expensive month yet in terms of my time, but it’s also been a very
rewarding one.

Got any thoughts on the above? Please let me know in the comments. Thanks for reading!
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Transparency Report of June 2020
This is the 15th monthly report for Print My Blog WordPress plugin. The free version can now add print buttons to
pages and has other smaller improvements, and development of the pro version is underway.

What Happened in This Month

A few spikes from releases, nothing too noteworthy
there.

Slightly improved active install growth compared ot
last montn.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 65.25 (+4) support
◦ 86.25 (+2.5) copy writing
◦ 163 (+12) development
◦ 31 (+0) management

• Expenses: $12,069.26 (+695.1)
• Donations: $387.03 (+23.89)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 42,190 (+5,175)
• Active Installs: 2,301 (+230)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 39 (+3)
• Releases: 70 (+4)

Overview of What’s New
• Print Buttons on Pages1

• Control Which Posts and Pages get Print Buttons2

• Exclude Password-Protected Posts If Inaccessible3

• Full-Page Block Galleries4

• More Reliable YouTube Videos Screenshots5

• 50+ Survey Respondents6

1. See page 84.
2. See page 84.
3. See page 84.
4. See page 84.
5. See page 85.
6. See page 85.
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The Details
 Print Buttons on Pages

Print My Blog 2.7.0 finally lets you add print buttons onto pages. New and upgrading users can choose to enable
this in Print My Blog’s settings page. The default is to not show the print buttons on pages.

Print My Blog settings page, now sporting the option to show print buttons on pages.

I finally added this feature when another feature request for it came in this month, and took some time from
building the pro version for this. I initially didn’t add it thinking there might not be much demand for it, but requests
in the support forum and emails from users have proved that wasn’t the case.

Control Which Posts and Pages get Print Buttons

Print My Blog 2.7.0 also lets you selectively show or hide print buttons on specific posts and pages using custom
fields. I added a FAQ briefly explaining this, and intend to make a short video in the coming week.

Control of the print buttons is done using custom fields. For the classic editor, that means just using the “Custom
Fields” metabox; for the Gutenberg block editor I found I needed to install a plugin like Advanced Custom Fields
to add the custom fields (someone correct me if there’s a way without a plugin.)

Add a field named pmb_buttons with the value show to show the print buttons on this post/page (if you aren’t
showing them on all posts/pages), or the value hide to hide the print buttons on a specific post/page (if they’re
showing on all the other posts/pages.)

 Exclude Password-Protected Posts If Inaccessible

Users of printmy.blog/now who also use password-protected posts (like me!) will probably be happy that if you’re
generating a printout with password-protected posts, and some of them are innaccessible (because printmy.blog/
now can’t read your site’s password-protected posts) they are now entirely excluded from the printouts (before
they were included, just with no body.)

 Full-Page Block Galleries

The Gutenberg block editor’s gallery block is now assumed to always take up an entire page of a printout, and so
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The classic editor’s “Custom Fields” metabox, where I’ve added the field pmb_buttons with teh value show to
show the print buttons on this post.

always appears on a new page. I made this change because otherwise the galleries often had a page break in the
middle of them.

I think this overall looks better as galleries are usually meant to be big (and certainly not have their images cut in
half), but if you disagree please let me know in the comments or the support forum.

More Reliable YouTube Videos Screenshots

Printouts containing YouTube videos should now show a screenshot more reliably than before. Instead of fetching
the video’s max-resolution image, which isn’t always available, we’re just fetching the thumbnail image which
nearly always is available.

This does mean sometimes the screenshots are of a lower resolution. If anyone expresses a preference for the
old higher-resolution screenshots, I can add a setting in the plugin that will let you decide which to use.

 50+ Survey Respondents

Last week there was the 50th response to the first Print My Blog Pro survey (if you missed it, I made a blog post
with some aggregated results.)

This feedback helps give me an idea of what features to prioritize. Additionally, it indicates sufficient interest in the
pro version to proceed with its development and release plan.

The next major step for Print My Blog Pro will be inviting those first 50 survey respondents to a Facebook group.
There we’ll discuss progress on the pro plugin and users can give quicker feedback. So watch for that invitation!

Later survey respondents (after the first 50) will not be invited yet. Once I have the early-release version of Print
My Blog ready, I’ll send everyone on the mailing list a major discount on the plugin, which will also give
permanent access to the Facebook group.

(By the way, I have started coding the pro version, but so far have only added some behind-the-scenes PHP
improvements: detecting activation and upgrades, making code reusable and individually testable through
dependency injection, etc. The first big pro feature I plan to add is organizing posts into saveable documents
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before printing.)

Thinking Out Loud
 Limitations of Page Layout by Browsers

I wasn’t 100% happy with the fix for gallery block images sometimes getting cut in half (mentioned above.) But
unfortunately that’s the best I could manage with browsers. The page-break CSS properties are simple enough
to understand (“avoid a page break inside this thing”, “avoid a page break after this thing”, etc) but the reality is
browsers do what they want.

From my initial testing, I found Prince does a much better job of respecting those properties (which result in better
page layouts, and fewer images cut in half) which is part of why I saw a need for the Print My Blog Pro (because
Prince is a costly piece of software that I can’t afford to use without charging.)

 Facebook Group Invitation

I’m not super in-love with Facebook anymore, and one survey respondent specifically said they’d love to help out,
but will not be joining Facebook to do so… but using a Facebook group was what was recommended in Vito
Peleg’s plugin launch post, from my local WordPress meetup buddy Jason Liversidge, and my gut says it’s the
most comfortable option for the most users (despite however much I want to try using BuddyPress.)

I’m also wanting to devote more time towards developing the pro version, and am a bit afraid running a small
community on Facebook will detract from that (in addition to all the development and support I’ve been doing for
the free version, and paying day-jobs.) But I believe 1 hour of development time guided by 1 hour of feedback
from real users will generally be better than 2 hours developing in isolation. So I believe participating in the
community will be beneficial, even if it is time-consuming.

So Long for Now!
So there was some good progress in June (both in terms of plugin adoption, improvements to the free version,
and getting going on the pro version) I hope July will have more to show in the pro version, especially with making
it ready for initially testing from the soon-to-exist Facebook group.

Got any thoughts on the above? Please let me know in the comments. Thanks for reading!
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Transparency Report of July 2020
This is the 16th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

Again, a couple spikes in downloads this month
corresponding to small releases.

Growth certainly waned this month while I’ve been
trying to focus on the Pro version.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 68.75 (+3.5) support
◦ 90.25 (+4) marketing
◦ 177.5 (+14.5) development
◦ 32.5 (+1.4) management

• Expenses: $12,975.41 (+906.15)
• Donations: $472.03 USD (+85)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 47,528 (+5,348)
• Active Installs: 2,411 (+110, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 41 (+2)
• Releases: 74 (+4)

Overview of What’s New
• Facebook Group Launched1

• …But Facebook’s Not For Everyone2

• Place Print Buttons Above, Below, in-Between, or Somewhere Totally Different3

• Smarter (and working) Image Resizing4

• Almost at Pro Version Prototype5

1. See page 88.
2. See page 88.
3. See page 88.
4. See page 89.
5. See page 90.
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The Details
 Facebook Group Launched…

There have been 50 survey respondents (and about 100 email list subscribers) so it was time to create the private
Facebook group.

Facebook let me pre-approve members by uploaded a CSV file with their email addresses in it. This saved me
from needing to manually approve everyone, although I lost a bit of time because they had a bug that Facebook
required the file to use extension .txt, even though their sample CSV file used the standard extension .csv.
Also, getting a CSV list of the emails from MailChimp required a bit of custom coding with their export API. I also
used MailChimp to email an invitation to the first 50 survey respondents, of which 26 joined.

I wasn’t sure what value the Facebook group would add beyond a mailing list, but it was recommended to me1

and felt right.

I asked new members to introduce themselves, and try to be active at least once a week, and they were very
receptive.

About 15 members introduced themselves, which turned out to be enlightening and energizing for me. Among our
ranks are professors, experienced book publishers, travel bloggers and other types of bloggers, a doctor (who’s in
the throws of dealing with COVID-19), web developers and one organologist. Most want to take existing content
and turn it into a book or magazine for their readers, and some just for their own records. Some of them seem to
have gotten quite excited at the prospects of being so involved, as was expressed in this post by one of our
members.

I do think we’re getting to know each other better than we would through just email. And because this group
represents my target audience, it’s also makes business sense to get to know them and try my best to make them
happy with PMB Pro.

Unfortunately, because I haven’t managed to make as much time for development of the Pro version as I’d like,
there hasn’t been too much opportunity to discuss its development, which is where I’m especially hoping the
group will be helpful.

…But Facebook’s Not For Everyone

Despite the great energy from the Facebook group, I got a few emails from survey respondents saying they
weren’t interested in joining the Facebook group, but were happy to participate in other ways. In my original plan
that meant they wouldn’t qualify for the free lifetime license, but I’m a bit softy, and totally understand that people
have legitimate complaints against using Facebook (I’ve thought about removing my account too.)

So, I decided that the first 50 survey respondents could instead just be put on a separate email list, where I’d
send me emails requesting feedback, so they could still participate in development.

 Place Print Buttons Above, Below, in-Between, or Somewhere Totally
Different

PMB 2.8.0 and 2.9.0 give you more control over placement of print buttons. There is a new setting to
automatically place print buttons below post content, and a shortcode ['pmb_print_buttons] to place them
anywhere inside the content, or even in a theme’s template for somewhere completely different.

For example, here I’m using the shortcode to place print buttons next:

Likewise, with a bit of coding, it’s pretty easy to add print buttons elsewhere on your page. Eg, here I added the

1. See page 90.
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print buttons next the “twentytwenty” theme’s menu.

I customized my theme to show print buttons in the very top-right, next to the search button.

How did I do that? I customized twentytwenty/header.php on line 166, just before the </div><!--
.header-toggles -->

echo do_shortcode('[pmb_print_buttons]');

and then I tidied up the look a bit with this custom CSS:

.header-navigation-wrapper .wp-block-button{
margin:inherit;

}

Before this, you could only automatically place print buttons above the post content, which I thought would be the
best spot for them, but there were quite a few requests to place them elsewhere. I had thought this might be a Pro
feature, or that I might delay doing it until Pro was released, but I kinda gave in: it might be easier to just add the
feature now, than keep disappointing people with explanations for why I hadn’t added it yet.

 Smarter (and working) Image Resizing

PMB 2.9.0 attempted to improve how images are displayed, yet again.

PMB lets you automatically make images smaller in printouts, otherwise they usually take up the full page width,
which can turn them ink-guzzling juggernauts. But it turns out there are so many different ways to add images (eg
in Classic Editor with or without a caption; in Gutenberg with or without a caption; in galleries; in galleries from
various plugins, etc) and they all produce different HTML markup, that this ended up being a bit difficult.

Sometime earlier I made a change that prevented PMB’s image resizing code from correctly resizing some
images (thanks to user Maureen for pointing this out.) So it needed fixing.

I was previously trying to decide which images to resize based on their CSS classes. This ended up being pretty
unruly, given all the variation.

So PMB 2.9.0 does is it instead by briefly rendering the image full-size, measures it (because browsers can’t
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figure out the image’s displayed size until it’s actually visible on the page), decides if it’s larger than the maximum
size specified in the print settings, and, if so, resizes it to the maximum size. So if you specify you want “medium”-
sized images (the default), any images larger than about a third of the page height get shrunken, whereas all
smaller images get left alone.

From my testing it has quite good results. But if you have other suggestions, I’m open to hear about it!

Almost at Pro Version Prototype

I admit I haven’t made nearly as much progress on the Pro version as I’d like. I’m finding that by the time I’ve
finished my currently-paying work for the day, the time is pretty well out (I say this as I’m typing this at 10:10pm).

But here’s what I have working so far:

• under “Print My Blog” menu-item, added a sub-menu item “Projects”…
• where you can add a new project or edit existing ones.
• You can edit the project’s name, and choose which posts/pages/custom post types to include in it, and in

what order.
• When you click to generate the PDF, you’re taken to a loading page…
• where the HTML file starts getting generated server-side

Most of what I have working for PMB Pro so far. And just to make the point that it’s totally a work-in-progress: this
GIF ends with me getting a fatal error! (Don’t worry, I’ll get that fixed soon.)

So right now it’s not even usable. But it’s getting close to that. Granted, having it be “useful” is much further away!

Next up:

• when the file is done generating server-side, you’ll be given the option to send it to DocRaptor for
conversion into a PDF, or view the generated PDF directly (this will probably mostly be useful for
debugging, of which I’m confident there will be lots!)

• adding filters onto the project page, so you could select all posts from a specific category, date range,
author, etc.

• adding a table of contents
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And then I think it will be ready for an initial test, and me and the “Founding Members” will talk about what we
need next.

Thinking Out Loud
 Slowdown in Growth

There were 110 new active installs this month, which is around half of the recent average. Why would that be? I
have some theories:

• Usually I publish a post explaining how to use a new feature or how to apply PMB in some new way
during the month, which attracts a few readers and probably a few new users. This month I just had a
small mid-month update on development which didn’t do as much for marketing.

• Over the 6 previous months I was pretty involved on Reddit and Quora, answering questions, especially
ones that related to PMB. That certainly did bring in a few new users (my site’s analytics showed their
referral source, and a few support users specifically mentioned my Quora answer). But these past two
months I haven’t been on it as much, which reduced new users from that source.

• I haven’t been very focused on building the user-base of the free version until the Pro version is for sale.
If this is becoming a business, there’s not much point in having the sales funnel lead nowhere!

Once the Pro version is launched, I have quite a few ideas for marketing. So I hope to turn that around, but
currently, fewer new users of the free version is almost helpful as it reduces the time spent in support.

 Launching a Product In Your Spare Time is Hard

I’ve been finding it hard to find the time to get going on the Pro version, which is a bit frustrating. I’m doing
contract work for Shareaholic and Pacific Rim Early Childhood Institute, then helping take care of the pigs and
plants on our hobby farm, then help take care of our little family, and by the time that’s up there’s not much time,
or mental energy, left. It’s been about enough to add the odd feature to the free version of PMB, but launching the
Pro version (which has basically become a version 3.0) is much more of a struggle.

I can better understand now why folks who want to launch a new business often quit their day jobs to start their
new business, rather than just quitting later once their new business is doing well. It feels like the time and energy
required to get started is greater than what’s needed to just maintain it.

Better Get Back at It!
That’s it for this month’s update. I haven’t forgotten my original plan and schedule for release of PMB Pro, but so
far I haven’t managed to keep up with it. I was hoping to have a workable beta version of it by now, but all I really
have is some experimental code. Ah well.

My life has been rich because it has been filled with problems to solve and associations to savor.

Gordon B. Hinckley, Standing for Something

Got any thoughts on the above? Please let me know in the comments. Thanks for reading!
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Transparency Report of August 2020
This is the 17th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

Two spikes from two releases this month. One was the
highest yet, but with a slow-n-steady growth rate that’s

pretty common really.

I don’t know where this extra growth this month came
from. Maybe from the handy new features added to

the free version last month? Besides sharing the
transparency report of July, I really didn’t do any

marketing this month.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 70.75 (+2) support
◦ 93.75 (+3.5) marketing
◦ 192 (+14.5) development
◦ 36.5 (+4) management

• Expenses: $13,960.85 (+985.43)
• Donations: $483.53 USD (+11)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 53,096 (+5,558)
• Active Installs: 2,667 (+256, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 45 (+4)
• Releases: 76 (+2)

Overview of What’s New
• Pro: Choosing and Arranging Posts/Pages/Custom Post Types1

• Pro: Table of Contents2

• Pro: Page References3

• Pro: Footnotes4

• Pro: Designing the Interface5

1. See page 93.
2. See page 94.
3. See page 95.
4. See page 96.
5. See page 97.
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• Improved WPML Integration1

The Details
This month I made a ton of progress on Print My Blog Pro, getting it to a working prototype. I hope to get it ready
for testing from Founding Members sometime in September. There were some pretty major features added to it
which I’ll outline below.

 Pro: Choosing and Arranging Posts/Pages/Custom Post Types

The initial version of new project organizer, where you drag selected content (posts, pages, or custom post types)
from your blog into the project on the right.

The first big feature to land in pro was this project organizer, which lets you grab posts, pages, and custom post
types, and drop them into your book/project in any order you want. In the future it will let you filter content by post
type, published date, author, etc. Founding Members have also expressed that dividing projects onto sections
was important to them, which is in the works.

1. See page 97.
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 Pro: Table of Contents

Automatically generated table of contents with page numbers.

With a little Javascript and Prince’s special CSS, Print My Blog Pro generates a table of contents with proper
page references. What’s extra cool is that page numbering starts after the “front matter” (page content before the
main body, including a title page, the table of contents itself, introduction, etc.) Before that point pages are
numbered with roman numericals.

I made a video demo’ing with my eldest daughter, if you’re interested.
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 Pro: Page References

Notice the parts that say “(see page 1)”? That was automatically added to the post’s content, based on
where the linked-to post appears in this PDF.

Another feature I think is pretty cool is automatically converting internal links to page references. What exactly it
does: when Print My Blog Pro is generating a PDF, it looks for hyperlinks to blog posts/pages that are located
elsewhere in the PDF. In those cases, it seems silly to leave the link to the website, because the content is
already here in the PDF. So rather than send the user off to the website, I think its better to change the link to
point to the page in the PDF that features that post/page (for digital PDFs) or replace it with a page reference, eg
“see page 1”, for print PDFs.

I made a video demo’ing that too.
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 Pro: Footnotes

PDF where external hyperlinks (links to content not included in the printout) are automatically replaced with
footnotes.

When you’re reading a printout of a post, it’s a major loss if hyperlinks are converted into regular text. Imagine
reading a printout that says “Click here for a link to the sweet discount I’m talking about!” but you’re reading on a
paper, not a webpage, so there’s nothing to click.

So what to do? Currently, Print My Blog gives you the option to add a reference to the link in parentheses. This is
more useful, but often looks awful, especially with long hyperlinks.

Print My Blog Pro can instead convert those hyperlinks into footnotes, which looks way better and isn’t as jarring
to the reading experience. I made yet another video demo’ing that, too.

I showed it to my dad when he was over for subs, and while he was encouraging, he still wasn’t quite satisfied. As
a reader, he wouldn’t want to have to type out the hyperlink. The only way around that, that I can think of, is to
also automatically add QR codes in the footnotes (so folks could just scan the QR code from their phone and be
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taken to the webpage of the link.) That would be more useful but

• I’m afraid it might be pretty intensive (that’s a lot of QR codes to calculate),
• it can take up a lot of space, and
• QR codes get hard to use if there’s a ton of them smushed together (you can’t know which one you just

scanned.)

Still, if anyone shows interest in this I will pursue it further.

 Pro: Designing the Interface

“Fat Marker” Designs for Print My Blog Pro
https://youtube.com/watch?v=O_1NKJzj2nI

The biggest feature Print My Blog Pro is missing is options: you can’t customize the design or content at all, like
you can with the free version. In order to add that, I need to introduce a few new pages of user interface.

So I recorded a video of me drawing with some markers to convey how I envision the interface will work, and
have asked for feedback from the Founding Members. The video was 10 minutes long (I was aware I didn’t want
to make it too long, but it ended up big anyway) so I don’t blame anyone for not having the time to look over it all
and give feedback. But I would appreciate any feedback on it, before I spend probably a dozen hours building it.

 Improved WPML Integration

My local WP buddy Scott tried Print My Blog on a site that uses WPML in order to have both English and French
pages, but found it only printed the English ones. WPML is a paid plugin, which I haven’t needed personally, so I
hadn’t yet tested it.

I Googled how to fix the issue, and Scott let me try out my fix on his site, and the rest was history: site visitors can
now use Print My Blog to print posts and pages from any language on a WPML site. You cannot, however, filter
posts by language (that would have been quite a bit more work, and I’m currently trying to focus on the pro
version.)
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Thinking Out Loud
 Some Features Come Quickly, Some Come Slowly

I got the Table of Contents, Page References, and Footnotes all working in about a week, which was pretty cool
and surprising. They mostly required a dozen lines of Javascript and CSS, it turned out. It seems quite rare that
things are easier than they look, but this was one of those times! Before that, I had taken about a month to get the
project organizer done (and by “done”, I mean “barely usable.”)

Almost All the Major “Pro” Features “Done”!

A few months ago I surveyed the founding members to find out which features were most wanted. Demand for all
of the features were quite high, so I’ve basically been adding support for all of them.

So I have prototypes of all the following:

• Table of Contents
• Customizable Order of Posts
• Convert hyperlinks to page references
• Save Settings
• Custom Post Types

What’s Next?

These features were also requested in the survey and are in-progress:

• Improved Automatic Page Layout/Design (currently it’s at about the same level as the free version, but
Prince will allow for lots of slick improvements)

• Customizable Templates (I’ve made some of the infrastructure for this, but it’s not all there yet. But I
think WordPress theme designers will have fun using their CSS skillz to make cool books and
magazines in WordPress.)

Once that’s done, I plan to:

• give users more options for customizability
• work on supporting larger projects (right now it will probably choke generating a PDF with more than a

few dozen posts in it)
• test integration with major plugins the Founding Members indicated they use
• try it with the Founding Members and make it work well for them

 Timeline?

I originally set a timeline of 1 month to develop the BETA version, 1 month to refine it, and then 1 month to prep it
for release. So far it’s been about 2 months doing the BETA and it’s still not there.

I think my original estimate was just way low, especially when I would need to rebuild so much of the behind-the-
scenes “infrastructure” code.

I’m also aware, though, that it’s easy to keep working on software forever. To avoid that, I think I should set a limit
of one more month to get the BETA out and usable by the Founding Members. Then go back to one month for
working on their feedback, and another month to just prep for release.
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Better Get Back at It!
Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of September 2020
This is the 18th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

Three minor releases this month and three spikes.
Otherwise not very noteworthy.

Growth is still up but decelerated a bit this month.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 74.75 (+4) support
◦ 94.75 (+1) marketing
◦ 231.5 (+39.5) development
◦ 36.5 (+0) management

• Expenses: $15923.82 (+1962.98)
• Donations: $503.53 USD (+20)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 59,050 (+5954)
• Active Installs: 2,811 (+144, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 45 (+1)
• Releases: 76 (+3)

Overview of What’s New
• Pro: Select Project Formats and Design1

• Pro: Front & Back Matter2

• Pro: Dividing Content into “Parts”3

• Pro: Project Metadata4

• Pro: Project-Only Content
• Pro: Custom & 3rd Party Designs5

• Featured on QodeInteractive6

1. See page 101.
2. See page 102.
3. See page 102.
4. See page 103.
5. See page 105.
6. See page 105.
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The Details
This month I’ve mostly just been in the code cave working on the interface for creating projects. No marketing,
and only a little support has come up.

Here’s a 5 minute-demo of the new features I added to Print My Blog Pro, although I also cover it, in a bit more
detail, below.

 Pro: Select Project Formats and Design

Projects can be created to support multiple formats―eg, a digital PDF, print PDF and someday eBook and Word
Doc. You select these formats at the beginning because this can affect the subsequent steps like choosing
content and project metadata.

For each format, you also select a design. Designs are like WordPress themes, but for projects in Print My Blog.
They dictate project style: colors, fonts, margins, etc. But like WordPress themes, they can also define options:
what title page content to include (project title, subtitle, date printed, etc), what content from each post/page/
custom post type to include (post title, featured image, content, etc), and layout decisions (page numbering,
margin sizes, image placement, etc).

Designs do more, too, but I’ll get into that in a bit…
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 Pro: Front & Back Matter

The Project Contents editing page, showing the Front Matter and Main Content (Back Matter isn’t shown.)

When choosing what content to put in your project, you can now also specify what front and back matter to
include. Front matter, like a title page, table of contents, foreword, etc., sometimes have a different style (eg, front
matter’ page numbering often uses roman numerals instead of regular numbers, and front matter might not
appear in the table of contents). Back matter, like an appendix or “more books by author”, can also have different
styles.

By default, all new projects get a title page and a table of contents, but these can be removed or rearranged. (Eg
you might want to make a totally custom cover page in the WordPress editor, or have no table of contents.)

 Pro: Dividing Content into “Parts”

Many Founding Members indicated they’d like to separate their project’s content into “parts”—often categories like
“Neuroscience”, “Positive Aging”, or “Favourite Passtimes”. Print My Blog Pro now supports that by letting you
have nested sections.

I expect many designs will support “parts”, but some simpler designs won’t because it’s overkill for their purpose.
Eg, a “white paper”-type design, intended for projects with just one or two posts, really won’t need it. This
designers can share (or even sell) simpler designs that meet specific needs without needing to tackle all the
complexity of having multiple layers of divisions.

By the way, some designs will also be able to support layers of divisions above “parts”: what I’m currently calling
“volumes”, and on top of those, “anthologies”. These may be useful for making a textbook or manual so you can
say “see section 3.4.2.b for more information”.
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 Pro: Project Metadata

The Project Metadata page for a project using the Buurma Whitepaper Design

If you’ve used Press Books, you know that there’s a lot more to creating a project than just choosing a design and
content: there’s a lot of metadata (data about the project.) Like book subject, authors, ISBN number, etc. A lot of
this information is required for eBooks, but some of it makes it into PDF and web books too.

Print My Blog Pro also supports setting this metadata, but it only asks for metadata that will be used in the formats
and designs you chose earlier (that’s why you choose the formats and designs first.) For example, if you’re not
making an ePub or MOBI eBook, you probably won’t need to set the book’s cover image or subject.

Metadata is also useful for reused data. For example, you might want to reuse the project’s title and list of authors
throughout the book. In that case, it makes sense for those to be project metadata and shortcodes.

Eg instead of having

This is issue #52 of Mike’s Impressive Works Magazine, by Mike Nelson

in a section of your project, a design could have project metadata like “Issue Number”, “Title”, “Author”, and use
shortcodes to access them like

This is issue #[pmb_meta key=’issue number’] of [pmb_meta key=’title’], by [pmb_meta key=’author’]

This way, when you create a new similar project, with a different issue number and maybe different author, just
change the project meta for “Issue Number” and “Author”, and anywhere you use their corresponding shortcodes
will get updated.

If using shortcodes like that sounds scary, it’s ok, it will be optional. But I personally think it will be really handy. I’ll
be sure to write a post all about it once its more firmed-up.
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 Pro: Project-Only Content

The “Project Contents” list table, which looks almost identical to WordPress’ posts list table. It was a bit of a
struggle to get the link to appear under Print My Blog’s other items, but I managed.

I also realized that you’ll often want to have some content in your projects that’s not a post, nor a page, nor should
site visitors ever see it. For that I thought it made sense to add “Project-Only Content”. It’s just like posts, so you
can edit it with your WordPress editor of choice, and you can include it in projects, but it won’t clutter up your list
of posts or pages.
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 Pro: Custom & 3rd Party Designs

The folder structure of a “design” in Print My Blog Pro. Once I
document it, it will make sense! But I hope you can get a sense that

there’s some order to it.

I mentioned how you can choose different designs for projects. My hope is that if you’re familiar with creating a
WordPress theme, you’ll feel at home creating your own design for Print My Blog projects.

Right now I’ve just started on a couple built-in designs:

• Classic Print PDF (a PDF similar to what free Print My Blog creates, intended for printing, eg it
intelligently replaces hyperlinks with page references and footnotes)

• Classic Digital PDF (a PDF similar to the Classic Print PDF, but leaving hyperlinks and large images etc)
• Buurma Whitepaper (a digital PDF with full-page background images, inspired by a design by my local

web design buddy and Founding Member Jacob Buurma)
• Mayer Magazine (another digital PDF with multiple columns, inspired by the old Zinepal service and

suggestions from Founding Member Jean-Francois Mayer)

I expect to add more, but I hope 3rd-parties (ie, other designers) will also create, and maybe even sell, their
designs. I’ve modeled Print My Blog’s design system after WordPress’, so you can even use a lot of the same
template functions like the_title() and the_content() inside template files. I plan to reach out to
WordPress theme designers soon and get some feedback. I think it would be cool if they could apply their web-
design skills to book design using a system very similar to WordPress’ theme system.

 Featured on QodeInteractive

Zoran from qodeinteractive.com informed me Print My Blog was featured in a tutorial on How to Create Printable
WordPress Posts, which was great. So that was nice, although I haven’t yet seen a huge influx of installs or
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anything.

Thinking Out Loud
 Phew, That’s a lot of Development Time!

I spent a lot more time in development this month than previous months (almost 40 hours, whereas previously it’s
averaged 15.) And so far, I don’t have any visible improvements.

I’ve spent a lot of time again in infrastructure:

• building a system for other developers to register different formats and designs (and keep it efficient)
• building a system for designs modeled after WordPress’ themes system
• building a forms system (a lot of which was taken from GPL code I worked on at Event Espresso) which

will help with design and project settings pages
• and other smaller systems

I’m currently not too worried about marketing (maybe I should, right now this blog averages only about 15 visitors
a day) as I really want to get this done.

 Timeline Redux

Last month I said I’d have a BETA available for Founding Members to test now. It’s almost there, but I haven’t
actually made the designs pretty yet. Maybe this week? But I bet I’ll probably see other necessary work that I’ve
overlooked for now. But right now I’m trying to get it out ASAP.

Better Get Back at It!
Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of October 2020
This is the 19th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened in This Month

Just one release this month with a spike. Growth is pretty steady, despite little happening in the
free plugin.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 76.75 (+2) support
◦ 97.75 (+3) marketing
◦ 256.5 (+25) development
◦ 41.5 (+5) management

• Expenses: $17442.12 (+1518.3)
• Donations: $503.53 USD (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 62,668 (+3,618)
• Active Installs: 3,077 (+266, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 50 (+5)
• Releases: 77 (+1)

Overview of What’s New
• 3,000 Active Installs
• Improved Galleries in Printouts1

• Survey 2 is Out!2

• Initial Designs3

The Details
This month flew by. The free plugin reached a new milestone, while I’ve been receiving initial users’ feedback and
improving the designs used by Print My Blog Pro.

1. See page 108.
2. See page 109.
3. See page 110.
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 3,000 Active Installs!

This month the free plugin reached 3,000 active installs. (It was at 2,000 in May, and 1,000 exactly a year ago).
Out of curiosity, I checked how the major competitors were doing. The bigger ones seem to all be shrinking,
despite generally having more users.

I know Print My Blog has a way to go still, though. The biggest pains seem to be:

• reliance on the WordPress REST API, which by itself is great, but very often security plugins have it
disabled. There was a 1-star review of Print My Blog for this reason recently.

• reliance on browsers for printing, because they all have slightly different interfaces and options, and print
the posts slightly differently too (most notable problem lately has been that some simply don’t support
dividing the content into columns)

I hope the Pro version will fix those two major issues for bulk printing, and then later I’ll get open those up for
working with the front-end print buttons.

 Improved Galleries in Printouts

The one new feature in the free plugin this month was improved layout of WordPress Block Galleries in printouts.
User tp9283 reported that after they upgraded WordPress to use the Gutenberg editor, their galleries looked
worse when printed with PMB. Specifically, images in galleries can often get cut in half by a pagebreaks.

I was aware of this issue, and had previously done a band-aid fix (which just forced a page-break before a gallery,
making it less likely to need to span more than one page) and was about to say “too bad” when I had the thought
to investigate a bit more.

I realized the problem was a bunch of CSS that works great on screens, but not so much when printing. The
culprit was every designer’s new favourite CSS feature: flexbox. It’s gaining popularity because its fully supported

WP-Print, 20,000 active installs WP Print Friendly, 1,000 active installs Print-O-Matic, 10,000 active installs

Print, PDF, Email by PrintFriendly, 20,000 active installs PDF & Print by Best WebSoft, 10,000 active installs
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A printout with a gallery block in it. Notice how it forced a pagebreak before the gallery, and then some images got
cut in half across the pagebreak.

by all modern browsers… except when they’re printing. That’s still in-the-works.

So the fix was to turn off all the flexbox magic when printing galleries. Sorry flexbox.

 Survey 2 Is Out!

I sent out the second survey this month, and have gotten a lot of very useful feedback. I’m filling up the BETA
milestone on GitHub with them. I’m really glad to have so much feedback from actual users, it feels like a treasure
trove of advice that’s worth a lot more than any analytics.

The first bit of feedback, while valuable, is kinda unfortunate: many of the first users didn’t realize they weren’t
using the new pro features! That’s because I’m leaving the old “Print Now” tool in-place (just renaming it to
“Free Quick Print”), unchanged. I added a new “projects” feature, which has all the new features I mentioned last
time1. I can see how users legitimately thought the pro features would be in both… but that wasn’t the case. So a
lot of the feedback has actually been for the old, free tool.

So far I’ve received 10 responses from the 50 founding members I’m working with. Normally I would send out a
reminder email to those who haven’t responded, but I think it would be best to instead work with the feedback I’ve
already received, before sending the reminder.

The next piece of feedback was that the pro features were rather complicated to use, which I admit is probably
right. There was a lot of navigating back-and-forth between the main project page and its sub-pages (like
choosing the design, editing the content, editing the metadata, etc). I’m going to instead work on have a more
straight-forward wizard approach: you select the project’s name and format(s), then choose the design, then

1. See page 100.
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I stopped forcing the pagebreak before galleries because, once the flexbox magic was removed, pagebreaks
worked as hoped with images.

customize it, then choose its contents, then metadata, and then generate the file.

So once I’ve had a week or two to work on that, I plan to send a reminder email and hopefully get a bit more
feedback.

 Initial Designs

Before sending out the survey, the rest of my time was mostly occupied with just making the initial set of designs
look pretty good.

As a reminder, PMB Pro will have a “designs” system, inspired by WordPress’ themes system. That means the
core plugin comes with a few different choices of designs for projects, but it will also be possible to add new ones
in the future, and for other plugins and themes to create their own designs.

I think it’s worthwhile introducing the various designs I’ve made so far, which will hopefully give some idea at
possibilities for future designs.

 “Classic” Digital PDF

The Classic Digital PDF is meant to look a lot like the PDFs made by the old free version, just with the new Pro-
only features (page numbering, table of contents, reorganizable content and custom post types, etc.)
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The title page, with a big title, small subtitle, and hyperlink to
your blog.

Single column of content, working hyperlinks, page numbers in
the bottom-right corner, and the article title repeated in the top-

right corner of every page.

 Buurma Whitepaper

This digital design is inspired by a sample my friend Jacob Buurma provided. It’s even more geared towards
reading on a screen because of its background colors, making it not so great for printing (but don’t worry, projects
can have both a “Digital PDF” and a “Print-Ready PDF” configured.)

I think its a good choice for a short,online documents like whitepapers, research papers, sales materials, etc.

 Mayer Magazine

This design was inspired by a sample shared by Jean-Francois Mayer, from a printout he made a while ago using
the now-defunct Zinepal.com. The main content is divided into two columns which makes it much more compact,
and has a bit more of a magazine-like look.

 Classic Print-Ready PDF

The Classic Print-Ready PDF design is intended for printing by either your home printer or a printing service. It’s
intended to be read two pages at a time, like a normal book. As such, page numbering always appears on the
outside corner. The title of the current part appears at the top of the left-hand page, and the current article’s title

The title page has a stylized banner at the top (a good place to
put a company name), a gradient background, and a logo in the

background.
The main content also has a more subdued background gradient

and logo next to the page number.
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The title page here is a bit more compact than the “Classic
Digital PDF” and so has space for the table of contents. Main content uses two columns, and working hyperlinks.

The title page is almost identical to the Classic Digital PDF,
except no hyperlink

The main content is also similar to the Classic Digital PDF,
except hyperlinks to external content are replaced with

footnotes, and hyperlinks to other pages are replaced with page
references.

appears at the top of the right-hand page.

 Economical Print-Ready Design

This design is very similar to the Classic Print-Ready PDF, but defaults to using smaller text and images, making
it preferable if you want to save paper and ink.

 Editorial Review Print-Ready PDF

This last design is intended for handing off to someone to review and edit your work. For that reason, it has extra
space between the lines of text for notes; and images are a bit smaller seeing how they aren’t the main focus.

Each design has its own set of options, like different themes. For example, a design might let you decide whether
to replace external hyperlinks with footnotes or not, or let you decide how big images should be, or where to put
page numbers, etc. They can also have different “templates”, so you can, example, have the title appear on one
article, but have only the post’s contents appear on another.

Future designs could do other cool things, like having images that span 2 pages (so the image will spread across
both the left and right pages), automatic chapter numbering (so instead of using the post titles, each article will be
just appear as “Chapter 1”, where the “1” is automatically set by the post’s order), and automatically floating
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The title page is almost identical to the Classic Print-Ready PDF Images and text are much smaller in this design

The title page is almost the same as the Classic Print-Ready
PDF Images are generally a bit smaller, and text is double-spaced

images to the outside of the page spread (so images will appear on the left-side of left-hand pages, and on the
right-side of right-hand pages.)

Thinking Out Loud
I’m really glad I’m getting feedback from the initial founding members. A couple of them are designers or
developers, but most are just regular users. And while they probably aren’t experts at plugin development or
design, they kinda are experts at knowing what potential users will want, because they are potentials users. And
when they make a mistake or ask a “dumb question”, I know that many other regular users, just like them, will
make that same mistake or ask that same “dumb question”, and so it’s important to address their concern.

What’s Next?

I’m going to take a month to try to implement as many of the founding members’ suggestions, and then next
month get started on prepping it for use by initial paying members.

Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of November 2020
This is the 20th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

No releases this month (except a change to the
WordPress.org page, indicating the plugin works with

WP 5.6)

Growth was OK this month, but not stellar. The dip
from this week is due to the week having just started

so it’s only showing growth from about 2 days.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 77.75 (+1) support
◦ 99.75 (+2) marketing
◦ 280.5 (+19) development
◦ 41.5 (+0) management

• Expenses: $1,8637.02 (+1,194)
• Donations: $503.53 USD (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 64,548 (+1880)
• Active Installs: 3,221 (+144, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 51 (+1)
• Releases: 77 (+0)

Overview of What’s New
• Clarifying Where’s the Pro?1

• Wizards!2

• Responding to Survey Respondents3

The Details
This month I’ve mostly been in the code cave furiously coding…

1. See page 115.
2. See page 115.
3. See page 116.
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Clarifying Where’s the Pro?
An overwhelming number of survey 2 respondents indicated that it wasn’t clear when you were using the free
version or the pro version of Print My Blog. So this month I set about trying to clarify that.

For background: version 3.0 of Print My Blog will continue to have the same free tool (which will be called “Free
Quick Print”), but it will also introduce the “pro” tool (which will be called “Pro Print”). Everyone can use the free
tool to produce non-watermarked PDFs and printouts; but you’ll need to purchase a subscription to create non-
watermarked PDFs with the pro tool.

Having said that, the BETA testers of 3.0 weren’t clear on when they were using the free tool and when they were
using the pro tool.

Part of the problem, I think, was that I didn’t want to obnoxiously advertise to free users with pop-ups and the like.
But given the confusion that created, I succumbed and put a dismissable notice at the top of the free tool,
clarifying they’re using the free tool and that they might want to try the pro one.

The new notice on the “Free Quick Print” tool, notifying the user about the “Pro Demo” and giving a link to try it.

I added a similar notice at the top of the pro tool, tool. I thought it best to be up front that folks don’t have to pay if
they don’t want those features… maybe that’s altruistic, but mostly I didn’t want to anger anyone unnecessarily,
and making it clear there’s a well-supported free option should encourage more users to try it.

Wizards!
I wasn’t too happy with the old user interface for Print My Blog Pro. It was really easy to get lost, and overlook
important options.

So I took the advise of several founding members (both Ronaldo Huerca and Michael from meyernet.de
independently suggested it) and created more of a “setup wizard”. By that that I mean: when creating a project,
you just do each step sequentially until you’ve done each one. And if you want to go back later and edit a step,
you can.
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Screenshot highlighting the new wizard-progress bar, indicating which step you’re currently on and which have yet
to be done. Here, we’ve already done the initial setup step and chosen a design, and so we’re on the step of

customizing the chosen design.

Hopefully this will be much easier for users to understand, and help them not accidentally skip over a step like
“customizing the pdf” or especially an essential one like choosing what content to put in their project.

I made another 5-minute demo video of it, which you might find helpful to watch. But I hope its at the stage where
using it should be intuitive enough that you don’t need the video to understand how to use it.

(By the way, “wizards!” is what one of the characters from Lord of the Flies exclaimed to describe something
really cool. I’ve remembered that useless fact for over 15 years now, I had to put it to use!)

Responding to Survey Respondents
I’ve gone through and tried to respond to all the survey respondents by email, asking follow-up questions and
indicating whether I would try to implement their suggestions immediately or later. I put all the suggestions I tried
to do this month into the “Pro Beta Development” milestone on GitHub and slogged through them. There were 31
issues (most of which weren’t just quick fixes!) so it kept me plenty busy this month. Here’s some example issues:

• add filter and search options to the project content page
• add a “how to” video to the project content page
• add buttons to quickly add print materials from the project content page
• add links to the projects list table
• allow changing background color in Buurma design
• show post type on project content page
• fix how PMB didn’t show content after the “more” tag
• let images float in PMB
• spiff up the loading page (which I actually did by just removing it entirely )

Again see the milestone on GitHub for the full list.

Here’s a few suggestions I put off for this next month, which are in the “Pro Beta Release” milestone, or don’t yet
have a milestone:

• make a table comparing free and pro
• updating the PMB logo
• set max image width instead of just height
• add a page and its children simultaneously
• bulk add contents to project (like “add all posts from February 2020”)
• ask for feedback *after* printing, not before

If you made a suggestion but it isn’t reflected in the current version of PMB Pro and you can’t find it on my GitHub
issues list, then I’m sorry I may have overlooked it. Please contact me to pester me about it.

If you completed the second survey but haven’t gotten an email from me in the last month, please check your
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junkmail (it would be from please at printmy dot blog) and if you still don’t see it, get in touch too. Only about half
of the users I emailed have responded; I think many of you are just busy with your own stuff, which is fine, but if
you haven’t replied because somehow you didn’t get the email, please reach out! It’s easier to implement your
suggestions earlier than later.

Thinking Out Loud
Here’s where I get to ramble on whatever’s on my mind that might be related to the plugin’s development.

Options vs Decisions
Last month I described the initial designs. Obviously each has a different look, but they can also have different
options. For example, the Mayer Magazine design uses two columns, so it has options that relate to the layout
within columns (eg you can choose to have images always take up the full column width, and have post titles
always span both columns or fit snugly inside them). It doesn’t have some other options, though, like setting max
image size because all images are going to be at most half the page width anyway. It also doesn’t have options
for displaying quite so much blog metadata, like post author and categories etc. So each design can have
different options from others.

Some of the customization options for the “Classic Digital PDF” design.

The idea is this: end-users aren’t usually designers. They don’t usually know how to lay content out very well, and
so shouldn’t be burdened with too many of the design decisions. Instead, designers should create the variety of
designs, and users choose the one that’s best-suited.

This can lead to a much simpler user experience: just choose a design and print. Easy peasy.

The alternative it to have a user experience akin to Adobe InDesign: a million options, and you need to read
several books (one on InDesign, another on best practices for book design) to know how to use them all for your
situation. Which is too difficult for most users, meaning they’d need to hire a book designer anyway.

Having said that, I have received quite a bit of feedback from people saying they want more customizing options.
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All of the customization options for the “Buurma Whitepaper” design. A lot fewer, than the “Classic Digital PDF”,
but many different ones: like colors and logos. This design is meant to have more decisions than options.

They want to set page sizes, image sizes, colors, etc etc.

One of WordPress’ motos is “decisions, not options“, so I’m trying to adopt that with Print My Blog Pro. But I admit
it’s getting hard to draw the line…

Let’s Talk About Money
So I’ve taken a month to try to implement as much feedback as possible, but now it’s time to make the Pro
version sellable. That means it needs to:

• have plans users can start paying for
• generate non-watermarked PDFs…
• but only for users with an active plan

There’s quite a bit of technical challenges there, too. But along with those, I also need to start talking with the
founding members about money. How much they think the plugin is worth and what plans and tiers to make
available. I love giving things away for free and feeling like the hero, but I realize I can’t always do that. I’d also
like to not only make ends meet for myself, but possibly have wherewithal to hire others (I’m constantly thinking
“that friend of mine would be a great WP dev!”). And that won’t happen without making ends meet. So this next
month I’ll need to take off my engineering hat and put on more of my business hat. Wish me luck!

What’s Next?

I’m going to be integrating version 3.0 with Freemius, setting up this site printmy.blog to verify active subscriptions
and forward PDF-creation requests to docraptor.com, and creating and sending the 3rd-and-final survey to
founding members. With the holidays going on I’m not going to hold myself to a tight schedule of getting this all
done by January 1st or anything. But given that I’ll actually start paying for a docraptor.com subscription, the
pressure will be on a little to get it done.
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Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of December 2020
This is the 21st monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

Two releases and two spikes Growth was OK this month, but not stellar. The dip
from this week is due to the week having just started

so it’s only showing growth from about 2 days.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 85.25 (+7.5) support
◦ 103.75 (+4) marketing
◦ 301 (+25.5) development
◦ 44 (+2.5) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $19,949
• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $15
• Donations: $896.53.53 USD (+393)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 70,106 (+5,558)
• Active Installs: 3,438 (+217, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 53 (+2)
• Releases: 82 (+2)

Overview of What’s New
• Freemius Integration1

• PMB Central Server2

• $500 CAD Donation!3

• Setting Up Automated Tests4

1. See page 121.
2. See page 121.
3. See page 122.
4. See page 123.
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The Details
 Freemius Integration

I got started integrating Freemius into Print My Blog Pro. It was pretty well as straightforward as advertised with
regards to the plugin (add their custom code snippet, add some conditionals for anywhere you want there to be a
premium feature.) It made the plugin’s zip file 800 kB bigger, which is significant but not the total end of the world.
My own additions to Print My Blog Pro (a handful of images, and a ton of code) made it a full MB bigger. But both
Freemius and PMB Pro do take the plugin from being a small plugin to being much more substantial—in
functionality, but also in filesize.

The “Upgrade” page added by Freemius. This is all generated from the plan information I’ve entered on
freemius.com

Anyways, I’m happy so far with integrating Freemius.

 PMB Central Server

Along with Freemius integration, I also setup printmy.blog as a central server for generating the Pro PDFs. That’s
been a bit more work, and I thought I had it all sorted out a couple weeks ago but turned out I’m still working on it.

PMB Central generates the PDFs by forwarding the project data to docraptor.com for which I’m paying (this
month I made my first $15 payment), but have a limited number of documents per month. So each Freemius plan
affords a certain number of PDFs per month or year or something, so I need to keep track of how many Pro PDFs
each site makes, and how many they’re allowed to make in that period of time.

I was having the PDF usage expire when the Freemius license expired, but then it got trickier when I remembered
all the free users’ licenses won’t expire (but I still want to limit how many PDFs they make in order to not use up
all allotted PDFs per month.)

Anyways, it’s a bit tricky but I hope to have it resolved soon. By the way, I wrote about a technical hurdle I
vanquished on my personal blog, all about using Freemius’ private keys and REST API to authenticate users on
PMB Central.
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And the new “Account” page added by Freemius, also entirely added by Freemius.

 $500 CAD Donation

My total donations nearly doubled this month when David Simpson sent me a donation for $500 Canadian. Phew!
So that was pretty great.

Having said that, I create another graph comparing expenses, active installs and donations for 2020. You can see
a significant increase on month 12 (December 2020), but ongoing expenses are still outpacing donations
significantly.
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Sorry, I couldn’t figure out how to get the months properly labelled. Month 1 is January 2020, 12 is December
2020.

So I’m kinda stupefied someone would be that generous, but a “Pro” version still, hopefully, will get cover the
opportunity cost of working on this.

 Setting Up Automated Tests

Some of the logic in PMB Central has gotten a bit complex, so I finally bit the bullet and figured out how to add
PHPUnit tests for it, which I also blogged about on my personal blog. It took a couple hours, but I’m happy to
finally have this tool for helping to prevent bugs in my code in the future.

Thinking Out Loud
What’s Next?

I keep on finding myself mentioning the upcoming Pro version in support queries because it should solve many of
the pain points of Print My Blog (the WP REST API often is disabled, different browser behavior.) So I really want
to get it out so folks can use it, even though I’m aware there are still plenty of things to work on.

Once I have PMB Central working (hopefully this week), I plan to:

• send out an email to the initial Founding Members containing a link to download the latest version of
PMB Pro, a discount code to get a couple free Pro PDFs, and a link to the survey

• once they’ve had a few weeks to answer the survey (probably at the end of January), I’ll send out a link
to download and purchase PMB Pro for a major discount to the rest of the Founding Members

• I’m sure they’ll have lots of good feedback which I’ll take a month to implement and then release PMB
3.0 on WordPress.org, which includes the PMB Pro trial (you can make Pro PDFs, but they have a
watermark on them)
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Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of January 2021
This is the 22nd monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

While I have been answering a few support requests
regarding PMB Free, there were no new releases this

month.

Growth was pretty steady again this month. Just
chugging along.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 92.25 (+7) support
◦ 108.25 (+4.5) marketing
◦ 312 (+11) development
◦ 50 (+6) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $20,907.57
(+$1030.05)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $30 (+$15)
• Donations: $963.52 USD (+30)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 72,466 (+2,360)
• Active Installs: 3,664 (+226, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 54 (+1)
• Releases: 82 (+0)

Overview of What’s New
• Now Making Watermark-Free PDFS!1

• Survey 3 Results are Posted!2

• 18 Free Founding Members3

• Theme Support Added4

1. See page 126.
2. See page 126.
3. See page 127.
4. See page 128.
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The Details
Now Making Watermark-Free PDFS!

I’ve started paying for DocRaptor service, got my printmy.blog server code working, and am producing
watermark-free PDFs for the initial founding members! So this is an important milestone of things actually fully
working. So the technical things work, now what about the financial and marketing aspects? (And I’m sure this
isn’t the last I’ve heard about technical challenges though!)

 Survey 3 Results are Posted!

I sent out a third survey to the initial founding members, primarily trying to figure out what pricing would work best.
I posted the aggregated results earlier, but wanted some time to analyze it.

In the spirit of transparency: I was initially disappointed with the results. I was surprised how few respondents said
they’d be willing to use a monthly subscription (16%), and how little they reported being willing to pay (44% said
their max was $10/month which was the smallest option I thought to provide, many others selected “other” and
entered a smaller amount).

What billing cycle would you be willing to use?

This was probably because respondents didn’t think they would use Print My Blog a ton. 33% said they make
fewer than 1 PDF per month; 40% said they’d use it for one or two a month.

How many paid PDFs do you expect to make each month,
on average?
I went into this comparing PMB to Designrr which only has monthly options the cheapest of which is $29/month,
which respondents agreed was still far cheaper than actually hiring a designer to assemble a book (42%
respondents guessed that would cost over $500).
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All the respondents already got a free lifetime license (and they were reminded of that at the start of the survey)
so they weren’t saying this in self-interest, but were giving their honest opinions.

One oddity though: many respondents were probably intending to only make one or two PDFs from a site, and
then shut it down. So they answered saying they just wanted to pay once. But they indicated they wanted to pay
once for a lifetime license, which would be the most expensive option.

Also, I realized after-the-fact that I never specified (because I hadn’t much thought about it yet) whether licenses
would be for a single site or many, which was actually an important difference seeing how 72% of respondents
said they ran more than 3 websites (I incorrectly assumed most only had one.)

And while I’m very appreciative of the initial found members’ contributions, I realize that if payment were a
requirement, not all would necessarily become paying members. In fact, if this were to be profitable, probably not
all should become paying members. I frequently see tweets from folks pointing out that you should frequently see
people say your prices are too high, and if you don’t, they’re too low. Like the founder of Wordfence, Mark
Maunder, pointed out: ironically the lowest paying customers are often the most demanding. So right now it’s
helpful to work with the free founding members to try to iron-out all the kinks, but if this picks up steam I need to
start shifting my attention to those willing to pay more, and let the folks who can’t afford it just use the free quick
print.

18 Free Founding Members
It’s turned out that I’ve only handed out 18 free licenses because that’s how many ended up meeting the
requirements I initially set out. An overview of my numbers:

• about 150 signups to be founding members
• 96 answered survey 1
• the first 50 became “initial founding members”, who got invited to the facebook group and sent survey 2

and 3
• 18 answered surveys 2 and 3 and redeemed the coupon code

So when I first thought I’d be handing out 50 free licenses, it turned out I was too slow (it’s been about 6 months
to release, instead of the 3 I had planned) or the software wasn’t quite what some were interested in.
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Theme-Support Added
For a while I’ve known that most WordPress themes don’t do a great job when being printed. This is why I initially
wanted PMB Pro to totally ignore the active theme when producing the PDFS, and instead use the chosen PMB
design…

But testing from a founding member pointed I might not get off that easy: sometimes blog content contains
shortcodes, blocks, and whatever other stuff that depends on the current theme in order to work right. If the theme
isn’t being used when making the PDF, it can be missing content.

So I’ve added an option on designs to use the current theme.

PMB Design customization options now include “Apply Website Theme”

I still recommend against enabling this, because so far it hasn’t worked very well. Yes, the content that depends
on the theme is showing, but now the theme’s CSS is wreaking all sorts of havoc as it tries to make the design
look good for screens when it should look good for print.

I’m thinking of leaving this option, but saying that it either isn’t supported or is only supported for an extra fee.

 Introducing the PMB User Guide!

Survey 3 respondents indicated an equal split between folks who preferred to learn through reading an online
manual and watching instruction videos. So I finally started putting together some online instructions, and my
Freemius Slack channel friends suggested using a plugin to organize this. I ended up going with BasePress which
also uses Freemius.

So far the User Guide only gives an introduction, but I want to add more pages explaining how to use some of
PMB’s more advanced features (like using special Prince-specific CSS in designs or creating your own PMB
project design just like you would a WordPress theme.)
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Thinking Out Loud
What’s Next?

I want to release to the rest of the founding members ASAP. I want to validate that someone will actually pay
something for this, and start getting feedback from paying users.

In harmony with that, I want to make sure potential users understand PMB Pro’s prevalent features, so that they’ll
understand its value (eg why they should bother with it instead of copy-and-pasting their posts into Microsoft
Word!)

Please let me know your thoughts!
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Transparency Report of February 2021
This is the 23rd monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

Pretty well the same as last month. No releases and
no spikes.

Growth was good until about a week ago. Not sure
what happened, there were no new releases.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 95.75(+3.5) support
◦ 111.25 (+3) marketing
◦ 331 (+19) development
◦ 52 (+2) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $22,100.97
(+$1121.4)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $45 (+$15)
• Donations: $963.52 USD (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 74,225 (+1,759)
• Active Installs: 3,881 (+217, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 56 (+2)
• Releases: 82 (+0)

Overview of What’s New
• More Documentation in the User Guide1

• Choose Fonts in PMB Pro2

• Little Styling Fixes3

1. See page 131.
2. See page 131.
3. See page 133.
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The Details
More Documentation in the User Guide

I feel like PMB Pro has a lot of cool features that aren’t documented and so users won’t appreciate. So I’ve been
spending most of my time this month trying to improve the online user guide.

Last month I added some “getting started” documentation. This month I added more about how to use PMB Pro’s
existing options to customize designs and get them closer to your ideal. I explained more in-depth about how
designs are like WordPress Themes, just for documents, and then went into the details about each pre-installed
design’s options.

For example, I explained how the Classic Digital PDF is designed for viewing one page at a time (and so always
puts the page number in the bottom-right corner of the page, and the section’s running title in the top-left and the
article’s running title in the top-right), but the Classic Print PDF is designed for viewing two pages simultaneously
(and so puts the page numbers in the outside bottom corner, and the section’s running title appears in the top-left
corner on the left-hand page, and the article’s running title appears in the top-right corner of the top page.)

Classic Print PDF’s 2-page layout

Choosing Fonts in PMB Pro

The one big feature I added was changing the design’s default fonts. This seemed like something everyone would
want and a basic version of this was pretty easy to add.
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Classic Digital PDF’s 1-page layout

The “Font” and “Header Font” options control which fonts to use in the document

The first version of this only uses “web safe” fonts. I plan to offer Google Font support but not in the version of
PMB that will be on WordPress.org because using external code is prohibited by WordPress’ plugin guidelines.
And besides, that sounds like a nice, non-essential feature that would be most appropriate for the premium plugin
anyway.
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 Little Styling Fixes

While I was writing the documentation, I noticed quite a few small details I previously missed and got them fixed
up.

My tweet on how writing documentation helps you make a better product.

Some of those little fixes included:

• Add a bit of padding around images (this padding was added automatically by web browsers but not
DocRaptor, the service I’m using to create the Pro PDFs)

• Name the downloaded Pro PDF after the project (eg “My Great Book” rather than “doc-12345”)
• Paragraph indents in Classic Print PDF are now optional
• Table of Contents reference front-matter (often numbered with roman numerals) correctly (instead of

using decimal numbers like everywhere else)
• remove Top Bar plugin’s content from every page in PDFs
• Style post excerpts differently from other text

The Paragraph Indent option for the Classic Print PDF

And other little details.

Thinking Out Loud
 Pricing Feedback from Vova Feldman from Freemius

In addition to asking the initial Founding Members for pricing feedback (which has helpful to know a bit more
about the user’s perspective), I also asked the Freemius team on their feedback about pricing.

CEO Vova Feldman studied my plugin and pricing plans and we exchanged a few emails (which is very
interesting: usually you have difficulty getting a hold of *anyone* from a company to ask a question, but Freemius’
CEO replied personally after studying out my situation.)

Vova recommended that I still try to include a monthly billing option, his rationale being that often having a
monthly option can actually help encourage people to buy the yearly license. So I took a few hours to adjust my
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billing code to support monthly, annual, or one-time purchases. We’ll see what people want!

Vova also recommended I add more features to the higher tiered “business” license I’m planning on offering, to
distinguish it from the cheaper options. Right now the only difference between the plans is the support level
(lowest level will offer support via a forum, next level via email, and the top level will have more proactive
monitoring) and how many PDFs can be created monthly (2, 10, and 40 are the numbers I’m thinking of right
now.) I hope to add more designs which will probably be tailored for “business” level (like a textbook, research
paper, or user manual designs).

He also cautioned me to try to bear in mind the “ideal customer”, which the initial Founding Members don’t
necessarily all fit. My ideal customer is probably a large institution or business which wants to publish both online
and to print, that wants a custom design that’s consistent across medias and projects (either done by me or one
of their in-house designers with a bit of guidance by me), and who has deep pockets. From what I can tell, that
doesn’t sound like the Founding Members I’ve met so far. Founding Members were really helpful in arriving at the
first version, but their needs and the needs of those “ideal customers” might not always match.

Per-Domain or Per-Site Licenses?
Freemius recommends that lifetime licenses should be limited to usage on a single domain so as to prevent a
web design agency from endlessly reusing a license across multiple clients despite having only paid once.

Unfortunately though, from what I can tell, Freemius doesn’t support per-domain licenses (ie, you can always use
a license on one site, then deactivate it there, and then use it on any other site). This would be especially
problematic for PMB Pro because most of the support time happens when folks are first trying to get it to work
with their plugins (and possibly theme). I’m afraid not only would I miss out on revenue if a lifetime license-holder
reused the same license across a ton of different sites, but they’d probably ask for help getting PMB Pro to work
on each different site with its different plugins and become a major time-sink.

So my thoughts are I plan to offer per-domain lifetime licenses. I don’t think I’ll need to be really strict about it (eg
if someone changes the domain name of their website, or shuts down one site and uses it on one other, I’ll
continue to support them). But if I see a single license being used repeatedly for different sites, I’ll have to ask the
license-holder to switch to make another purchase.

WordPress Has No Good Way for Editor’s to Make Suggestions

In the 3rd survey of Founding Members, the most popular related services respondents needed was copy editing.

What related services are you seeking help with and
considering paying for?
So I’ve thought about seeking out a good copy editor, then collaborating with them to suggest them for copy
editing to my users, and they would hopefully offer me a referral fee and a discount to my users.

The only trouble is that, currently, making suggestions and edits in WordPress kinda stinks, compared to Google
Docs or Microsoft Word.

I asked around in the Freemius Slack group, on Reddit, and on Quora: how can you make inline suggestions on
posts in WordPress (like you can in Google Docs)? I really couldn’t find any satisfying response.

The main responses were:

• use the Multicollab – Google Doc-Style Editorial Commenting for WordPress, which although it sounds
like an exact match, its mere 40 active installs suggests there’s something not-quite right about it

• use PublishPress Revisions, although that’s more for an editor to make the changes themselves and
then have someone else approve or deny them after-the-fact (not quite the same as make a suggestion
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or start a discussion)
• there’s a long-term goal to add something like this to WordPress core, but it’s so far in the distance that

it’s probably several year away
• just don’t do any editing within WordPress itself: do it all in Google Docs or Microsoft Word, and only

copy the content back into WordPress at the end (which, in my opinion, is basically giving up, because
it’s such a pain to reformat everything every time you copy-and-paste)

My ideal solution would:

1. Help the site owner create a role which limits the editor to only make suggestions on content
2. suggestions would be grouped into a review (like GitHub reviews)
3. each suggestion could be discussed, and participants would be emailed with updates
4. it wouldn’t require users to compare HTML diffs like PublishPress does

For now folks can actually use PMB Pro to create a document specially-designed for editing on a physical stack of
paper, but I personally would prefer something more high tech than that.

What’s Next?

Release PMB Pro to the rest of the Founding Members! Even though I have more documentation I’d like to write,
I’ve taken about a month to try to add to that and feel like I need to finally pull the trigger and start getting
feedback from paying users (and, honestly, confirm such beasts exist!) Stay tuned, I hope to send out the email
this week.
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Transparency Report of March 2021
This is the 24th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

Biggest spike yet at the start of this month with a small
release. (Minor releases are the least troubling to

install so seems folks upgrade to them the quickest.)

Consistent growth still!

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 97.75(+2) support
◦ 119.25 (+8) marketing
◦ 342 (+11) development
◦ 59.5 (+7.5) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $23,180.90
(+$1,079.93)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $60(+$15)
• Income: $1,142.53 USD (+216)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 78,832 (+4,607)
• Active Installs: 4,111 (+230, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 3 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 60 (+4)
• Releases: 83 (+1)

Overview of What’s New
• Founding Members Release and Promotion
• Books made with PMB Pro
• Filtering by Categories/Tags in Pro1

1. See page 139.
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The Details
 Founding Members Early Access Release and Promotion

I finally released PMB Pro to everyone on my potential Founding Members email list early this month. I emailed
them all saying PMB Pro is ready for download and purchase, and to use the promocode “founding_member” to
get a 70% discount on any plan at any billing period (monthly, annually, one-time). Note the promotion will
continue until the end of April 2021.

How to Apply a Promocode for Print My Blog Pro
https://youtube.com/watch?v=onGhSqAMUMY

Here’s some stats:

• email list: 160 subscribers
• opens of first email: 65
• clicks from first email: 32
• purchases after first email: 3
• opens of second email: 62
• clicks from second email: 12
• purchases after second email: 1

One of the purchases was by someone who had previously donated more than the current discounted cost of the
lifetime business plan, so I refunded them and instead gave it to them for free.

So for this first month sales totalled $216 USD.

Although I have monthly, annual and lifetime licenses available, everyone bought the annual license. I’m not too
surprised no one bought a monthly plan (survey respondents indicated most wouldn’t want this, and Vova
Feldman from Freemius suggested having it primarily just to encourage purchases of the annual license). Survey
respondents had, however, indicated more interest in a lifetime license. Maybe the demand for that wasn’t as high
once they realized it had the same cost as three annual licenses.
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There was a pretty even distribution of plans purchased, though:

• 1 purchase of “Hobbyist” license
• 2 purchases of “Professional” license (I refunded one of these)
• 1 purchase of “Business” license

So it seems the conversion rate of my email-list was about 2%.

Books made with PMB Pro

There were a couple examples of books made with PMB Pro worth sharing.

A Year of Running a WordPress Meetup, by me, Mike Nelson, is most of wpcowichan.org compiled into a book
showing my experience with the Cowichan Valley WordPress Meetup.
Why it’s cool: slick table of contents; content from posts, events, and even print-only materials; automatically
replaced hyperlinks with page references and footnotes.
Download the Print-Ready PDF

Life, Liberty,
and the Pursuit of Happiness, by member Robert Hamill, is both a paperback and eBook derived from writings
on his website
Why it’s cool: the paperback was created directly in PMB Pro, the eBook was created from PMB Pro’s generated
HTML and then Amazon converted it into an eBook.
Take a peek inside or buy on Amazon
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 Filter by Categories/Tags in PMB Pro

I finally added the ability for PMB Pro to filter by category, terms, and other taxonomies added by other plugins or
themes.

In this screenshot, I’m about to show everything with the category “Data Preservation”. Some other plugin or
theme added “Pattern Type” and “Pattern Category” taxonomies which can also be used.

Thinking Out Loud
Hardly 100k Product Launch

Given the first month’s sales, it isn’t looking like a 100k+ product launch like Veto shared. I have a few thoughts
about why that has been:

• The 70% discount applied to all license periods and renewals, not just the lifetime license. I could have
done like Vito and only had it for the lifetime license, but he shared that most people actually still wanted
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to pay that in stages which I wasn’t going to be able to support. And I was indifferent towards having
recurring revenue or up-front revenue.

• I ended up taking nearly a year to get to this point, instead of a couple months. I think a lot of email
subscribers lost interest in that time.

• I’ve hardly achieved “ubiquity” in the WordPress ecosystem by guest posting everywhere. I haven’t found
time for that.

A Free Trial Isn’t so Important Afterall

When I announced PMB Pro to my email list, I had an assumption that has proven mostly wrong: folks want to try
the software before they buy it.

PMB Pro is setup so you can use every feature for free, but only need to pay to remove the watermarks. So I
suggested folks try it first, then purchase in-app.

It turns out most purchasers just bought it right away, without really trying it much, if at all. They were sold by my
(admittedly pretty sparse) marketing copy, without needing to try it at all.

In fact, I probably would have had more sales had my instructions to them just provided a link to “buy now”, rather
than instructing them to download the plugin first and then buy. I know this because one actual purchaser ended
up needing direct links to purchase, and requested it after getting frustrated trying to purchase in-app (but haven’t
yet purchased.)

I suppose that’s because if folks with a budget are going to invest the time into learning the software, they’d prefer
investing their money into having the full version, because they value their time more than the relatively small
amount of money.

My next followup email to them will include direct links to buy, so we’ll see what effect that has.

Discussion around Renaming

One initial buyer suggested the name “Print My Blog” might be scaring potential buyers away. “Blog” has a
connotation of hobbyists shared opinions, rather than a company sharing important news or updates. And “my”
implies a personal project, rather than a company-wide endeavour. So when someone from a company is looking
for software, seeing “Print My Blog” initially indicates to them it won’t meet their needs.

I think Print My Blog has a good name two years ago, as it reflected the plugin’s original purpose. But now it’s
evolving into more of a competitor with Microsoft Word and Adobe InDesign. And the original users of the plugin
aren’t necessarily the type who will have a budget to spend on the pro features.

So the new name would ideally:

• imply it’s a replacement for Microsoft Word
• imply its integration with WordPress
• be short but catchy
• have keywords like “Print”, “Document”, “Publishing” in it

Changing the name will also be quite a bit of work, so it might not happen right away.

Getting a Local Partner?

I contacted a local friend who’s ran a business to suggest they might like to partner with me on Print My Blog.
They’re brick-and-mortar business-skills and people skills could compliment my online tech-wizard skills well. But
it starts to involve talking to banks and lawyers and the like. And I’m not even sure if they’ll like working in this
space. So while I’d really like to have someone else helping out (there’s so much to do!) there’s a certain amount
of work and commitment required to get a partner to sign-on.
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What’s Next?

I hope to release PMB Pro on WordPress.org at the start of May.

Right now it will continue to have all the same features, plus a demo of PMB Pro’s new features. I’m a bit worried
some folks won’t like the pro trial, but then again, given how often free users are having the problems it solves, I
want them to be aware that Pro is an option.

Oh and if you’re interested in trying PMB Pro out right now, here’s the link to download it:

Download PMB Pro
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Transparency Report of April 2021
This is the 25th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

No releases to WordPress.og this month so no big
surprises…

…the only surprise being two lulls in growth and a
spike. It was either a coincidence or somehow PMB

got some temporary attention from somewhere. I don’t
think the spike or lulls were due to anything I did.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 99.25(+1.5) support
◦ 126.25 (+7) marketing
◦ 352 (+10) development
◦ 61.5 (+2) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $23,923.25
(+$742.35)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $75(+$15)
• Income: $1,635.53 USD (+493)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 80,520 (+1,688)
• Active Installs: 4,273 (+162, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 4 (+1)
• Five Star Reviews: 61 (+1)
• Releases: 83 (+0)

Overview of What’s New
• Founding Members Promotion Ended1

• Improved Plugin Integration Through Browser Rendering2

• Ok, Pro Print will Actually be Mostly Free3

• Added Bulk Pricing4

• Centered Content5

1. See page 143.
2. See page 143.
3. See page 144.
4. See page 145.
5. See page 145.
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• New Landing and Pricing Page1

The Details
 Founding Members Promotion Ended

The 70% off promotion ended at the beginning of May. Did I have a +100k product launch? More like $709
(combining this month and last month’s revenue). Still, 2 months of sales has nearly equalled 2 years of donations
(and actually about $500 of those donations were from founding members while development of Pro was
underway, so that’s a gray area.)

Also, my product launch isn’t totally over. There’s still the release to WordPress.org and announcing it publicly
over social media etc. I expect to have another, lesser, promotion shortly.

 Improved Plugin Integration Through Browser Rendering

PMB Pro 3.1.0 made a major change: when making a PDF, instead of executing Javascript using DocRaptor (the
service that converts HTML to PDF), I’m doing it with the user’s browser (eg Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc).

The new “print page” where the browser gets to execute its Javascript. Clicking “Download Test PDF” sends the
fully rendered HTML (after the browser’s Javascript has done its thing) for conversion into a PDF.

From my testing so far, this works much better with other plugins, especially ones that used Javascript to render
content (especially gallery plugins.) DocRaptor’s Javascript worked well enough if you wrote the Javascript by
hand for the PDF (like how I have Javascript for creating the table of contents) but it just couldn’t support all the
Javascript frameworks and all that. Plus, when it has an error, it just dies (whereas browsers keep trying so often
users don’t even realize there was an error).

1. See page 145.
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A page of a PDF generated using browser rendering. Before 3.1 that colourful chart didn’t appear because it’s
actually rendered in Javascript (which DocRaptor couldn’t handle.)

Ok, Pro Print will Actually be Mostly Free

You may have noticed on the earlier screenshot of the “print page” that there’s a free option to print using your
browser. This means free users can use PMB Pro’s project organizer (eg reorganize content, organize into parts,
include custom post types, add a title page and table of contents, etc). The only catch is that web browsers
generally won’t handle some of the features that really differentiate PMB Pro (like replacing hyperlinks with page
references and footnotes, and controlling page margins.)

So I do think free users who want to create a copy for their own records will find this handy because it’s still pretty
good. But if they want it to look like a professional document, they’re probably going to want to buy access to
those last few features.

The free version of the plugin will point out which features browsers support and which ones they don’t. I hope
this will be well-received.
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A PMB Pro project printed using the browser. Notice there are
no page references in the table of contents, and the browser has

put a bunch of content in the margins.

A PMB Pro project printed using DocRaptor/Prince. Notice the
page references and page numbering. Those are really the

biggest differences.

Added Bulk Pricing

Quite a few Founding Members indicated they had several sites they’d like to use Print My Blog Pro on, so I’ve
added some bulk pricing to accommodate them better. The pricing basically works out to:

• buy any 5 licenses for the price of 4
• buy any 10 licenses for the price of 7

Are these savings substantial enough? I bet some people would like a license to be usable from unlimited sites,
but I’m afraid that would incur just way too much support needs. Each site will often have new plugins which will
take more work to support and integrate with Print My Blog Pro. So I’m not comfortable committing to supporting
infinite sites on a fixed income.

Centered Content

One new feature I added in April, that might easily be overlooked, was centered content section template, which
will vertically and horizontally center the post’s content.

This is especially useful for dedication or copyright page.

New Landing and Pricing Page

I finally added a landing page for printmy.blog that talks about PMB Pro’s features, as well as a pricing page so
folks can buy more easily (rather than needing to download it and buy in-app, which some founding members
struggled to do.)

Thinking Out Loud
 Things I Could Have Improved with Product Launch

What would I do differently if I were to launch a new plugin or what could be improved? Well, I hardly achieved
“ubiquity” in the WordPress space- I haven’t gotten around to submitting posts to any of the WP news and review
blogs. I suppose I’ve had my head down in product development.

I basically ended up rewriting PMB from scratch (although I’ve left the original code in-place as “Free Quick Print”
so it’s still usable) which seems to have taken about a year. So the release was way longer than I or the founding
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The pricing page now shows the bulk options for 5 or 10 sites.

members would have anticipated, so I bet a lot of folks lost interest in that time.

Also, I didn’t go for a totally aggressive pricing strategy- instead of only offering the 70% discount for lifetime
licenses, I offered it for the yearly and monthly options too. (Most sales were of the yearly option.) Maybe it would
have been better to stick to only offering it for the lifetime option.

So if I were to have done it again, I’d do it faster and with more marketing. ie, spent more time at it, which can be
tricky to do when you’re bootstrapping… Anyways, we’ll see what changes when the release to WordPress.org
happens, probably this month.

 Things That Worked Well for Product Launch

I think having a social group on Facebook for users was good. It was energizing for users to interact with others.
They provided a lot of great feedback. I’m afraid I could have capitalized on it better by developing the plugin a bit
quicker, but oh well. (Also: quite a few people said they weren’t into Facebook, and it’s been a bit of a manual
process of approving folks; so in some ways I wish I had created my own BuddyPress network for privacy and
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Selecting the “Centered Content” Section Template for a project’s dedication page.

automation, but I bet the involvement would have been lower.)

Getting feedback from the initial users has been really helpful. So in the absence of having initial paying users,
having initial free users has been a good substitute (although some folks have pointed out that free users
probably prioritize different features than paying users.)

I haven’t been super aggresive with the email list, but I have tried to always send a follow-up email or two, which
has been good. For example, I didn’t just notify subscribers once about the Founding Members discount, but have
sent 4 emails in total specifically about it. All but the last one produced a few sales.

I learned about users’ pricing preferences from the initial users. I originally thought I’d only offer monthly
subscription plans, but the Founding Members indicated they weren’t interested in that. Indeed, most of my sales
so far have been for the yearly plan, and a few for the lifetime license.

Business Isn’t Fair

I like the autonomy of working for myself, and being involved in all aspects of the business, and I’ve hoped I could
do that with Print My Blog and still earn about the same income as working for someone else. But I’m learning
that being in business for yourself isn’t as “fair” as working for someone else. There’s no fair wage or guaranteed
income (you can work tons upfront with no income at all). No immediate payoffs for work (even if work does pay
off, it might not be for months or years). And if you do ever make a living off it, there’s no reason the “fair wage” is
what you’ll get―you may earn double or triple (in which case clients might, understandably, become the ones to
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On the left is the dedication using “Default Template”, on the right is using “Centered Content”.

start complaining about fairness.) Of course, there’s no real way to know if you’ll forever be earning next-to-
nothing, or if a big payout is just around the corner. Yes I enjoy starting up a business and working with
customers, and it might work out financially someday, but keeping things fair isn’t part of the equation.

What’s Next?

In preparation for releasing on WordPress.org, I want to:

• update and finish the documentation
• rewrite the WordPress.org plugin page (readme.txt)
• include a new update splash page for existing users to upgrade to it (to tell them about the new features,

and that the old ones are all still there)
• try to clarify more what’s free and what’s an upsell in the plugin
• add a new promotion

Then release! Thoughts and comments welcome.
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Part of the new landing page, describing PMB Pro. There’s a floating window that says “View Pricing or Download
for Free” that I added just using HTML and CSS.
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The pricing page is pretty simple. Freemius takes care of the payment processing from my website and showing
the full payment options.
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Transparency Report of May 2021
This is the 26th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month

Biggest spike yet thanks to the big release at the end
of May.

Growth slowed a bit with the big release. Not as bad
as I had feared though.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 101.25 (+2) support
◦ 141.25 (+15) marketing
◦ 367 (+15) development
◦ 62 (+0.5) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $25,008.25
(+$1,085)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $90(+$15)
• Income: $1,635.53 USD (+0)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 84,079 (+3,559)
• Active Installs: 4,390 (+116, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 4 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 62 (+1)
• Releases: 84 (+1)

Overview of What’s New
• PMB 3 Fully Released on WordPress.org!1

• 50% Lifetime Promotion until June 18th2

• Cheaper Hobbyist Plans3

• Clarifying what’s free and what isn’t
• Lots of Documentation “how-To’s” Added4

• Applying to Present at WPCampus5

1. See page 152.
2. See page 153.
3. See page 153.
4. See page 154.
5. See page 154.
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The Details
 PMB 3 Fully Released on WordPress.org!

The update page seen by users when they update from PMB 2.9.9 (or lower) to PMB 3.3.0, mentioning that “Print
Now” was renamed to “Quick Print” (but is otherwise the same), the print buttons are unchanged, and there’s a

new “Pro Print” tool.

I can now say Print My Blog 3 is fully released (which is kinda the same as PMB Pro, except I ended up making a
lot of it free), even on WordPress.org.

So that means all 4,000 active installs of PMB (the free version) can update from their WordPress admin
dashboard, and they’ll get access to the new features I’ve been working on for over a year.

PMB is now fully integrated with Freemius so users can upgrade to PMB Pro directly from their WordPress admin
dashboard (or pricing page on my website.)

This is a really big milestone for me. I began recruiting founding members in April 2020 and began coding and
working with founding members in June 20201. It kept getting pushed back while I kept having more ideas for
features and kept wanting to pretty everything up. I know there’s a lot more prettying-up to be done, more
documentation needed, improved sales pages, and certainly more features (especially producing ePubs) but I
now have something people can buy and I no longer need to keep promising “PMB Pro will be released soon…”
Now it’s released. If it does what you want, please buy it. If it doesn’t, feel free to tell me what you need it to do
and I’ll try my best to make it do that. So I’m feeling very satisfied to have made it to this point.

I’d also like to thank all the founding members for their participation. Their input was invaluable, and while I
haven’t yet been able to apply all of it, and some of them were understandably unable to keep up participating for
a full year, I’m glad to have worked with you all. Please let me know what new books and documents you create
with Print My Blog Pro, or what you’d like to create. Stay in touch!

1. See page 83.
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 50% Lifetime Promotion until June 18th

Along with the release of PMB 3 to WordPress.org, I also added a temporary promotion. It’s at the top of all pages
of printmy.blog, it’s mentioned on the plugin’s update splash page (when users first update to PMB 3), and it’s
mentioned on the Print Page in the plugin.

The Print Page while using Pro Print, showing the promotion.

Cheaper Hobbyist Plans

Some of the feedback on my release to founding members was that plans were too expensive. While I maintain
they’re comparable to similar products in this niche (compare to PressBooks, Designr, or pagination.com) they’re
more than some WordPress themes.

I don’t want to just reduce prices to make it appear the original discount to Founding Members was a sham (or
have founding members feel bad for buying at higher prices like Mark Maunder points out.)

I also noticed services like blurb always add their logo somewhere inside the product.

So I combined these ideas and introduced a new plan for $5.99/month (when billed annually; $19.99/month when
billed monthly) which adds a “Made with Print My Blog and WordPress” to the bottom of the first page. Users of
the existing “Hobby” license will continue exactly as before (no attribution in the footer.)

There have not been any sales of the new cheaper plan since it was introduced mid-May 2021. I think the heart of
the issue isn’t so much price as usefulness (I don’t think users yet see the application or understand the
usefulness of the plugin yet.) So getting the word out, and showing why PMB Pro is great, is my next priority, not
so much reducing prices.

Clarifying what’s Free and What Isn’t

One final feature I added to PMB on WordPress.org was some clarification around what features are free and
what features require payment. I added little hover icons that explain something better is available with payment.

I think these hover icons were pretty non-obtrusive and I hope are genuinely helpful (after a week nobody
mentioned them) as they explained commonly-requested features.

As a matter of clarification too: in compliance with WordPress.org plugin guidelines, the free version of PMB
doesn’t “contain functionality that is restricted or locked, only to be made available by payment or upgrade”. That
was made easier thanks to Freemius’ integration library. PMB can be used with nothing more than your
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On hovering over this icon, I explain that “Quick Print” just prints posts or pages; whereas “Pro Print” also
supports Custom Post Types, as well as combining post types.

WordPress website and a browser.

However, PMB also integrates with my “Pro Print Service” (“Software as a Service”), which uses Prince to convert
your project’s HTML into PDF. Prince supports a lot of features of CSS that browsers like Google Chrome and
Mozilla Firefox don’t (eg page references, footnotes, and controlling page margin content). So when you buy
“PMB Pro”, the main thing you get is the right to use my “Pro Print Service”, which is outside the jurisdiction of
WordPress.org’s plugin guidelines.

 Lots of Documentation “How-Tos” Added

The PMB Pro User Guide is getting pretty complete. Here’s the latest additions:

• How to Add an Introduction, Copyright Page, or other Front Matter
• How to Add Links, Page References and Footnotes
• How to Customize Fonts
• How to Customize Page Dimensions
• How to Customize your Project’s Title Page
• How to Divide Projects into Parts

I have yet to document making custom designs and send copies of the user guide to paying users, but those are
up soon!

Applying to Present at WPCampus

I’m aware that PMB is in a very niche market. Most site owners (and plugin and theme developers) don’t give any
thought to what their content looks like when printed, nor want to make books and documents for sharing offline
using WordPress. And although there’s actually quite a few plugins and services for doing this, it still feels like a
“new” market (so it’s in the NPNM quadrant). So another way to grow my customer list is to grow the niche itself.
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In an effort to do that, and knowing that academic folks are some of the big users of Anthologize (they funded it)
and PressBooks (the only users I’ve seen of that are academic), I thought trying to do a presentation at the
upcoming WPCampus made sense.

I’m also aware that, unless you’re explicitly sponsoring an event, presentations just selling your product aren’t
appropriate. So I didn’t want to just present on my plugin, but instead increase the entire market of “offline
publishing with WordPress.” I thought that meant talking about alternatives to my plugin, too.

Then I had a novel idea: instead of just talking about other plugins and tools, why not present with the authors of
some of those tools?

I got in touch with the developer of MPL Publisher, Ferran, and got to know him a little bit. I’ve looked over his
plugin and his code, and think we really had simultaneous ideas, just different implementations, and admire his
code and design. I asked him if he’d like to present with me. He was initially willing to come along on my crazy
ride, but then realized he probably didn’t have the time to commit to preparing a proper presentation. I did,
however, become an affiliate marketer for his plugin… Weird, I know, but I thought it would help me be a bit less
biased against his solution if I also got a piece of the pie. So here’s my referral link for MPL Publisher:
https://gumroad.com/a/961221747. It’s cheaper than PMB, and handles a few other formats, so I think it’s also a
great tool.

Anyways, next I contacted the owner of PressBooks, Hugh McGuire. I knew it was a longshot as PressBooks is
well-established with a team, and Hugh’s got an impressive CV. I contacted him just a day before the due date for
submission though, and it passed.

I also contacted Boone Gorges, the lead developer of Anthologize, but didn’t hear back (it was probably a
communication channel he doesn’t check often). A very fun tangent: a few years ago Boone and I made a video
together for WordCamp Seattle 2018, without ever meeting in person. Check it out.

You can’t just open a pull request and run
https://youtube.com/watch?v=6cMjq0PbXR8

Anyways, back to WPCampus… I submitted the presentation proposal by myself. But then WPCampus folks
decided to extend the due date, during which time Hugh from PressBooks did get back to me, and we were able
to submit a proposal after all .
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I hope (as of the beginning of June 2021) we’ll get accepted because I really am starting to realize we do have
something valuable to share. I think providing a self-contained, offline version of your website’s content is a part of
accessibility, and it seems totally overlooked by most of the WP community.

Thinking Out Loud
 Sales from WordPress.org Release

During the “Founding Members” release stage, I made a bit less than $1000 from the 200-or-so folks on my
mailing list. But I expected that once PMB 3 was on WordPress.org, which lets users buy directly from their sites,
I’d have a major bump in sales. Plus, the 50% discount I thought would make a pretty big splash.

Well, about a week since release, and I’ve made a blog post, tweeted, shared on Facebook and LinkedIn, shared
with fellow Freemius plugin authors, and generated a bit more awareness, but not a single sale.

Increased traffic on printmy.blog since release of PMB 3

Also a bit disappointing: no questions at all. Nobody’s asking about hardly anything in the forum (one user noticed
an integration issue with Yoast SEO, but they didn’t ask about Pro Print at all.)

I see almost a third of the PMB users updated to PMB 3, which is over a thousand users. So I have to assume
most of the 1000+ users area aware of Pro Print, but haven’t really tried it.

30.6% of PMB’s users updated to PMB 3 as of June 2nd 2021.
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Sometimes plugins create a big stink when they release too big a change, or are too aggressive in their
marketing. Thankfully that, at least, hasn’t been my problem. Also, I’m not trying to sell a ton, just get fairly
compensated for my time. I think my problem is this: folks aren’t trying the new features, so naturally don’t want to
pay for them.

 Signups from Release to WordPress.org

One major bit of good news is that, thanks to Freemius’ opt-in feature, my email list has grown from about 200 to
300 in a week. That is at least encouraging, because it means my efforts to post tutorials and blog posts showing
the potential of PMB Pro Print will be heard by someone. So that’s a good start to the marketing funnel. So that’s
great news.

Offline Access is Part of Accessibility

I touched on this earlier, but I’m realizing that providing good offline access to your website’s content is part
making it accessible.

Do you know anyone who reads a lo, but not from their computer or phone? I would argue your website’s content
is not very accessible to them. They could benefit from a printed copy.

Do you know someone who doesn’t have unlimited access to the web everywhere they go? Eg maybe they don’t
have a smart phone with unlimited data, or are sometimes out of good cell/WiFi reception? They could benefit
from a PDF or ePub file that they could download and take with them.

Do you ever have to read a ton of content from a website? Like a user manual, a long story, or just a lot of pages
from a website you like? That can be awkward on a website with no linear structure, pages that refresh back to
the top on reload, have no way to add notes, or any of the other “features” a book or ebook have. Even then,
making a book or eBook copy of the website’s content makes it more accessible and usable to you, too.

Accessibility isn’t just about folks who are unable to see or hear or use a mouse. It’s about making content usable
by everyone, including people who just prefer to not read online, or don’t have unlimited bandwidth, or just want it
in a format better-suited for a long read.

Web accessibility is the inclusive practice of ensuring there are no barriers that prevent interaction with,
or access to, websites on the World Wide Web by people with physical disabilities, situational
disabilities, and socio-economic restrictions on bandwidth and speed.

Wikipedia

I’m not saying putting content on websites reduces accessibility. They increase it dramatically beyond print and
computing before the Internet Age. It allows people from anywhere in the world to read it and it enables screen
readers etc. But it leaves some people behind or is sometimes not the best way to access the information. For
those reasons, adding print and offline options increases a website’s accessibility.

What’s Next?

I’m pretty sure folks don’t yet see the usefulness of PMB Pro Print. I’m kinda wanting to take a “feature fast” and
stop adding features for a little while and just focus on bringing awareness to PMB Pro Print’s uses, the value of
writing for print in WordPress, and how offline and print access to a website’s content increases accessibility.

Oh also I’m going to finish up the user manual and send digital and print copies (using PMB Pro, naturally) to
current users.

Thanks for reading! Comments welcome, I read and respond to them all.
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Transparency Report of June 2021
This is the 27th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin. Check out the new stats!

What Happened This Month
 Plugin Stats

Lots of releases this month so lots of spikes Active install growth actually stopped these last 2
weeks. Ouch. Freemius acquired some details about

why that was.

These other stats are new. I haven’t thought to include them before, so I’ll share some catch-up stats from the
previous year too for each of them.

 Mailing List Stats

Stats from my MailChimp mailing list.
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 Last Year

Email list growth over the last year. Big jump of about
100 subscribers in May 2021, when Freemius

integration added on WordPress.org. The June 2021
stat shows email list at the start of the month, which is

weird MailChimp.

 Last Month

Email list growth in June 2021, up about 150 more
subscribers.

 Website Visits

Stats from my site’s Koko analytics (don’t need no Google Analytics, thank you!)

 Last Year

Website visits June 2020-June 2021. I think you can
see a definite increase over the past two months
especially (thank you retweeters and sharers!)

 Last Month

Website visits in June 2021. Some of the spikes were
from getting featured on wpmail.me, some were from
sending blog updates to the now-much-bigger email

list.

 Freemius Stats

Freemius gathers other stats about sales and sites using the plugin.
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 Last Year

Before June 2021 had nearly $800 in sales and a few
other stats.

113 new active installs and 161 users opted into
Freemius’ data collection before June 2021. 40 folks

uninstalled (for every 4 users that opted in, 1 user
deactivated)

 Last Month

During June 2021 had nearly $400 in sales.

203 new active installs and 395 users opted in
Freemius’ data collection during June 2021. 176
uninstalled (for ever 2 users that opted in, 1 user

deactivated). That has been a significant loss.

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 103.25 (+2) support
◦ 149.25 (+8) marketing
◦ 377 (+10) development
◦ 62 (+0) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $25,686.55
(+$678.30)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $105(+$15)
• Income: $2,003 USD (+367.63)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 95,315 (+11,236)
• Active Installs: 4,356 (+66, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 4 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 64 (+2)
• Releases: 92 (+9)

Overview of What’s New
• Documented Custom Designs1

• Printed Manual On Its Way2

1. See page 161.
2. See page 162.
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• General Release Promotion a Dud1

• A Million Pingbacks from David!2

• WPCampus Presentation Accepted!3

The Details
Documented Custom Designs

One of the payers this month was asking about several features that really require writing custom designs, so I
finally added a section to the user guide all about making more advanced custom designs. It will probably be
pretty dry for most users, but for folks familiar with web design, I think it’s pretty cool. It lets them use familiar tools
for a totally new application: print design.

The documentation also includes 3 new add-on plugins that extend PMB Pro:

• Print My Blog – New Section Template
• Print My Blog – Sample Simple Design
• Print My Blog – Sample Complex Design

The use-case custom designs don’t yet serve very well is when a designer wants to just reuse an existing design,
but just add some custom fields, like from ACF.

What possibilities do custom designs open up? Basically any of the samples documents provided by Prince are
possible with PMB Pro. Feast your eyes on some of their samples…

Prince’s Sample documents are all possible with PMB’s Custom Designs and some web design skills.

Got a cool design you wonder is possible with PMB Pro? Please ask me about it!

1. See page 162.
2. See page 162.
3. See page 162.
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 Printed Manual On Its Way

I finally compiled the user guide, a few posts and pages, and a few extra print materials into a printed book: the
PMB Pro Manual. I wrote a tutorial all about it. I sent it for printing with lulu.com for pretty cheap (almost 200
pages, and printing costed about $8 plus shipping). I want to look it over myself before sending it to the business
users. But the digital manual is available although I do want to do some more proof-reading of it before I deliver it
to all the Founding Members, Pro license holders and Business license holders.

General Release Promotion a Dud

Last month I started a promotion for the release of PMB Pro onto WordPress.org. It was 50% any lifetime deals,
and lifetime deals are 3x yearly, so you could upgrade from 1 year to a million for 50% more.

I put notices about it on my website (a banner at the top), a notice for it in the plugin’s welcome and upgrade
screen, and on the Pro Print page inside the plugin. But I didn’t get a single person who used it (or bought a
lifetime license during that period.)

There were a couple sales during that time (one of which was refunded a week later because PMB Pro doesn’t
support giant printouts yet), and a few more annual license purchases after the promotion ended. So it’s not like
there’s absolutely no interest. I think folks just weren’t sold enough on PMB Pro yet to want to commit for a
lifetime, even though it was only a little bit more than the annual license.

A Million Pingbacks from David!

One of the founding members, Prof. David Simpson, is up to some serious blogging, getting going on using PMB
Pro, and linking to my posts, which is triggering a lot of pingbacks. I really appreciate the buzz he’s generating for
PMB with his readers. You can’t pay for help like that!

WPCampus Presentation Accepted!

I just got an email saying Hugh McGuire (Pressbooks CEO) and I’s proposed presentation for WPCampus 2021
got accepted! Just trying to finalize some details (it seems their system is kinda setup to have a “primary” and
“secondary” presenter, but I’d really like for us to be considered co-presenters. I admit I’ve taken more of the
initiative on it and have done more of the footwork, but Hugh has a way better resume, and I really don’t want to
belittle his way bigger, way more legit contribution. Anyways, that’s coming up September 21-22.

Thinking Out Loud
Way Bigger Email List but Slowdown in Active Installs

As you can see from the new stats: my email list has exploded, but active installs growth has slowed down. I think
these are related.

When folks upgrade to version 3.1 or higher of PMB, Freemius removes PMB’s admin pages until the user either
opts in or out of their data tracking. At that same time, they also choose to opt into the email list or not. I don’t
think this is outrageous, but it is certainly more aggressive, which is quite polarizing: 150 of the 700 new PMB 3+
users opted into the email list, 176 decided to deactivate the plugin.

Freemius’ deactivation survey is a little helpful to me, but it’s not too pushy (folks can just click to “Skip”, or select
a reason but not give any explanation).

I’m looking for a trend in the deactivations. 26% of deactivations said it was just temporary (oh really?) 16% said
they “expected something else” (only 4 said exactly what that was, two of which mentioned a feature PMB Pro
added), 9% said “other” (and then usually mashed the keyboard), and then it’s a pretty long tail which mostly
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Active versions at the end of June 2021, showing 47.7% of 4,356 active installs (2,077) sites are now in version
3+ which introduced Freemius integration. At the end of last month it was at 30.6% of 4,390 active installs (1,343).

So there were around 700 more sites that upgraded to the version with Freemius in June 2021.

seems to add up to folks either found it confusing, couldn’t get it to work, or had an unspecified problem.

My guess is that usability was the problem, and I admit although PMB Pro adds a ton of nice new features (many
of which are free) folks can’t find them or are getting confused and giving up.

Having said that, the big email list is actually kind of a problem now. I will soon have over 500 contacts on my list,
and if I were to switch to MailChimp’s paid “Standard” plan I’d be in the $50/month category, which is a bit steep
right now.

I also suspect folks don’t like that PMB has a business plan now, rather than continuing my original hopeful “just
supported by donations”. I think they’re afraid they’ll get spammed, which is understandable. Still, from my
perspective having a business plan is a good thing: I have a financial incentive to maintain the plugin. But most
users probably don’t see it that way.

 Is the Price Right?

One of the deactivation surveys said my prices are ludicrous. I admit they are higher than many of the most
popular themes and plugins, or many you can find from Theme Forrest. But they are competitive with many of the
competing services (PressBooks and Designrr especially.) What’s more I am also wary of the effect where
cheaper users are often more onerous to support. So I think I’ll be pinging Freemius’ CEO Vova Feldman for
pricing advice again (he said to follow up after a couple months sales). Right now my conversion rate is actually
2.4% for June, which is pretty well the average.

What’s Next?

Lots of ideas have been swirling in my head:

• getting the print and digitals manuals out
• moving off MailChimp to something cheaper
• supporting ACF users better (maybe I’ll ping their Facebook group for feedback)
• ePub support
• bulk adding content to projects (rather than dragging each post individually)
• adding more premium designs (eg a research paper design and a design with 4 levels of nesting/

grouping.
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The last 4 items were all brought up by paying users so I feel like those are valuable features. The first two items
are, however, important housekeeping.
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Transparency Report of July 2021
This is the 28th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month
 Plugin Stats

Just one release and a spike. The spike was lower
than last month’s which probably isn’t great news.

Active installs recovering a bit this month, but still not
great.

These other stats are new. I haven’t thought to include them before, so I’ll share some catch-up stats from the
previous year too for each of them.

 Mailing List Stats

Stats from my MailChimp mailing list.
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Email list grew about 400 to almost 700 in July 2021

 Website Visits

Stats from my site’s Koko analytics (don’t need no Google Analytics, thank you!)
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 Freemius Stats

Freemius gathers other stats about sales and sites using the plugin.
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Sales down a bit since last month, but considering the number of sales are still so small I’m not stressing over
these types of jumps.
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Forgot to include this graph last month, but I did discuss it. It seems about a quarter of users said the plugin
somehow didn’t meet their expectations… requires more analysis…

Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 106.75 (+3.5) support
◦ 151.25 (+2) marketing
◦ 389 (+12) development
◦ 64 (+2) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost): $26,456.50
(+$769.95)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $105(+$0)
• Income: $2,305.26 USD (+243.87)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 99,415 (+4,100)
• Active Installs: 4,528 (+72, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 4 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 67 (+3)
• Releases: 93 (+1)

Overview of What’s New
• Bulk Adding Content in New Content Editor1

• Excluding Content Already in a Project2

• Fixed Password-Protected Posts in Pro3

1. See page 171.
2. See page 172.
3. See page 172.
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• Improved Custom Field Support1

• Officially on the Schedule for WPCampus 20212

• Mayland Community College using PMB Pro3

The Details
Bulk Adding Content in New Content Editor

Version 3.4.0 overhauled the content editing page to facilitate bulk-adding content to projects. You can now select
multiple posts and move them into the project, or even “select all”. This means making huge projects is now much
easier.

The new “Available Content” part of the content editor, showing a few posts selected.

Big thanks to Eric Jung for sharing some UI suggestions and feedback. The new editor also lets you move

1. See page 173.
2. See page 173.
3. See page 174.
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content around using bulk buttons in addition to dragging and dropping. This can be a bit more user-friendly if you
have trouble controlling the mouse just-so. The new bulk buttons only appear when content is selected, and
include: a plus (“+”) button for adding content to a project, an x to remove items from the selection, and up and
down arrows for moving the selection up or down. The arrows also move items into and out-of parts. So while this
isn’t yet completely accessible, it’s a big step forward (there are a couple keyboard shortcuts, but I need to add
more still.) It’s certainly more usable on a mobile phone (where dragging-and-dropping simply wasn’t feasible).

In an effort to make it a bit simpler-looking, it also hides a lot more information until it’s useful. For example, the
filters, view-edit-add-remove buttons and template dropdown are now initially hidden. The filters only appear when
you click “Show filters”, and the view-edit-add-remove buttons and the template dropdown on each item only
appear when you hover over the item.

I updated the documentation and video.

Editing Project Content In Print My Blog Pro
https://youtube.com/watch?v=un7EnpDG2qs

 Excluding Content Already In Projects

While I was updating the content editing step, I introduced a new filter: “Show Included Content” which controls
whether or not the “Available Content” pane should show items already added to the project. It defaults to off,
which means items already in the project won’t appear.

This helps avoid adding duplicate content to a project, and makes it much easier to update an existing project with
new content. Eg, let’s say you create a project of all the recipe posts on your blog. A few months later, you’ve
written some new recipes, and want to create a new PDF and you want to include those new recipes in your
project. The content editing page now defaults to only showing posts not previously-added to your project, so
finding those new recipe posts is much easier.

 Fixed Password-Protected Posts in Pro

Somehow I missed that if you add password-protected posts to a Pro project, the content is missing, and all you
would see if the form asking you to enter the password (a bug I fixed about a year ago in Quick Print). Well, that
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got fixed in 3.4.0.

 Improved Custom Fields Support

If you use custom fields (eg Advanced Custom Fields plugin) on your site, PMB Pro supports that better now.
Both the Classic designs now include a checkbox for “Custom Fields”.

When checked, all public custom fields on a post will be shown in a bulleted list. If you need something more
custom, you can also create a custom template or design to display them more elegantly.

Officially on the Schedule for WPCampus 2021

My presentation is now officially on the 2021 WPCampus schedule, so I’m getting ready for that. I’ve been
reaching out to the developers of similar plugins (PressBooks, Anthologize, MPL Publisher, Eight Day Week)
asking what they’d like included in the presentation, and have had some successes (great feedback) and some
I’m still waiting on (maybe they’re on holiday?) Anyways, I’m getting excited to share the vision of using
WordPress as a replacement for Microsoft Word and Google Docs.
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The new “Custom Fields” option in the Classic Print-Ready PDF design

Mayland Community College Using PMB Pro for College
Catalogue
One PMB Pro customer is a college using PMB Pro for their academic calendar. I think it’s still a work in progress,
but so far it’s a 900+ page document of most of their college’s policies and schedule.

They’re using a custom design which I think turned out pretty good. It’s a great use of PMB, especially when they
can also have a web version of their catalogue (which is better for quick searches and quick reads online).

Currently, it’s available by going to their College Catalogue page and clicking “2021-2022”.

Thinking Out Loud
 Too much of a good thing with that Mailing List

Since integrating with Freemius, my mailing list has kinda gotten out-of-control growth. Which is great, because I’ll
be able to reach way more folks with my content. But it also means I’ll be bumped out of the free tier for
MailChimp, which starts to get expensive. And I don’t yet think I’m utilizing the mailing list all that well.

What’s Next?

• preparing my WPCampus session
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A page from Mayland Community College’s Academic Calendar

• premium designs
• ePub support

Let me know if you have any thoughts!
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Transparency Report of August 2021
This is the 29th monthly report for Print My Blog (PMB) WordPress plugin.

What Happened This Month
 Plugin Stats

A few releases and spikes this month. Some of the
spikes were smaller probably because of their

frequency.

Growth was actually slightly negative for one week
there; but when I removed Freemius’ “opt-in” welcome

screen, growth seems to have picked up quite
significantly.

 Mailing List Stats

Stats from my MailChimp mailing list.
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Email list was growing steadily as before, but then nearly stopped when I removed Freemius’ opt-in welcome
screen.

 Website Visits

Stats from my site’s Koko analytics (don’t need no Google Analytics, thank you!)
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Stats show pageviews have been quite consistent.

 Freemius Stats

Freemius gathers other stats about sales and sites using the plugin.

There were a few new sales and recurring payments this month, so revenue was up. And because there were
fewer Freemius opt-ins, it thinks the conversion rate was way up.
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The growth of active sites (of which Freemius is aware) slowed this month, as did opt-ins. There are still lots more
un-installs than I’d like though.

Graph of uninstall reasons. It seems the biggest reasons are “Expected something else’ and “Expected to work
differently”.
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Business Stats
• Hours:

◦ 108.75 (+2) support
◦ 158.25 (+7) marketing
◦ 401 (+12) development
◦ 68 (+4) management

• Expenses (Opportunity Cost):
$27397.30(+$940.80)

• Expenses (Out-of-pocket) $105(+$0)
• Income: $2,609.26 USD (+304)

Plugin Stats
• Downloads: 113,115(+13,700)
• Active Installs: 4,614 (+86, how I calculate

this exactly)
• Languages: 4 (+0)
• Five Star Reviews: 67 (+0)
• Releases: 100 (+7)

Overview of What’s New
• 100th Release and 100,000th Download1

• Experiment Removing Freemius’ Opt-In Screen2

• Bugfixes Galore!3

The Details
 100th Release and 100,000th Download

PMB 3.4.7, released August 27th, 2021, was the 100th release I’ve made of PMB in a bit over 2 years of work.
Coincidentally, sometime during this month there was also the 100,000th download. I think both are things to
celebrate, so !

I suppose the fact both happened this month actually isn’t a huge surprise: the count of “downloads” includes
every time a site downloads the updated plugin. So plugins that have more releases will get updated more
frequently and so have more downloads. This month I released 7 new versions of PMB (all minor bug fixes) so
there were also lots of downloads.

Anyways, it’s a milestone worth celebrating! But I admit it’s not the milestone I’m especially looking to achieve:
5,000 active installs.

 Experiment Removing Freemius’ Opt-In Screen

Active install growth has slowed since I introduced Freemius and PMB Pro (lest this be taken as a criticism of
Freemius, my email list and income shot waaay up). My pal (and competitor) Ferran gave me the idea of
deactivating Freemius’ opt-in screen. Vova Feldman from Freemius showed me how to do that, so I thought I’d do
a little experiment. I removed the full screen opt-in screen users used to see when the plugin was activated.

I planned to just do it for two weeks to see what effect it had. From what I can tell, since August 20th, it’s had a
significant impact on active installs. There was about double the active install growth as compared to the previous
month.

Conversely, my email list growth basically stopped. Likewise, I don’t have as much data on my users (like PHP
version, WordPress version, and… whatever else Freemius reports on, none of which comes to mind.) I’m not
distraught by that. I don’t think I really need that data on every user, just a sampling is useful enough. So I may re-

1. See page 180.
2. See page 180.
3. See page 181.
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The old Freemius Opt-In screen, shown immediately after activating PMB since version 3.0.0; but removed in
3.4.5.

add a more discrete opt-in message (like a notification, or a footer message). We’ll see…

Bugfixes Galore!

The 7 releases this month nearly all focused on minor bugfixes. You can, of course, read the changelog, but
here’s some highlights:

• Improved hyperlinking and footnotes
• PDF-built-in table of contents simplified (it matches the table of contents page)
• Fix dates in Quick Print
• A security fix (found by WPScan) that allowed unauthenticated to deactivate the plugin
• Allow using shortcodes in title page content (eg title, subtitle, coverpage preamble, etc)

So most likely if you haven’t noticed any problems related to any of this, I suppose you won’t notice the change.
But if you did, I hope you’ll be happy with the fixes.
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Active install growth picked up noticeably mid-August when the Freemius opt-in screen was removed. It also
generally sagged a bit since Freemius integration and PMB Pro was added mid-May.

Thinking Out Loud
Clarification: I Still Love Freemius

So the big development this month was turning off Freemius’ opt-in screen seems to have nearly doubled active
install growth. But I don’t mean to criticize Freemius! They have been super helpful, and their software is really
smart. I highly recommend using Freemius for establishing a viable business plan for plugins!

I may turn Freemius’ opt-in screen back on later, because turning it off has had some downsides: my email list
growth has nearly stopped, and I won’t gather as much data about my users to inform future decisions.

So is turning off Freemius’ opt-in screen worth it? I’m leaning towards yes, but I’d still like to re-introduce it in a
more subtle way, possibly as a delayed message or something. We’ll see.

What’s Next?

• preparing my WPCampus session (which is coming up September 21 and 22 this month!)
• premium designs
• ePub support

(Yes, the same priorities as last month… )

Let me know if you have any thoughts!
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What’s Next for Print My Blog?
As of September 2021, the development of Print My Blog is certainly still underway. Take a look at printmy.blog
and subscribe to the mailing list to stay up-to-date. Please get in touch too if you’d like to discuss how it could be
used to your next project.

Thanks for reading!

—Michael Nelson, Developer of Print My Blog

https://printmy.blog/contact/
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